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Foreword
The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009, which is often referred as
Right to Education (RTE) Act in common parleys, came into force from 1 st April, 2010. This
new law provides a justiciable legal framework that enlistees all children between the ages of
6 to 14 years free and compulsory admission, attendance and completion of elementary
education. It provides for children's right to an education of equitable quality based on
principles of equity and non-discrimination, most importantly, it provides for children's right
to an education that is free from fear, stress and anxiety.
Rights are prerequisites for the development of personality. In this context, a person's right to
education is one of the prerequisites for the progress and development of a country and it is
clearly aimed at development such as improving public health, poverty reduction, gender
equality and raising the level of democratic participation. Is associated with norms. Both
education and development lead to rapid socio-economic progress of a nation and thus
democracy can be made successful as a government and as a way of life. The inevitable
connection between literacy and development demands that primary education should be
provided to every child. Recognizing the fact that there has been an effort to make education
free and compulsory for all children at national and international levels. The commitment of
the world community to peace, progress and prosperity motivates us to accept education as a
human right that is bound by legal enforcement. The 86th Constitutional Amendment Act
2002 has given primary education a fundamental right for children, stating that "the state
shall provide free and compulsory education to all children between the age of six and
fourteen years in such a manner as by state law, may determine "
The Jharkhand Education Project Council (JEPC), is an organization registered under the
Societies Registration Act 1860 and dedicated to achieving Universal Elementary Education
(UEE) in the State of Jharkhand, India. Launched on April 12th, 2001 is been actively
implementing various Projects/Programmes like Samagra Shiksha (SSA), Kasturba Gandhi
Balika Vidayalaya (KGBV). Being the State Implementing Society (SIS) of these prestigious
programmes, the project emphasizes on the education of deprived sections of society, such as
Scheduled Castes (SCs), Scheduled Tribes (STs), Minorities, Girls of Jharkhand.
With this annual report, we are intending to detail out the various activities undertaken by
various components of JEPC which also includes the audited accounts for the financial year
2018-19. The overall progress recorded during FY 2018-19 represents JEPC's strong
commitment in the field of elementary education. The achievements made during the year
have been the result of systematic processes and procedures spread throughout the year.
(Uma Shankar Singh)
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Executive summary
Jharkhand Education Project Council popularly known as JEPC has initiated good number of
efforts in the state to ensure that no child is out of school and education is being going to the
last child of the state irrespective cast, creed, religion, gender. Our experience has further
reinforced our ―belief‘ in the ―framework‖ and ―specific objectives‖ of JEPC. We now more
firmly hold in order to achieve ―tangible‖ results under any program of UEE, it‘ll have to be
formulated and implemented within the ―contours‖ of the stated ―framework‖ and ―specific
objectives‖ of JEPC. It is, thus, obvious that the goal 'social reconstruction through
education' for which JEPC strived all these years, lay in a distant future where immediate
tangible achievements were small milestones. The strength of JEPC remained in the
processes through which the goals were attempted to be achieved rather than the
quantitative target realization alone.
Here are some glimpse of the efforts either being undertaken or accomplished.
SSA throws special emphasis on Institutional Capacity Building. The SSA considers a major
capacity building role for national, state and district level institutions like NUEPA / NCERT /
NCTE / JCERT / SIEMAT / DIET. In this endeavor we initiated capacity building across the
state in different disciplines like BRP/CRP, DLOs KGBV Warden/Teachers and many more.
In order to enhance the efficiency of delivery mechanism efforts were undertaken for
Institutional Reforms The state is on way to make an objective assessment of their prevalent
education system including educational administration, achievement levels in schools,
financial issues, decentralization and community ownership, review of State Education Act,
rationalization of teacher deployment and recruitment of teachers, monitoring and
evaluation, status of education of girls, SC/ST and disadvantaged groups, policy regarding
private schools and ECCE.
Priority to Education of Girls is set, especially those belonging to the scheduled castes and
scheduled tribes and minorities, are one of the principal concerns in Samagra Shiksha.
National Program for Education of Girls at Elementary Level (NPEGEL) and Kasturba Gandhi
Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV) are two such significant programmes under the umbrella of SSA
with a distinct entity focusing on girls' education. Along with this Focus on Special Groups
on the inclusion and participation of children from SC/ST, minority groups, urban deprived
children disadvantaged groups and the children with special needs, in the educational
process are the significant activities through SAMARTH Awasiya Vidyalaya is on its way to
cater the last child of the state.
SSA lays a special thrust on making education at the elementary level useful and relevant for
children by improving the curriculum, child-centered activities and effective teaching learning
strategies.
SATH – E - NITI Aayog in 2017 - 18 for the SATH-E program. This a triplite agreement
between Jharkhand Government - Niti Aayog - BCG.
It has been very useful in the successful implementation of the program of the aspiring
districts. As many as 80 percent of the aspirational district's activities can be completed.
Under this, about 15 new initiatives have to be completed for about 30 months (31.03.2020),
which can be implemented at the country level.
The school and teacher rationalization, compliance with the RTE Act - 2009 has improved
significantly. With this, a golden glimpse of improvement in quality education is being made
by the NITI Aayog, NCERT, Tata Trust, Gates Foundation, survey conducted in the year 2018.
ASER 2018 also validate this change.
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Due to this program, savings of about 520 crores are being made. In the implementation of
other public welfare schemes, the use of the available 496 buildings has started. In this, the
problems of Anganwadi Centers, SHG SHED have been resolved. NITI Aayog has praised the
state in the National Steering Group (NSG) by saying that “No state in India has attempted
5-6 bold moves simultaneously, covering all key aspects such as governance,
remediation, access, etc. Jharkhand has already undertaken 5K reorganization-likely
first time in the country’s history.”
Under SATH-E initiates the focus disciplines are Elementary Education, Secondary
Education, Measurement and accountability and System & Capabilities, on which special
emphasis has started.
EVV - The smooth effect of information, effective analysis and dissemination of information is
the key to success for any program. Corrective measures can be taken based on the analysis
of previous data and the data currently received. Information management system plays an
important role in collecting necessary data from schools and other offices, analysing and
deriving appropriate conclusions from the data received and helps management at various
levels to take appropriate decisions to improve the present situation. With this, teachers will
only do academic work and teaching. Will be free from physical reports and meetings. This
will be a meaningful initiative towards quality education.
For smooth implementation of e-Vidya Vahini, the purchase of 41000 tablets for schools has
been distributed to schools through the Department of Technology. 2977 tablets to BRP/CRP
have also been distributed for school monitoring. Project monitoring cells and call centres
have also been set up and through these direct supports is being provided to the end user
and daily monitoring of the status is being done through the information management
system.
Quality education - The aim of School Education and Literacy Department, Jharkhand is to
provide education of equal quality to all the students of the state. The vision of the
department is to create an education system by 2030, which enables every person for lifelong
learning from his or her initial days. Synchronized with the Sustainable Development Goals
related to education.
Gyan Setu program has been launched by Honourable Chief Minister on 14.09.2018. Gyan
Setu has been started in all the districts of the state to increase the competency level of
children from class 1 to 4. Under this program, about one lakh teachers of the state and two
thousand BRP/CRP were trained and related to the learning ability five types of need-based
materials to children have been made available, such as construction, target, progress,
accessibility and comprehension and printing. On which all the children are trying to attain
their competency of learning by making continuous efforts. This scheme is being
implemented under the overall supervision of Deputy Commissioners of Jharkhand and
Jharkhand Education Project Council, JCERT and BCG are actively involved in this program.
Teacher Need Assessment (TNA) - Periodic enrichment of knowledge of teachers is necessary
for the attainment of quality education. For the above, firstly the ability of teachers and
assessing their understanding on the subject is an important task. At regular intervals
capacity building is kicked of from
State Education department is in the partnering with various voluntary organizations. Nonfinancial partnership is signed with leading voluntary organizations of the country for their
technical guidance and cooperation for the development of quality education is been taken up
by the department. At present organization like Piramal Foundation, Dakshana Foundation,
Shyamchi AAI Foundation, Lend-a-Hand India, The Teacher App, Learning Link Foundation,
Sampark Foundation, Sri Aurobindo Society, Sight Savers and Indus Action are out in the
action with their respective expertise and benefitting the children of the state.
Hereunder are the detail of the partnership with voluntary organization with their coverage
and nature of work:
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S.No.

Name of the
organization

Nature of work

Covered districts

1

Piramal
Foundation

Mid-Level management, training, school
monitoring and mentoring

23 districts of the
state

2

Dakshana
Foundation

Special coaching for 12th students for
IITR and Medical

All districts of the
state

3

Shyamchi AAI
Foundation

Interest and aptitude test, career
counseling for 10th and 12th students

All districts of the
state

4

Len-a-Hand India

Technical support in vocationalization of
education

All districts of the
state

5

The Teacher App

Providing digital content mapped with
state curriculam for enhanching quality
of teachers

All districts of the
state

6

Learning Link
Foundation

Providing technical support in effective
implementation of Gyan Setu

Ranchi

7

Sampark
Foundation

Providing free math and English kit,
teachers training and supplemenatary
reading materials

8 Districts – Poorvi
Singhbhum,
Ranchi, Hazaribag,
Koderma, Palamu,
Dumka, Sahibganj
and Pakur

8

Sri Aurobindo
Society

Providing teachers orientation on zero
investment innovation

All districts of the
state

Sightsavers

Providing technical assistance in
inclusive education

3 Districts –
Ranchi, Dumka
and Hazaribag

Indus action

Providing technical assistance in
admission under 12 (C) 1 of RTE Act
2009 in private schools

All districts of the
state\

9

10

Strategy for Identification of Out Of school Children and Drop out Children took place with
Updation of Shishu Panjee, Pankh Program, Prayas Program and School Chale - Chalayen
Abhiyan. Strategies like Direct Enrollment, Enrolment in Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalay
and JABV, Enrollment in Residential schools for specific category children (Samarth School),
Coverage under CWSN program, 9 month Residential Special Training centers to cover of Out
of school Children and Drop out children. In order to develop decent environment for English
communication Jharkhand Secondary Education Project Council has focused on creating
good teacher educators and training modules to support and train in-service teachers.
There is a growing demand among these students to learn and communicate better in
English. Keeping in mind Remedial Teaching for communication skills has also been a part of
JEPC.
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Swachh Vidyalay Purushkar This initiative stresses to not only upgrade WASH components
in schools but also focuses on Menstrual Hygiene Management for adolescent girls so that
their health is ensured. In this regard, State Level Workshop has been organized today dated
on 26/02/2019 to sensitize District Education Officers, District Superintendent Educations,
principals, junior engineers, education, development partners and selected Mukhiyas; to hear
the successful stories of taking schools into five start from bottom and wining SVP award at
national level and to understand new pathways of Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalya
Purushkar, an initiative taken by government of Jharkhand.
Community Participation is one of the major aspects under Right to Education Act,2009.
Community participation and environment building is a very significant intervention for
achieving the goals of universalization of elementary education under SSA. To ensure active
participation of community in school activities, an attitudinal change requires. This
component implies a set of activities in bringing positive attitudinal change in people and
capacity building of SMCs, so that SMC could act as a manager for the development of
school. The objective of the entire programme is to establish a strong linkage between the
school and community and to develop, sense of community ownership of schools and
schooling process.
Community Awareness Activities held in financial year 2018-19 under these three categoriesCommunity awareness Programme, Vidyalaya Chalen Chalain Abhiyan and Parents
Teacher Association Day (PTA day) and impacted in a desired manner in the state.
Apart from the above some more glimpses of activities are ―Nishulk School Kit‖ ―Merit
Scholarship‖ ―JBAV‖ ―Reorg of Primary and Middle schools‖ etc.
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Abbreviations
ACR
AIE
AS
ASRG

JRY
JS
JSM
KRPs
KGBV
LAN

Jawahar Rojagar Yojana
Joint Secretary
Joint Supervision Mission
Key Resource Persons
Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya
Local Area Networking

LCM
LJP
MAS
Med
MGT
MHRD
MIS
MLL
MOU
MS
MTA

Least Common Multiple
LokJumbish Project
Midterm Assessment Study
Media
Multi grade Teaching
Ministry of Human Resource Development
Management Information System
Minimum Levels of Learning
Memorandum of Understanding
Mahila Samakhya
Mother Teacher Association

NCERT
NCTE
NDC
NFE
NGO

National Council of Educational Research
and training
National Council for Teacher Education
National Development Council
Non-Formal Education
Non-Governmental Organization

NIC
NIOS
NLM
NPE

National Informatics Centre
National Institute of Open Schooling
National Literacy Mission
National Policy on Education

DL
DLO

Additional Classroom
Alternative and Innovative Education
Alternative Schools
Academic Support cum Resource
Group
Academic Supervisory and Resource
Person
Action Taken Report
Baseline Assessment Studies
Backward Class
Block Education Extension Officer
Block Level Resource Group
BhawanNirmanSamiti
Block Resource Centre
Block Resource Centre Co-Ordinator
Block Resource Group
Bank Reconciliation Statement
Basic Training Institute
Computer Aided Learning
Central Institute of Education
Technology
Cluster Resource Centre
Cluster Resource Centre Co-ordinator
Cluster Resource Group
College of Teacher Education
Direct Benefit Transfer
Distance Education Coordinator
District Education Officer
Distance Education Programme
District Institute of Education and
Training
Distance Learning
District Level Office

NSB
NUEPA

DPC
DPE
DPEP
DPO
DRC
DRDA

District Programme Co-ordinator
Diploma in Primary Education
District Primary Education Programme
District Project Office
District Rehabilitation Centre
District Rural Development Authority

DRG
DRP

District Resource Group
District Resource Person

OBB
OBC
PARM
PFE
PIC
PMIS
PFMS
POA
PRA

New School Building
National University of Educational Planning
and Administration
Operation Black Board
Other Backward Class
Pre Appraisal Review Mission
Primary Formal Education
Programme Implementation Committee
Project Management Information System
Project Financial Management System
Programme of Action
Participatory Rural Appraisal

ASRP
ATR
BAS
BC
BEEO
BLRG
BNS
BRC
BRCC
BRG
BRS
BTI
CAL
CIET
CRC
CRCC
CRG
CTE
DBT
DEC
DEO
DEP
DIET
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DRU

District Resource Unit

DSE
DTF
EC
ECCE
ECE
Ed.
CIL.
EE

District Superintendent of Education
District Task Force
Executive Committee
Early Childhood Care and Education
Early Childhood Education
Education Council of India Ltd.

EFA

Education for All

EGS
EMIS

Education Guarantee Scheme
Educational Management Information
System
Electronic Media Production Centre
Educational Media Research Centre
Environmental Studies

EMPC
EMRC
EVS
FGD
FMIS
GE
GED

Elementary Education

Focus Group Discussion
Financial Management Information
System
Gender Education
Girl Education

PTA
PTM
PTTC
RPM
RPs
RR
SC
SCERT

Parent Teacher Association
Parent Teachers Meeting
Primary Teachers Training College
Reflection cum Planning Meeting
Resource Persons
Retention Rate
Scheduled Caste
State Council of Education Research and
Training
SDMC
School Development and Monitoring
Committee
SIEMAT State Institute of Educational Management
and Training
SIM
Self-Instructional Material
SLM
Self-Learning Material
SLO
SOE
SOPPT
SPD
SPO

SRC
SSA
SS
GER
Gross Enrolment Ratio
ST
GOI
Government of India
TLC
ICDS
Integrated Child Development Scheme TLE
ICT
Information and Communication
TLM
Technology
IED
Integrated Education
TRI
IE
Inclusive Education
IEDC
Integrated Education for Disabled
TT
Children
IGNOU Indira Gandhi National Open
UC
University
Inv
Innovation
UEE
IRDP
Integrated Rural Development
UNICEF
Programme
ISM
Internal Supervision Mission
UPE
ISRO
Indian Space Research Organization
UT
VE
JEPC
Jharkhand Education Project Council
VEC
JBAV
Jharkhand Balika Awasiya Vidyalaya
JGSY
Jawahar Gram SamridhiYojana
ZSS
JRM
Joint Review Mission

State Level Office
Statement of Expenditure
Special Orientation Programme for Primary
Teachers
State Project Director
State Project Office
State Resource Centre
SarvaShikshaAbhiyan
Samagra Shiksha
Scheduled Tribes
Total Literacy Campaign
Teaching Learning Equipment
Teaching - Learning Material
Tribal Research Institute
Teacher Training
Utilization Certificate
Universalisation of Elementary Education
United Nations International Children's
Emergency Fund
Universalisation of Primary Education
Union Territory
Vocational Education
Village Education Committee
Zila Saksharta Samiti
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1. Introduction
The meaning, nature and scope of education has been evolving with time by means of
diversification and extending its reach and coverage since the dawn of human history. Every
country develops its system of education to establish and promote its compatibility to unique
socio-cultural identity and also to meet the inherent challenges of the society.
World Declaration on Education for All (1990) stressed upon the need to provide
expanded educational opportunities that will translate into meaningful development.
According to the declaration, meeting basic learning needs constitute a common and
universal human responsibility.
In response to the growing international commitment to education for all, Government
of India unveiled its National Policy on Education 1986, as revised in 1992 has three thrust
areas in elementary education :
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Universal access, enrolment;
Universal retention of children upto 14 years of age; and
A substantial improvement in the quality of education to enable all children to achieve
essential levels of learning.

The 86th Constitutional Amendment Act 2002 made education a Fundamental Right
for children in the age group of 6-14 years by providing that ―the State shall provide free and
compulsory education to all children of the age of six to fourteen years in such manner as the
State may, by law, determine‖.
Government of India in partnership with State Governments has made several
attempts to meet the challenge of providing elementary education to all children in pursuance
of Directive Principles of State Policy under Article 45 of the Constitution which has been
reiterated in the National Policy of Education 1986.
Samagra Shiksha (SSA) has been one such initiative of Government of India, making
efforts to universalize elementary education by community-ownership of the school system. It
is a response to the demand for quality basic education all over the country. The SSA
programme also attempts to provide an opportunity for improving human capabilities of all
the children by means of provision of community-owned quality education in a mission
mode.
In Jharkhand, the Jharkhand Education Project Council is the implementing agency
for Samagra Shiksha.
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2. Jharkhand at a Glance
Jharkhand is a newly formed state and
was carved out of erstwhile Bihar through the
Bihar Reorganization bill passed in the
Parliament of India comprising of 18 districts.
Since then, 6 new districts have been formed to
cater the administrative needs of the state.
Presently, the state has 24 districts, 260
Revenue blocks and 30757 villages.
It came into existence on the 15th of
November 2000 as the 28th state of the
Republic of India. Jharkhand is predominantly
a rural state with 78% of it‘s population living
in 32,000 rural settlements. Only 22% of the population resides in 43 urban settlements.
As per Census 2011, the Jharkhand has a total population of 3,29,88,134 of which
the male population is 1,69,30,315 while the female population of the state is 1,60,57,819.
Population (as per census 2001 & 2011):

Male

Census 2001
13885028

Census 2011
16930315

Female

13060801

16057819

Total

26945829

32988134

Male

1644545

2043458

Female

1547775

1942186

Total

3192320

3985644

Male

3566263

4315407

Female

3520805

4329635

Total

7087068

8645042

Male

1942075

NA

Female

1817017

NA

Total

3759092

NA

Sex Ratio

941

948

Decadal growth rate

23.19

22.34

Male

67.30

76.80

Female

38.87

55.40

Total

53.56

66.40

All Community

SC

ST

Minority

Literacy
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Educational Profile of Jharkhand
Indicators

Number of Schools
/Inter College with Section

Number of Dept. of Education
Schools with Section

Number of Dept of Education
Schools

Number of Govt. Aided Schools

Number of Teachers working in
Dept of Education Schools

Number of Contract Teachers (Para)
working in Dept of Education
Schools

Enrolment in Schools
(All Management)

Enrolment in Schools
(Dept of Education)

Enrolment in Schools
(Govt. Aided)

Level

2018-19

Primary Only
Upper Primary
Elementary
Secondary
Hr Secondary
Primary Only
Upper Primary
Elementary
Secondary
Hr Secondary
Primary (I-V)
Middle/Upper Primary (I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Elementary(I-V/I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Secondary (I-X/VI-X/IX-X)
Hr Secondary (I-XII/VI-XII/IX-XII)
Total
Primary (I-V)
Middle/Upper Primary (I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Elementary(I-V/I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Secondary (I-X/VI-X/IX-X)
Hr Secondary (I-XII/VI-XII/IX-XII)
Total
Primary (I-V)
Middle/Upper Primary (I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Elementary(I-V/I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Secondary (I-X/VI-X/IX-X)
Hr Secondary (I-XII/VI-XII/IX-XII)
Total
Total Working Para Teachers

24453
20415
44868
4637
1575
21185
13661
34846
2694
864
21185
11568
32753
1830
864
35447
499
497
996
139
29
1164
40996
54220
95216
13312
6811
115339
66379

Primary
Upper Primary
Elementary
Secondary
Hr Secondary
Total
Primary
Upper Primary
Elementary
Secondary
Hr Secondary
Total
Primary
Upper Primary
Elementary

4022718
2000129
6022847
969215
624620
7616682
2637760
1321922
3959682
560679
159532
4679893
164240
96223
260463
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Indicators

Gross Enrolment
Ration (GER)

Net Enrolment Ratio
(NER)

Dropout Rate

Transition Rate

Gender Parity Index
GPI

Pupil Teacher Ratio (PTR) in Dept
of Education Schools

Student Classroom Ratio (Dept of
Education Schools)

Enrolment (All Management)
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Level
Secondary
Hr Secondary
Total
Primary
Upper Primary
Elementary
Secondary
Hr Secondary
Primary
Upper Primary
Elementary
Secondary
Hr Secondary
Primary
Upper Primary
Elementary
Secondary
Hr Secondary
Primary to Upper Primary
Upper Primary to Secondary
Secondary to Hr Secondary
Primary
Upper Primary
Elementary
Secondary
Hr Secondary
Primary (I-V)
Middle/Upper Primary (I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Elementary(I-V/I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Secondary (I-X/VI-X/IX-X)
Hr Secondary (I-XII/VI-XII/IX-XII)
Primary (I-V)
Middle/Upper Primary (I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Elementary(I-V/I-VIII/VI-VIII)
Secondary (I-X/VI-X/IX-X)
Hr Secondary (I-XII/VI-XII/IX-XII)
Primary- Boys
Primary- Girls
Upper Primary Boys
Upper Primary Girls
Secondary - Boys
Secondary - Girls
Hr Secondary - Boys
Hr Secondary - Girls

2018-19
44368
21813
326644
99.63
102.52
100.57
72.55
56.71
90.20
87.76
94.36
48.79
27.67
5.25
10.04
6.84
13.16
17.73
85.91
76.99
66.71
0.94
1.01
0.96
0.99
0.91
29.60
40.57
35.84
57.34
73.67
16.26
23.58
20.33
37.89
58.52
2078018
1943401
996322
1004312
483566
485649
318022
306412

Enrolment in Class I-XII (All Management)
SNo
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Gen
Boys
Girls

Boys

Girls

Boys

Girls

Boys

Total
Girls

Total

Muslim Minority
Boys
Girls
Total

BOKARO

48358

39826

34969

33831

30544

29245

107267

CHATRA

13495

12744

50782

49108

7067

7647

63358

105040

221138

207942

429080

17638

18528

36166

62647

134702

132146

266848

5981

6940

DEOGHAR

30003

22769

26060

23837

20100

19054

12921

109849

105585

186012

171245

357257

28715

29759

DHANBAD

67542

53588

48550

46604

29246

58474

28527

138410

133466

283748

262185

545933

29539

30389

DUMKA

4905

4176

10225

9929

59928

63296

60696

69298

67287

147724

142088

289812

6670

6972

GARHWA

10959

9181

36063

13642

36427

27115

28038

76773

78022

150910

151668

302578

15615

17134

GIRIDIH

30907

26292

32749

46232

44459

35770

33792

209035

204204

321944

308747

630691

41080

42870

GODDA

7297

83950

6180

16735

14906

33387

30696

97207

97101

154626

148883

303509

27116

29417

GUMLA

56533

4918

4310

6199

5812

84590

85392

23949

24531

119656

120045

239701

1383

1611

2994

HAZARIBAG

24279

20482

42857

42990

18135

17272

125389

126672

210660

207416

418076

17029

17958

34987

JAMTARA

4530

3893

8450

8253

23355

22306

43166

43060

79501

77512

157013

12684

13375

26059

KHUNTI

2502

2356

4710

4502

43977

44732

8148

8292

59337

59882

119219

798

759

1557

KODARMA

13038

10294

15831

15242

1763

1838

64929

64340

95561

91714

187275

8369

8684

17053

LATEHAR

3898

3605

23475

22728

43897

43805

22402

22098

93672

92236

185908

5772

6362

12134

LOHARDAGA

3054

2892

3877

3841

32940

34598

17511

18439

57382

59770

117152

10138

11535

21673

PAKAUR

3258

2961

3253

2986

37059

35725

52548

53949

96118

95621

191739

33387

34665

68052

PALAMU

30652

27770

79920

77800

30834

30243

128498

127130

269904

262943

532847

21747

23511

45258

5528

4727

8072

8012

125448

121873

38000

37145

177048

171757

348805

2173

1949

4122

99732

86644

13363

12524

66656

63518

61170

58448

240921

221134

462055

10959

10926

21885

District

PASHCHIMI
SINGHBHUM
PURBI
SINGHBHUM
RAMGARH

SC

ST

OBC
Boys
Girls

16457

13859

14544

14521

24176

24332

49807

48417

104984

101129

206113

7915

8586

16501

RANCHI

76073

61582

34299

30804

127927

131974

121702

123548

360001

347908

707909

32122

36442

68564

SAHIBGANJ
SARAIKELAKHARSAWAN
SIMDEGA

4864

4436

9463

8944

34641

31842

90921

92770

139889

137992

277881

45725

48652

94377

21973

20200

12286

11750

35664

34549

36290

35925

106213

102424

208637

1500

1670

3170

24
JHARKHAND

1695

1468

6840

6832

45104

45759

11102

11844

64741

65903

130644

1172

1145

2317

529917

446235

557055

536642

1022691

1007453

1766729

1749960

3876392

3740290

7616682

385227

409839

795066

Enrolment in Class I-XII (All Management)-Dept of Education
SNo

District

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

BOKARO
CHATRA
DEOGHAR
DHANBAD
DUMKA
GARHWA
GIRIDIH
GODDA
GUMLA
HAZARIBAG
JAMTARA
KHUNTI
KODARMA
LATEHAR
LOHARDAGA
PAKAUR
PALAMU
PASHCHIMI
SINGHBHUM
PURBI
SINGHBHUM
RAMGARH
RANCHI
SAHIBGANJ
SARAIKELAKHARSAWAN
SIMDEGA

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
JHARKHAND

Boys

Gen
Girls

Boys

SC
Girls

Boys

ST
Girls

Boys

OBC
Girls

Boys

Total
Girls

Total

Muslim Minority
Boys
Girls
Total

4869
6019
8358
6336
1612
3500
12121
2794
1729
3706
1868
601
3276
1684
1090
1534
12072

6831
7008
8898
7325
1687
4448
13966
3095
1901
5154
2300
732
4148
2005
1371
1550
12646

20010
43891
21348
28304
7612
30179
33305
12619
3174
27906
6912
2403
10904
20122
1611
2324
66615

21900
43790
20540
30721
7631
31544
35952
12337
3452
30512
7382
2510
12058
20649
1743
2373
65981

18765
4912
17022
19273
47092
22040
27211
18612
45735
10227
20069
23849
1099
33559
22325
28027
23372

20184
5655
16961
20616
48116
23906
26905
19287
51759
11046
20067
26191
1347
35760
25632
29383
23811

52835
44207
88597
69348
56884
61107
128636
72967
12284
58619
35229
3485
36320
15342
10912
41408
97003

62420
47782
90961
79813
57016
65960
145965
78300
14721
70819
37503
4298
44610
16510
11999
42631
97871

96479
99029
135325
123261
113200
116826
201273
106992
62922
100458
64078
30338
51599
70707
35938
73293
199062

111335
104235
137360
138475
114450
125858
222788
113019
71833
117531
67252
33731
62163
74924
40745
75937
200309

207814
203264
272685
261736
227650
242684
424061
220011
134755
217989
131330
64069
113762
145631
76683
149230
399371

10597
4912
25578
19970
5687
13569
29187
20183
1078
9291
10931
322
6130
4608
7214
25889
16045

12253
5955
27558
21954
6239
15205
33148
22692
1360
10858
12040
366
6772
5269
7910
26841
16808

22850
10867
53136
41924
11926
28774
62335
42875
2438
20149
22971
688
12902
9877
15124
52730
32853

406

437

4945

5624

101049

102990

23594

26564

129994

135615

265609

957

1137

2094

5480

6144

5718

6168

45829

49212

30947

34748

87974

96272

184246

2465

2697

5162

1210
3750
1492

1396
4395
1966

6973
10635
7459

7661
11779
7728

14258
55427
21821

15799
64322
22806

21196
36932
69413

25513
42897
73942

43637
106744
100185

50369
123393
106442

94006
230137
206627

4409
11858
36044

4802
12475
39005

9211
24333
75049

9038

9781

7324

8095

28655

29687

25344

28073

70361

75636

145997

1283

1451

2734

363
94908

435
109619

3638
385931

3992
402122

19282
669510

20950
712392

5492
1098101

6394
1207310

28775
2248450

31771
2431443

60546
4679893

438
268645

488
295283

926
563928

Source- UDISE 2018-19
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Number of Schools by School Category provided information under UDISE : 2018-19
Ac_Year

2018-19

School Management
Department of Education
Government Aided
Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya
Kendriya Vidyalaya/Central
School
Madarsa recognized (by
Wakf board/Madarsa Board)
Madarsa unrecognized
NCLP
Other Govt. managed schools
Private Unaided
Railway Vidyalaya
Sainik Vidyalaya
Social Welfare Department
Tribal Welfare Dept.
Un-Recognised
Total

I-V
21185
499
0

I-VIII
11556
482
0

I-X
1447
14
0

I-XII
165
17
0

VI-VIII
12
15
1

VI-X
73
115
3

VI-XII
408
9
19

IX-X
310
10
0

IX-XII
291
3
0

XI-XII
0
13
0

Total
35447
1177
23

1

4

7

30

0

0

3

0

1

4

50

2

16

2

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

22

41
191
0
31
0
0
0
53
2450
24453

88
1
0
167
1
0
4
51
4091
16461

8
0
0
304
2
0
0
39
489
2312

1
0
0
269
4
0
0
1
40
527

2
0
0
8
0
0
0
4
26
68

0
0
0
312
0
0
0
13
71
588

0
0
0
7
0
1
1
9
2
459

1
0
0
98
0
0
0
0
31
451

0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
300

0
0
59
201
0
0
0
0
12
289

141
192
59
1400
7
1
5
170
7214
45908

Number of Teacher by School Category as provided in UDISE : 2018-19
Ac_Year

2018-19

School Management
Department of Education
Government Aided
Jawahar
Navodaya
Vidyalaya
Kendriya Vidyalaya/Central
School
Madarsa recognized (by
Wakf board/Madarsa Board)
Madarsa unrecognized
NCLP
Other Govt. managed schools
Private Unaided
Railway Vidyalaya
Sainik Vidyalaya
Social Welfare Department
Tribal Welfare Dept.

I-V
40996
897

I-VIII
54153
2712

I-X
11896
142

I-XII
2065
104

VI-VIII
67
38

VI-X
334
1145

VI-XII
2182
152

IX-X
1082
87

IX-XII
2564
35

XI-XII
0
198

Total
115339
5510

0

0

0

0

8

29

330

0

0

0

367

2

29

139

760

0

0

32

0

4

42

1008

10

116

19

0

0

19

0

3

0

0

167

198
419
0
217
0
0
0
141

574
3
0
2080
6
0
15
257

93
0
0
6282
33
0
0
353

17
0
0
10852
85
0
0
12

9
0
0
65
0
0
0
27

0
0
0
2886
0
0
0
68

0
0
0
106
0
36
4
108

1
0
0
766
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
36
0
0
0
0

0
0
597
2568
0
0
0
0

892
422
597
25858
124
36
19
966

Un-Recognised

14908

40463

6377

1074

155

582

8

185

20

99

63871

57788

100408

25334

14969

369

5063

2958

2124

2659

2907

214579

Total

Enrolment by Level as provided by School under UDISE : 2018-19
Ac_Year

2018-19

School Management
Department of Education
Government Aided
Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya
Kendriya Vidyalaya/Central School
Madarsa recognized (by Wakf board/Madarsa Board)
Madarsa unrecognized
NCLP
Other Govt. managed schools
Private Unaided
Railway Vidyalaya
Sainik Vidyalaya
Social Welfare Department
Tribal Welfare Dept.
Un-Recognised
Total

I-V
2637760
164240
0
14211
2037
15649
7330
0
315435
1391
0
88
11127
853450
4022718

VI-VIII
1321922
96223
3914
9769
2233
6339
13
0
258123
1496
398
141
8236
291322
2000129

I-VIII
3959682
260463
3914
23980
4270
21988
7343
0
573558
2887
398
229
19363
1144772
6022847

IX-X
560679
44368
2643
6304
1105
676
0
0
286659
930
265
0
4058
61528
969215

XI-XII
159532
21813
2025
9254
0
166
0
114697
305191
335
197
0
1312
10098
624620

I-XII
4679893
326644
8582
39538
5375
22830
7343
114697
1165408
4152
860
229
24733
1216398
7616682

Source- UDISE 2018-19
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3. Management Structure
Jharkhand Education Project Council (JEPC) is an autonomous body registered
under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 on 12 th April 2001 with its own service regulations
and financial rules. It functions as the State Implementation Society (SIS) to pursue the goals
of universalisation of elementary education (UPE) which has received weightage under the
National Policy on Education (NPE) adopted in 1986 and consequently updated in 1992. The
NPE provides a frame- work for the development of education and plan of action, for
assigning specific responsibilities for organizing, implementing and financing education.
The council has since then, been involved in implementing various programmes like
opening and running of Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV), National Programme of
Education for Girls at Elementary Level(NPEGEL).
Organizational & Management Structure:
JHARKHAND EDUCATION PROJECT COUNCIL
GENERAL COUNCIL

EXECUITIVE COMMITTEE

STATE PROJECT OFFICE

STATE MISSION TASK FORCE

DIVISION LEVEL OFFICE

DISTRICT LEVEL OFFICE

DIET

DISTRICT EXECUTIVE

DISTRICT TASK FORCE

BLOCK RESOURCE CENTRE

CLUSTER RESOURCE CENTRE

SCHOOL

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

VILLAGE EDUCATION COMMITTEE

MOTHER'S GROUP
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GENERAL COUNCIL
General Council is a apex body of JEPC. The Chief Minister of Jharkhand is the Exofficio Chairman of JEPC, Minister of Human Resource Development, Jharkhand as the Exofficio vice-chairman and the State Project Director as the Ex-officio Member-Secretary.
Following are the Members of the General Council:
Members of General Council:
Sl.

Designation

No

Status in General
Council

1.

Chief Minister (Jharkhand)

2.

Minister,School Education & Literacy (Jharkhand)

3.

Chief Secretary, Government of Jharkhand

Member

4.

Secretary (Rural Development)

Member

5.

Finance Secretary

Member

6.

Three persons including one women from NGOs, engaged in
educational activity is nominated by the State Govt.

7.

Ex-Officio Chairman
Ex-Officio Vice- Chairman

Member

Three Heads of State Level Technical Institution engaged in
Technical Resource Development are nominated by the State

Member

Govt.
8.

Representative of Teachers, nominated by the State Govt.

9.

Two Headmaster of Primary Schools (Known for the Leadership
& Motivation)

Member
Member

10.

Two renowned pedagogues nominated by the State Govt.

Member

11.

Other Ex-Officio Representative of Jharkhand Govt.

Member

12.

Three Representatives of Central Govt. nominated by Govt. of
India

13.

A Representative of UNICEF

14.

Two renowned persons known for their contribution towards
the education of

Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe &

Handicapped, among them one is nominated by the Central

Member
Member

Member

Govt. & other is nominated by the State Govt.
15.

Three renowned women working in the field of Primary
Education, Informal Education and Adult Education among
them two are nominated by the State Govt. and other is

Member

nominated by the Central Govt.
16.

All other Members of Executive Committee not included in
above mentioned list

17

State Project Director, JEPC
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Member
Member Secretary

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF JEPC
Executive Committee of JEPC is empowered to monitor, co-ordinate and facilitate
implementation of the programme. The Chief Secretary, GoJ is the chairman of the State
Executive Committee and State Project Director, JEPC is the Member-secretary of the
Executive Committee. Composition of the committee is detailed below:
Status in

Sl.

Designation

No

Executive
Council

1.

Chief Secretary, Jharkhand Government, Ranchi

Chairman

2.

Secretary, School Education & Literacy, Jharkhand

Member

3.

Finance Commissioner, Jharkhand

Member

4.

Director, Primary Education SE&L, Jharkhand

Member

5.

Director, Mass Education, SE & L

Member

6.

Director, Welfare (Including Women & Child welfare) Jharkhand,

Member

Ranchi.
7.

Two district Programme officers

Member

8.

Two Heads of District Committee

Member

9.

Three Representatives of Central Govt., Ministry of Human

Member

Resource Development, New Delhi
10.

Two Directors, Academic & Technical Institution

Member

11.

Two Pedagogues

Member

12.

Representative of UNICEF

Member

13.

Two Representatives from Teachers Association

Member

14.

Two Women

Member

15.

Two Representatives from Voluntary Organization

Member

16.

State Project Director, JEPC

Member Secretary

Executive Committee Meeting 2018-19
Sl.No.
1
2
3

Meeting
51th Meeting
52th Meeting
53th Meeting

Date
16 August., 2018
23 January., 2019
25 March, 2019

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AT VARIOUS LEVELS
STATE LEVEL: State Project Director is the Chief Executive Officer of the Jharkhand
Education Project Council. State Project Director is assisted by specialist of various
component, i.e. Specialist Pedagogy, Specialist Education, Specialist MRE, MIS Coordinator,
Expert EMIS, Expert Women and Child Welfare, Executive Engineers, each responsible for
their respective area of specialization with Senior Programme Co-ordinators along with State
Programme Officer.
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MISSION TASK FORCE (MTF): All Officers of State Level Office meet once in a month. It is
an in-house discussion on programmes involving State Level component in-charges regarding
progress and issues so as to workout future planning for every component. The Task Force
reviews and regularly tracks the progress of various component against the target Annual
Work Plan and Budget. Financial status is also reviewed.

REFLECTION-CUM-PLANNING MEETING (RPM): It is chaired by the State Project Director
of Jharkhand Education Project Council. It is held once in a month. Participants include
District Programme Co-ordinators/Officers and State level component in-charges.
During the meeting, progress of various programme are reviewed, implementation
related issues are discussed; experiences and suggestions are shared for facilitating
programme implementation in better way.

DISTRICT LEVEL: There is an effective and broad based District Level Executive Committee
to monitor the implementation of programmes, it provides necessary direction time to time
consistent with programme guidelines and procedure. It also facilitate convergence with other
related departments of the Government at the district level with a view to ensure support and
timely implementation of the programme. Deputy Commissioner of the district is the Exofficio Chairman of District Executive Committee. The District Executive Committee
comprises of officers from the Primary Education, Mass Education, Health, DWSD & Welfare
Departments of the district. In addition teacher representative, Parents, School Management
Committee (SMC) and NGOs are involved in this committee.

DISTRICT LEVEL OFFICE (DLO): District Programme Officer (DPO) is executive officer. DPO
is assisted by Additional District Programme Officer(ADPO) and Specialist of various
components such as Asst. Computer Programmer (ACP), Account Officer(AO), Asst.
Programme Officers, each responsible for their respective area of work assigned to them.

DISTRICT TASK FORCE (DTF): DTF is constituted in all DLOs. Deputy Development
Commissioner is the Chairman of District Task Force. District Programme Officer, District
Heads of Education and heads of other related departments and programme personnel in
DLO are members of District Task Force. It works as an organized team to promote
programme implementation. It is primarily concerned with monitoring of the progress of
programmes as per annual work plan and help in making convergence with other concerned
departments to strengthening programme activities.

BLOCK LEVEL STRUCTURE-Block level structure is established in all 259 blocks to
decentralize the planning and execution of activities under SSA. Block Education Extension
Officer (BEEO) is nominated as Coordinator of Block Level Office while 2 Block Programme
Officer, 1 Junior Engineer, 1 Accountant cum Computer Operator and 1 Peon is placed under
SSA.
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4. Samagra Shiksha – RTE
The role of Universal Elementary Education (UEE) for strengthening the social fabric
of democracy through provision of equal opportunities to all has been accepted since the
inception of our Republic. The original Article 45 in the Directive Principles of State Policy in
the Constitution mandated the State to endeavour to provide free and compulsory education
to all children up to age fourteen in a period of ten years. The National Policy on Education
(NPE), 1986 as amended in 1992, states: ―In our national perception, education is essentially
for all… Education has an acculturating role. It refines sensitivities and perceptions that
contribute to national cohesion, a scientific temper and independence of mind and spirit thus furthering the goals of socialism, secularism and democracy enshrined in our
Constitution‖
Over the years there has been significant spatial and numerical expansion of
elementary schools in the country. Access and enrollment at the primary stage of education
have reached near universal levels. The number of out-of school children has reduced
significantly. The gender gap in elementary education has narrowed and the percentage of
children belonging to scheduled castes and tribes enrolled is proportionate to their
population. Yet, the goal of universal elementary education continues to elude us. There
remains an unfinished agenda of universal education at the upper primary stage. The
number of children, particularly children from disadvantaged groups and weaker sections,
who drop out of school before completing upper primary education, remains high. The quality
of learning achievement is not always entirely satisfactory even in the case of children who
complete elementary education.
The Constitution (Eighty- sixth Amendment) Act, 2002 inserted Article 21-A in the
Constitution of India to provide free and compulsory education of all children in the age
group of six to fourteen years as a Fundamental Right in such a manner as the State may, by
law, determine. The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act, 2009,
which represents the consequential legislation envisaged under Article 21-A, means that
every child has a right to full time elementary education of satisfactory and equitable quality
in a formal school which satisfies certain essential norms and standards. The need to address
inadequacies in retention, residual access, particularly of un-reached children, and the
questions of quality are the most compelling reasons for the insertion of Article 21-A in the
Constitution of India and the passage of the RTE Act, 2009 in the Parliament.
Article 21-A and the RTE Act came into effect on 1 April 2010. The title of the RTE Act
incorporates the words ‗free and compulsory‘. ‗Free education‘ means that no child, other
than a child who has been admitted by his or her parents to a school which is not supported
by the appropriate Government, shall be liable to pay any kind of fee or charges or expenses
which may prevent him or her from pursuing and completing elementary education.
‗Compulsory education‘ casts an obligation on the appropriate Government and local
authorities to provide and ensure admission, attendance and completion of elementary
education by all children in the 6-14 age group. With this, India has moved forward to a
rights based framework that casts a legal obligation on the Central and State Governments to
implement this fundamental child right as enshrined in the Article 21A of the Constitution, in
accordance with the provisions of the RTE Act.
SALIENT FEATURES OF SSA-RTE :
 A programme with a clear time frame for universal elementary education.
 A response to the demand for quality basic education all over the country.
 An opportunity for promoting social justice through basic education.
 An effort at effectively involving the Panchayati Raj Institutions, School Management
Committees, Village and Urban Slum level Education Committees, Parents' Teachers'
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Associations, Mother Teacher Associations, Tribal Autonomous Councils and other grass
root level structures in the management of elementary schools.
An expression of political will for universal elementary education across the country.
A partnership between the Central, State and the local government.
An opportunity for States to develop their own vision of elementary education

AIMS OF SAMAGRA SHIKSHA-RIGHT TO EDUCATION :
The Samagra Shiksha is to provide useful and relevant elementary education for all
children in the 6 to 14 age group by 2010. There is also another goal to bridge social, regional
and gender gaps, with the active participation of the community in the management of
schools.
Useful and relevant education signifies a quest for an education system that is not
alienating and that draws on community solidarity. Its aim is to allow children to learn about
and master their natural environment in a manner that allows the fullest harnessing of their
human potential both spiritually and materially. This quest must also be a process of value
based learning that allows children an opportunity to work for each other's wellbeing rather
than to permit mere selfish pursuits.
Samagra Shiksha realizes the importance of Early Childhood Care and Education and
looks at the 0-14 age as a continuum. All efforts to support pre-school learning in ICDS
centres or special pre-school centres in non ICDS areas will be made to supplement the
efforts being made by the Department of Women and Child Development.
OBJECTIVES OF SAMAGRA SHIKSHA :
 All children in school, Education Guarantee Centre, Alternate School, ' Back-toSchool' camp by 2003;
 All children complete five years of primary schooling by 2007
 All children complete eight years of elementary schooling by 2010
 Focus on elementary education of satisfactory quality with emphasis on education for
life
 Bridge all gender and social category gaps at primary stage by 2007 and at elementary
education level by 2010
 Universal retention by 2010
RATIONALE FOR HAVING A FRAMEWORK FOR IMPLEMENTATION :
 To formulate context specific guidelines within the overall framework
 To encourage districts to reflect local specificity
 To promote local need based planning based on broad National Policy norms
 To make planning a realistic exercise by adopting broad national norms.
BROAD STRATEGIES CENTRAL & STATE TO SSA PROGRAMME :
Institutional Reforms : As part of the SSA, the central and the State government are
undertaking reforms in order to improve efficiency of the delivery system. The state is on way
to make an objective assessment of their prevalent education system including educational
administration, achievement levels in schools, financial issues, decentralization and
community ownership, review of State Education Act, rationalization of teacher deployment
and recruitment of teachers, monitoring and evaluation, status of education of girls, SC/ST
and disadvantaged groups, policy regarding private schools and ECCE.
Sustainable Financing: The Samagra Shiksha is based on the premise that financing of
elementary education interventions has to be sustainable for a long -term perspective on
financial partnership between the Central and the State government.
Community Ownership: The programme calls for community ownership of school-based
interventions through effective decentralization. This has been augmented by involvement of
women's groups, VEC members and members of Panchayati Raj institutions.
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Institutional Capacity Building: The SSA conceives a major capacity building role for
national, state and district level institutions like NUEPA / NCERT / NCTE / JCERT /
SIEMAT / DIET.
Improving Mainstream Educational Administration: It calls for improvement of
mainstream educational administration by institutional development, infusion of new
approaches and by adoption of cost effective and efficient methods.
Community Based Monitoring with Full Transparency: The Programmehave a community
based monitoring system. The Educational Management Information System (EMIS) correlate
school level data with community-based information from micro planning and surveys.
Habitation as a Unit of Planning: The SSA works on a community based approach to
planning with habitation as a unit of planning. Habitation plan is the basis for formulating
district plans.
Accountability to Community: SSA envisages cooperation between teachers, parents and
PRIs, as well as accountability and transparency to the community.
Priority to Education of Girls : Education of girls, especially those belonging to the
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes and minorities, are one of the principal concerns in
Samagra Shiksha. National Program for Education of Girls at Elementary Level (NPEGEL) and
Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBV) are two such significant programmes under the
umbrella of SSA with a distinct entity focusing on girls' education.
Focus on Special Groups: Focus on the inclusion and participation of children from SC/ST,
minority groups, urban deprived children disadvantaged groups and the children with special
needs, in the educational process are the significant activities.
Pre-Project Phase : SSA was commenced with a well-planned pre-project phase with a large
number of interventions for capacity development to improve the delivery and monitoring
system, which include provision for household surveys, community-based micro-planning
and school mapping, training of community leaders, school level activities, support for setting
up information system, office equipment, diagnostic studies, etc.,
Thrust on Quality: SSA lays a special thrust on making education at the elementary level
useful and relevant for children by improving the curriculum, child-centered activities and
effective teaching learning strategies.
Role of teachers: SSA recognizes the critical and central role of teachers and advocates a
focus on their development needs. Setting up of Block Resource Centres/Cluster Resource
Centres, recruitment of qualified teachers, opportunities for teacher development through
participation in curriculum-related material development, focus on classroom process and
exposure visits for teachers are all designed to develop the human resource among teachers.
District Elementary Education Plans : As per the SSA framework, each district prepares a
District Elementary Education Plan reflecting all the investments being made and required in
the elementary education sector, with a holistic and convergent approach. There is a
Perspective Plan that gives a framework of activities over a longer time frame to achieve UEE.
There is also an Annual Work Plan and Budget that prioritize activities to be carried out in
the year. The Perspective Plan is also a dynamic document subject to constant improvement
in the course of Programme Implementation.
Elementary Formal Education : The objective of the Jharkhand Education Project Council
is to achieve the goals of Universal Elementary Education (UEE). Universalisation of
Elementary Education aims at achieving universal participation, universal retention and
universal achievement. Enrolment drives and rallies were organized in all the districts to
achieve universal access. Schools having 100% enrolment of children in their feeder area
hoisted the SSA flags for public knowledge and transparency.
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5. Intervention

for

Out

of

School

Children
Introduction - State has done efforts for
implementing several programs i. e. ―Vidyalay Chale
Chalayen Abhiyan‖2018, ―Zero drop out Punchayat
Program‖ and Updation of ―Shishu Panjee‖ for
mainstreaming the out of school children and drop
out children like other previous years. The children
had also been provided residential and non
residential special training as per the need after
enrolling them in formal schools. Along with this
Children have also been facilitated through Gyansetu program.
Rainbow Residential Center Bariyatu, Ranchi
for OOSC

Strategy for Identification of Out Of school Children and Drop out
Children:
1. Updation of Shishu Panjee :- The Out of school and drop out children has been
identified through household survey under the process of Shishu Panjee Updation.
Age wise numbers/ details of Out of school children identified through VER Updation are
given below -:
Numbers of Out of school children (2018&19)
Age
Number
Percentage (%)
Boys
Girls
Total
Boys
Girls
Total
6-10
15015
15138
30153
25.2
25.22
50.24
11-14
12877
16988
29865
21.46
28.30
49.76
Total
27892
32126
60018
46.47
53.53
100
Category wise Out of school children Numbers of Out of school children (2018&19)
Category
Number
Percentage (%)
Boys
Girls
Total
Boys
Girls
Total
SC
4778
5274
10052
7.96
8.79
16.75
ST
9310
10244
19554
15.51
17.07
32.58
Muslim
5388
6231
11619
8.98
10.38
19.36
others
8321
10472
18793
13.86
17.45
31.31
Total
27797
32221
60018
46.31
53.69
100
2. Pankh Program :- The continuous efforts have been made to identify OoSC and drop out
children through PANKH program. Two whatsapp nos. were issued for public through
which they can inform to office reg. drop out and OoSC children.
3. Prayas Program :- Prayas Program has been very effective in identification of drop out
children and enrolling them in schools. The children of any school are categorized in four
groups according to their attendance in class. If a child is continuously absent for last 3
days then he will be provided Red Ribbon. If a child is absent for 15 days and more of
this in any particular month then he/she will be kept in Blue Ribbon group. If a child is
absent for whole days of a month then he will be provided yellow Ribbon. Like this a
child will be given green ribbon if he/she is regular in complete month.
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In this program there is house leader, House Coordinator, House captain is selected who
use to visit the house of drop out children of allotted habitation and meet parents and
children to motivate them to send their children to school.
4. School Chale - Chalayen Abhiyan , 2018
Different strategies to cover of Out of school Children and Drop out children -:
1. Direct Enrollment :– The OoSC children of age group of 6-7 years and children being
drop out for less time period (1-3 months) were directly mainstreamed in school .
2. Enrolment in Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalay and JABV :– In these both schools
drop out girl children of age group of 12-18 years were enrolled.
3. Enrollment in Residential schools for specific category children ( Samarth School):–
The orphan, single parent child, children from family affected by Left wing Extremism
(LWE) who were drop out had been enrolled in different 20 residential schools running
in the state.
4. Coverage under CWSN program :– The CWSN children identified through VER were
enrolled in IED program (Inclusive Education) and they were benefited under this
program.
5. 9 month Residential Special Training centers :–
The long term drop out children (more than 6
months) and out of school children were brought in
residential centers and they were provided age
appropriate special training to fill their learning
gaps along with the residential facilities . Some Non
Profit organizations (NGOs) had also been involved to
take support for running these residential centers. In
this line some Rainbow centers were run through
NGO partners. Some specific skill trainings were also
provided to the children.
6. 9 month /6 month Non Residential special training centers :- The non residential
special training centers were also run for different time duration in school campus itself
to provide age appropriate learning to drop out children.

In the Financial Year 2018-19 total 60018 children were enrolled and mainstreamed
through following different schemes -:
S.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Programs

Target

Direct Enrolment of age group 6-7 years
Coverage under CWSN Programs
KGBVs
JBAVs
Specific category Residential school (Samarth Schools)
9 Months Residential special training
9 Months Non Residential special training
6 Months Non Residential special training
6 months Non residential seasonal hostel through
social welfare deptt. ( NCLP)
Total

13817
1943
6566
1071
18
3161
14207
16188

No. of children
covered
13817
1943
6566
1071
18
3161
14207
16188

3047

3047

60018

60018
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6. Samarth Residential School

A presentation from the children of Samarth residential School Koderma

Intervention for the specific category children – “Samarth Residential
School”
Introduction – Jharkhand state is providing educational facilities along with the residential
facilities to special category children since financial year 2010-11.under Samagra Shiksha
Abhiyan. There are 20 schools running through Jharkhand Education Project Council, an
agency for implementing Samagra Shiksha program funded jointly by state government and
Government of India. Initially, 04 residential schools were opened in Dhanbad, Ranchi,
Hazaribag and East Singhbhum districts after the approval from GOI in supplementary
budget, 2010-11. Later on, another 16 residential schools have been opened in different
districts till now. After the approval of Executive committee of Jharkhand Education Project
Council, this school has been named as ―Samarth Residential School‖.
In this Samarth Residential school following category children had been enrolled on
priority basis :I.
II.

Orphan, single parent child, run away children, street children etc.
Children from Naxal affected families, children whose parent have been killed.

III.

Children affected from human trafficking

IV.

Children of laborer working in mica mines or other mines and child laborer
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Children in Lab( Samarth Chatra)

The following facilities are being provided in this residential school
Non Recurring head:
I.
II.
III.

Bedding arrangements/ Bedding replacement
Furniture and necessary equipments
TLM and library Arrangement

Non Recurring head:
I.
II.

04-05 full time teachers
01 Accountant

III.

03 Part time teachers

IV.

02 assistant cook and one head cook

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.

02 support staff (Guard/ peon)
Maintenance of children ( Basic facilities)
Stipend for the children
Supplementary TLM
Specific skill training
Water and Electricity charges
Medical facilities/ Contingencies
Maintenance of hostel and children
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Result of children appeared in 8th Board during Financial year 2018-19

Sl.
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

18
19
20

Result of children appeared in 8th Board during Financial year 2018-2019
Financial Year 2018-19
Result
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
Enroll
children
child.
child.
child.
child.
child.
Name of
ment
appeared
Scored
Scored
Scored
Scored
Scored
District
in
in class 8
A+
A
B
C
D
class
th Board
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

HAZARIBAGH
BOKARO
SCHOOL -I
BOKARO
SCHOOL -II
Total
DHANBAD
RANCHI
SCHOOL -I
RANCHI
SCHOOL -II
Total
EAST
SINGHBHUM
SCHOOL - I
EAST
SINGHBHUM
SCHOOL - II
Total
CHATRA
GUMLA
SARAIKELLA
GODDA
PALAMU
PAKUR
GIRIDIH
WEST
SINGHBHUM I
WEST
SINGHBHUM II
Total
LATEHAR
GARHWA
KODERMA
Total
State

Total

9

9

1

4

2

1

1

9

16

16

0

8

6

2

0

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25
7

25
7

1
0

12
5

8
2

3
0

1
0

25
7

13

13

10

2

1

0

0

13

4

4

0

0

2

1

1

4

24

24

10

7

5

1

1

24

24

22

1

15

3

2

1

22

16

15

0

4

3

6

2

15

40
8
28
20
0
8
1
0

37
7
28
20
0
8
1
0

1
3
3
0
0
7
0
0

19
4
12
1
0
0
1
0

6
0
6
4
0
0
0
0

8
0
5
8
0
0
0
0

3
0
2
7
0
1
0
0

37
7
28
20
0
8
1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

65
3
0
0
3
157

64
3
0
0
3
153

13
0
0
0
0
25

18
0
0
0
0
56

10
1
0
0
1
30

13
2
0
0
2
27

10
0
0
0
0
15

64
3
0
0
3
153
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Children of Samarth Koderma in morning assembly

Children appeared in 8th Board

153 (97%)

A+ Grade

25 (16%)

A

Grade

56 (36%)

B

Grade

30 (19%)

C

Grade

27 (17%)

D

Grade

15 (9%)

Total ( Promoted )

153 (100%)

List of Specific Category Residential Schools (100 Seat each School)
under SSA
Name of
District

1

Hazaribagh

2

Bokaro

3

Dhanbad

4

Ranchi-I

5

East
Singhbhum

Name of School
SAMARTH Residential School
Navabganj ,Hazaribag
SAMARTH Residential School
-I Jainamor, Jaridhih ,
Bokaro
SAMARTH Residential
School Abhoya, Sundari
Balika High School Campus
Hirapur, Dhanbad
SAMARTH Residential
School , GMS Hindi Hindpiri
School Campus Ranchi
SAMARTH Residential
School , M.S. Aarakhshi,
School Campus Golmuri,
Jamshedpur, East
Singhbhum
Total

Sancti
on
Year

201011
(Supl.
mentar
y
budget
)

Total
Seat
Available
(Target)

No. of Children Enrolled

Boys/Girls
/
Co-ed

B

G

Tot.

100

38

62

100

Co-ed

100

53

47

100

Co-ed

100

59

41

100

Co-ed

100

99

0

99

boys

100

46

54

100

Co-ed

500

295

204

499
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For Orphan & CWAP* Children

Sl.
No.

8

Gumla

9

SaraikelaKharsawan

10

Godda

11

Palamu

12

Pakur

13

Giridih

14

Bokaro

15

West
Singhbhum
School -I

16

Latehar

17

18

19

State Total
SAMARTH Special category
West
school Upgraded High
Singhbhum
schoool campus , Raikera,
School -II
Manoharpur
SAMARTH Residential school,
Ranchi
K.G.B.V School Campus,
Ormanjhi, Ranchi

Garhwa

201617

100

0

100

Boys

100

100

0

100

Boys

100

100

0

100

Boys

100

89

0

89

Boys

100

87

0

87

Boys

100

99

0

99

Boys

100

100

0

100

Boys

100

34

0

34

Boys

100

98

0

98

Boys

100

93

0

93

Boys

100

60

0

60

Boys

1100

960

0

960

100

0

91

91

Girls

100

0

46

46

Girls

100

80

0

80

0

100

100

0

100

0

400
2000

180
1435

137
341

317
1776

201718

201718

SAMARTH Residential school
, UPG M.S. Birjupani School
campus (Proposed )

201819

20

Koderma

SAMARTH Residential
School , M. S. Girls school
campus , Domchanch ,
Koderma

Total
State Total
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For LWE Affected Family Children

Chatra

100

For Traffiking
Girls

7

SAMARTH Residential
School , U.M. S. Lakhaiedih,
School Campus Dumeriya,
East Singhbhum
SAMARTH
Residential
School ,Pakariya, Chatra
SAMARTH Residential
School Sisai , R ajliye Middle
School Mukhiyalay , Campus
Sisai , Gumla
SAMARTH Special Category
Residential School M.S.
Sonapet Camous,Kuchai,
Saraikela Kharsawana
SAMARTH Residential
School , Mahuwantar
Poraiyahat , Godda
SAMARTH UMS, Pipraha,
Sinjho school campus Nawa
Bazar, Palamu
Special Category Residential
School P.S. Narchi
Charwaha, School Campus,
Littipara, Pakur
Special category residential
school, Model School
campus Bengabad , Giridih
SAMARTH Residential
School, SC/ST Balika Laiyan
Hostel campus, Sedctor- 2 D
Bokaro Steel city, Bokaro
SAMARTH Residential School
,RMSA Building , UHS ,
Chota Nagra school campus
Manoharpur, West
Singhbhum
SAMARTH Residential School
Gurukool center Latehar

For LWE Affected
Family Children

East
Singhbhum

For Child. Of labors of mica
mines and other labors

6

7. Zero Drop Out Punchayat
In financial year 2016-17 Jharkhand state has Iniciated Zero Drop out Punchayat program.
Zero Drop Out punchayat is such punchayat where all children of 6-14 age group of a feeder
area of any government and government added school are enrolled and going school
continuously.

The following activities are carried out under Zero Drop out Punchayat program 1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Updation of Shishu Panjee.
Identification of drop out children and
repairing list for these children and drafting
necessary strategy to bring these children
in school.
Organizing ‗door to door visit‘ to meet the
parents of identified drop out children and
to talk with punchayat Mukhiya for
sending the children to schools.
Constituting one team in which block
education extension officer, BPO, CRP and
School teacher are the member of team
who are included door to
door meet program. In
this
campaign
the
member
of
school
management committee
and minister of Bal
Cabinet
are
also
included.
It
is
the
prime
responsibility of school
principal to provide the
list of Drop Out children
to punchayat Mukhiya, Ward member, Public representative and other key persons. All
these key resource persons visit to the house of Drop Out children and motivate them
to go to school.
The parental counseling are organized for the parent of Drop Out children.
The arrangement of special training for these children to bring their learning level as
par of the learning level of other children.

Process of Announcement of Zero drop Punchyat - First of all Mukhiya of a Panchayat
will ensure that all children of 06-14 years of his panchayat are enrolled in schools and going
school regularly. After satisfaction of Mukhiya regarding 100% enrollment of children of said
Panchayat, he/she will certify this that all children are going school and there is no drop out
children in his panchayat. He/She will submit this certificate to DSE /DEO in district office
and through DEO matter will put before Deputy Commissioner (DC) for declaration of Zero
drop out panchayat. DC will ensure at his own level and verify the matter and finally declare
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panchayat as Zero drop out panchayat and will issue of certificate of declaration of Zero Drop
Out panchayat. In this way Punchayat will be announced as Zero drop out Punchayat.
Program Initiation/ Phase wise implementation Target –
Initiated in F/Y 2016 – 2017
Phase wise Target •

Ist Phase ( Till February,2017) - 5 panchayat in each district

•

( Till April,2017 -5 panchayat in each Block of Each District

•

IInd Phase- ( Till March ,2018)- 50% school of each district

•

III rd Phase- ( Till March ,2019)- 100% school of each district

Achievement /Impact – There are 4398 Panchayats in state out of which Panchayat
Mukhiya have declared 2237 Panchayats as zero drop out from which total 1828
Panchayats have been declared as Zero drop out panchayat by District commissioner
covering 16699 schools through verifying Panchayats at own level.
Status of Panchayats declared as Zero Drop-out Panchayat is given below:
Sl .
No.

Name of District

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Total no.
of blocks

Total no. of
Panchayats

Zero Drop Out Panchayat
declared by DC

No. of
schools
covered
1665
447
539
395
1209
486
1090
687
1269
933
516
635
872
818
327
687
364
303
690
812
714
251
475
515
16699

Saraikela
9
132
132
Koderma
6
109
86
Lohardaga
7
66
62
Jamtara
6
118
79
E. Singhbhum
12
231
140
Ramgarh
6
125
74
W.Singbhum
18
217
122
Dumka
10
206
108
Ranchi
19
305
173
Garhwa
20
189
93
Simdega
10
94
44
Latehar
9
115
53
Hazaribag
16
257
115
Bokaro
10
249
97
Khunti
6
86
30
Palamu
20
283
85
Godda
9
201
52
Pakur
6
128
29
Giridih
13
358
86
Dhanbad
10
256
45
Chatra
12
154
27
Sahebganj
9
166
22
Gumla
12
159
19
Deoghar
10
194
55
TOTAL
265
4398
1828
Social Audit of Zero Drop Out Panchayat
State has taken one step ahead in this program and social audit of Zero drop out
panchayat has been done through Third party. In this line state has done convergence with
the personnel of Jharkhand social audit unit of State livelihood program under Rural
Development Department of Jharkhand. Jharkhand Education Project Council has
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conducted the program of social audit of 10% of total declared zero drops out Panchayats.
Total 178 punchayat Panchayats have been audited out of 1828.
Main Findings and Suggestion of social audit of Zero drop out –
• Total 90 Panchayats have been found as ideal Zero drop out Panchayats.
• Rest 88 Panchayats has been found with some drop out children.
• Social Audit Team got complete support from district office/Block office/School
personnel as well as community.
• There are not complete drop out but 30-50% children are but irregular children on
which there is need of special attention , otherwise they could be drop out in future.
• School has implemented very well PRAYAS programme to identify the children and to
bring them back to school.
Suggestion:
• All documents should be maintained regarding zero drop out panchayat.
• The certificate of Zero Drop Out issued from Deputy Commissioner should be kept in
panchayat office.
Compliance of findings –
All listed drop out children have been enrolled through district official and schools through
mobilizing children and parents.
• Certificate issued from Deputy Commissioner regarding of Zero Drop out Panchayat has
been sent to all concerned panchayat.
• The irregular children are listed in schools and being monitored regularly by the

members of house created under PRAYAS programme, teachers, Mukhiya as well SMC
members
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News Paper Coverage of Social Audit of Zero Dropout Panchayat
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8. Quality Education

Our Vision :
The Department of School Education & Literacy aims to provide education of equitable
quality to all children in the state. The department‘s vision is to create an education system
by 2030 that enables every human being for lifelong learning from her or his early days.
Following are the key elements of our vision synchronized with the Sustainable Development
Goals related to Education.


Every child in 3-6 year age group is provided inclusive and equitable quality pre-school
education in partnership with the Department of Women and Child Development.



Every child in 6-10 year age group is provided inclusive and equitable quality primary
education



Every child in 11-14 year age group is provided inclusive and equitable quality upper
primary education



Every child in 15-18 year age group is provided inclusive and equitable quality upper
secondary education



Every person, both men and women, are enabled to acquire the knowledge and skills
needed to promote sustainable development, including, among others, through education
for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality,
promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship and appreciation of
cultural diversity and of culture's contribution to sustainable development in partnership
with Department of Women and Child Development and Labour Employment & Training..



Jharkhand state sets up a robust teacher education system that supplies qualified
teachers, who will facilitate the desired learning processes to achieve the goal of life-long
learning for every person in our society.

Present Status:
Elementary Education: Elementary Education comprising of primary and upper primary
education, forms the foundation of the education pyramid. To strengthen this foundation and
to achieve the goal of universal access to quality education across the state has initiated
several measures which are discussed below. The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory
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Education (RTE) Act, 2009 is operational in the state since 1st April, 2010. This has
contributed significantly to the school access, enrolment, teacher availability and quality
education through various interventions. The ‗National Programme of Mid-Day Meal (MDM)‘
in Schools also has contributed to children‘s school enrolment, attendance and retention. The
Samagra Shiksha (SSA) is being implemented to achieve the goals of universal access and
retention, bridging of gender and social gaps in enrolment levels and enhancement of
learning levels of all children, through provision of community-owned quality education in a
mission mode. Setting up Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalayas (KGBVs) in 203 blocks and
Jharkhand Balika Avashiya Vidyalayas (JBAV) residential schools in the other 57 blocks
has a visible contribution to girls’ education, mostly for girls from vulnerable
backgrounds.
Quality Education : Jharkhand has improved significantly in terms of school access and
children‘s enrolment in schools.
At present improvement in
quality of education is the
topmost
priority
of
the
department.
There
is
a
systematically plan for each child
getting continuous support from
early years to acquire the
foundational
knowledge
and
skills from pre-primary and early
primary stage. There is a
collaboration
with
the
Department of Women and Child
Development for quality preschool education to children in 36 year age group. Immediately
after this, children enter the
primary
classes,
where
we
emphasize on children‘s school
readiness and acquisition of early
grade reading skills, which provide a sound foundation for their interest in learning and
continuous learning. At this stage, children acquire the knowledge and skills related to basic
literacy and numeracy. We have developed well organized early grade learning programmes
for primary level. For multilingual context, where children struggle to learn because of
language disadvantages, we have developed textbooks in various tribal and regional
languages and are in the process of initiating a mother tongue based multilingual education
(MTB-MLE) programme.
With the foundational skills, children get ready for continuous learning with interest.
For this contextual textbooks have been designed based on learning theories for primary
classes to promote activity based learning. There is a provision of traning our teachers
annually how to focus on school readiness, early grade learning skills and activity based
learning to enable them facilitate appropriate teaching learning processes.
Strategies have also been adopted for strengthening other factors which contribute to
children‘s quality education: student attendance, participation in learning activities and
learning assessment in an integrated manner.
To move towards the SDGs in a systematic and collaborative manner, we have
initiated inter-departmental consultations to look at our role, responsibilities and progress
made with to the SDG goals. This interdepartmental dialogue and planning has enabled us to
look at life long education/learning in an integrated manner starting from every child‘s early
years.
Our State has planned to reduce under/over age enrolment in schools. Duplication of
enrolment will also be checked through Aadhar based enrolment and introduction of
biometric attendance system in all schools. Age specific enrolment will be considered in
specific classes. Hence GER and NER will be around 100% after 2024.
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Sustainable Development Goal :
Goal

4. Ensure
inclusive and
equitable
quality
education
and promote
lifelong
learning
opportunities
for all

Target

Indicator

Definition of Indicator

4.1 By 2030, ensure that all
girls and boys complete free,
equitable and quality primary
and secondary education
leading to relevant and
effective learning outcomes

Percentage of
children/young
people at the end
of each level of
education
achieving at least
a minimum
proficiency level
in (a) reading and
(b) mathematics.

Percentage of children and
young people at the end of
primary and lower secondary
levels of education achieving
at least a minimum
proficiency level in (a) reading
and (b) mathematics.

4.3 By 2030, ensure equal
access for all women and men
to affordable and quality
technical, vocational and
tertiary education, including
university

Participation rate
of adults in
formal and nonformal education
and training in
the last 12
months
Percentage of 15year old students
enrolled in
secondary school
demonstrating at
least a fixed level
of knowledge
across a selection
of topics in
environmental
science and
geoscience. The
exact
choice/range of
topics will depend
on the survey or
assessment in
which the
indicator is
collected
Percentage of
schools with
access to
(i) electricity
(ii) Internet for
pedagogical
purposes
(iii) basic drinking
water
(iv) basic
sanitation
facilities
(v) basic
handwashing
facilities
Percentage of
teachers in
Primary education
who are trained
(Pre service on in
service)
(i) pre-primary
Primary
Lower Secondary
Upper Secondary

The percentage of youth and
adults in a given age range
(e.g. 15-24 years, 25-64 years
etc.) participating in formal or
non-formal education or
training in a given time period
(e.g. last 12 months).
Percentage of 15-year old
students achieving at least a
minimum proficiency level in
environmental science and
geoscience. The indicator is
calculated as the number of
15-year old students
achieving or exceeding the
minimum proficiency level in
environmental science and
geoscience expressed as a
percentage of all 15-year old
students.

4.7 By 2030, ensure that all
learners acquire the
knowledge and skills needed
to promote sustainable
development, including,
among others, through
education for sustainable
development and sustainable
lifestyles, human rights,
gender equality, promotion of
a culture of peace and nonviolence, global citizenship
and appreciation of cultural
diversity and of culture's
contribution to sustainable
development

4.a Build and upgrade
education facilities that are
child, disability and gender
sensitive and provide safe,
non-violent, inclusive and
effective learning
environments for all

4.c By 2030, increase by [x]
per cent the supply of
qualified teachers, including
through international
cooperation for teacher
training in developing
countries, especially least
developed countries and
small island developing
States

Year
201314

53

40%

6.41%

The percentage of schools by
level of education (primary,
lower secondary and upper
secondary) with access to the
given facility or service.

38000
59.73
33.34
6.88

State
Year
Status
2015-16
in 2017(current)
18
CL-3
Lan 70.05,
Math64.79,
CL-5,
ReadingLan66.74
61.29
MathematicsMath 61
56.47
Cl- 8,
Lan60.62,
Math51.05

1.02%

7.92

1.50%

100

3.30%

72%

93.5

99.04

70%

97.91

99.26

12.70%

22

46.23

112606

128955

161223

2138

8110

52356
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Our Major Challenges :
Being a relatively new state, Jharkhand has certain challenges due to shortage of adequate
resource and research institutes and structures, which affect the quality and processes of
various initiatives. We are in the process of strengthening the structures and missing gaps to
keep Jharkhand on the track of contemporary educational development on priority basis.
Some of the key challenges include the following.
a. Shortage of academic institutes : We do not have some of the full-fledged key academic
resource and research centers such as SCERT and Textbook Bureau at state level and
DIETs, BIETs and other Teacher Education Institutes at district and sub-district level. We
are in the process of strengthening these. Recently we have undertaken a stocking of the
existing DIETs and have designed a plan of action to revamp and restructure the teacher
education programme in the state.
b. Shortage of full-fledged Teacher education Institutes : Due to poor status of teacher
education institutes our pre-service teacher education and in-service teacher education
programmes through existing teacher education institutes requires a lot of improvisation.
We need both financial and academic support from the best of resource agencies in the
nation. We have initiated processes for developing our DIETs as Centers of Excellence in
different subject areas.
c. Issues of children from vulnerable backgrounds : There are challenges due to left wing
extremism (LWE) and other social issues such as early child marriage, child trafficking,
child labour, migration of families, etc. At present these issues are being addressed on
priority basis by designing issue specific strategies to enable children from vulnerable
backgrounds manage to come to nearby schools and continue their studies.
d. Lack of infrastructure : This also remains a major issue in schools in rural areas. It
includes requirement of electricity, bench-desk, ramps, inclusive toilets and lack of class
rooms in secondary & higher secondary schools. At present the department is committed
to electrify all schools by 2017 other than arranging bench and desk in all the schools by
same deadline.
Our major strategies :
A. Human resources for the schools and teacher education institutes;
C. Quality education at all levels;
D. Issue based strategies for girls, tribal and other children;
E. Total quality monitoring at all levels.
These are discussed below.
A. Infrastructure for universal access from elementary to higher secondary level :
At the elementary level, now each
habitation in the state has a primary
school in 1 km radius and an upper
primary school in 2 km radius. This
provides every child in 6 – 14 year
age group an opportunity to reach a
school comfortably. However there is
a shortage of schools at secondary
and higher secondary level. We have
upgraded
121
schools
into
Secondary schools in 2015-16. We
have also upgraded 189 schools to
high schools in 2016-17 and are in
process of upgrading 211 high
schools
into
senior
secondary
schools this year. We have recruited 16349 teachers in elementary schools and 1719 in
secondary schools in 2015-16. We have initiated processes for recruiting 18,584 teachers
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for secondary and higher secondary level. For this, recruitment rules have been developed
in the department separately for teachers and teacher educators.
The department has provided infrastructure in both primary and Secondary schools. 196
primary schools buildings have been completed in 2015-16. Buildings for 156 upgraded
primary schools and 8111 additional classrooms have been provided in elementary
schools. Separate boys and girls toilet have been provided in all the schools of the State in
2015-16. Buildings for 456 upgraded high schools have been completed in 2015-16. 68
Girls hostels and 33 models school buildings have been constructed for secondary
schools. Bench desk and electricity in all the schools will be provided in 2016-17.
Universal enrolment is the second critical parameter for children to move towards quality
education. In this regard also Jharkhand has made significant achievement in terms of
children‘s enrolment in school. Nearly 99% children are in some school or other. One
significant move of the state to ensure universal enrolment is the Vidyalay Chalen
Chalayen Abhiyan (VCCA) started from 2015-16 on a long term campaign mode on one
hand to get all out of school to school and at the same time schools are actively
operationalized so that all children like to continue in school and take part in various
learning activities in 2015-16 – 774187 children and 515972 children in 2016-17 have
been enrolled during VCCA. This is a unique initiative with focus on attendance and
learning with substantial success.
B. Vidyalay Chalen Chalayen Abhiyan (VCCA) is designed and operationalised with
focus on two major components.




Vidyalay Chalen Abhiyan : The focus of this Abhiyan is on dropout children. Chief
Minister, All Ministers, Hon'ble MPs and MLA, Senior State Level Government official
of all the departments, District level officials and local elected bodies are actively
involved in this one month long Abhiyan. Hon'ble Union Minister of Human Resource
Development, Government of India launched the Abhiyan in 2016-17. During the
Abhiyan school welcomes every child so that every child in 6-14 years is enrolled in
school and the child attends schools every day and likes it. The measures include the
following: Enroll all out of school children of age 6-14 yrs and re-enroll all drop-out
children; Develop awareness and public partnership to achieve goal of universalization
of elementary education; Promote partnership of School Management Committee to
achieve goal of 100% enrolment & retention of children in every school; Enroll all 3 - 6
yr. age children in their nearby Anganwadi centers; Promote awareness about ‗Pehle
Padhai Phir Vidayee‘ in community to reduce drop-out of girls from schools; Ensure
toilet with hand pump in every school under ‗Swatchh Bharat Abhiyan‘; Familiarize
public with all entitlements of children of 6-14 yrs under RTE; Shiskha Rath in every
district for public awareness along with road shows, candle rallies, etc.; Aadhar
enrollment of all children for cash transfer and awareness
Vidyalay Chalayen Abhiyan : The second phase of the Abhiyan focuses on the
retention of newly enrolled children especially dropouts. School is actively
operationalized and every child in 6-14 years participates in various learning activities
and learns. Following are the major activities: Familiarize public with ‗Prayas‘ and its
effective implementation in every school; Prayas strengthened; Every officer, public
representatives, NGO adopts a school as per guidelines ‗Hamara Vidyalay Kaisa Ho‘;
Reconstitute and strengthen Child Cabinet and Child Reporters; new teachers
recruited as per RTE norms; promote activity based learning through Khel Khel Mein,
Buniyad and Buniyad plus – SR, EGR; organise Baal Samaagam to provide scope
children in every school demonstrate their knowledge and skills; activate School
Libraries through Child Cabinet to promote reading habits and skills; promote
personal and school sanitation care; promote project work and hands on activities;
strengthen Pehle Padhai Phir Vidayee through school level activities; massive
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awareness drives in community, hats, etc. related to VCCA; familiarise community
members with content, processes and outcomes of CCE This initiative in the last 2
years has proved to be highly effective in terms of student enrolment and school
improvement. More than 7 lakh children have been enrolled in schools each year
against lesser targets than this. Children from even private schools have shifted to
Government schools in several districts.
C. Prayas :
Student attendance remains an issue in the state, mostly in rural areas. To enhance
student attendance across the state, an integrated approach has been designed in the
name of Prayas to identify any child who remains absent in school for than 3 days
continuously and bring back the child to school in a concerted approach through
students from that locality, members of Bal Sansad, concerned teachers and SMC
members. The initiative has proved to be quite effective and has enhanced student
attendance by around 10% in the state.
D. Human resources for the schools and teacher education institutes :
This is one of our priorities as the state had not recruited regular teachers for nearly two
decades. In recent times, prior thrust has been laid on the development of rules for
teacher recruitment (both for elementary and secondary level) other than norms for
teacher educators also.

a. Teachers need to be appropriately trained pre-service and regularly in-service to
thereby facilitate learning activities in different subjects for children. The teacher
education institutions have a critical role to play in preparation of teachers in a
systematic and continuous manner. Jharkhand has serious limitations in terms of
teacher education. However, in recent times, the state has initiated teacher
recruitment both at elementary and secondary level and 16349 elementary and 1719
secondary teachers have been recruited in 2015-16 itself. At present the state is in the
process of filling up the vacant seat of 18584 secondary teachers and also has
initiated processes for inviting applications for positions to develop a full-fledged
SCERT and DIETs. Other than SCERT and DIETs, BRPs and CRPs play an important
role of providing regular academic support to children and teachers in their concerned
areas.
Separate rules have been developed in the state to develop cadres of teachers and also
teacher educators in the state. In the ongoing teacher recruitment these norms are
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strictly followed to develop the cadres. This would play acritical part of the teacher
preparation and development in the state.
b. Strengthening of Teacher education institutes: Recently we undertook a stocktaking of
DIETs and other TEIs in the state which showed a lot of gaps in these institutes in
terms of availability of regular staff, infrastructure, training and programmes. We
have developed separate rules for recruitment of teacher educators and have initiated
processes for recruiting regular teacher educators in the TEIs. Also we aim to develop
a cadre of teacher educators in the state. We are in the process of setting up the
SCERT and DIETs in the state. We have initiated processes for developing DIETs as
Centers of excellence in different subject areas. The strengthening of physical
infrastructure of DIET & Training colleges has already been started.
E. Quality Education at all levels:
Quality of education depends on certain key parameters. They include: access, enrolment,
attendance of teachers and students both, teacher education and development, quality
textbooks, facilitation of pedagogical processes as per how children learn, active
participation of children in various learning activities, learning assessment, effective data
management and quality monitoring. Under the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory
Education Act, 2009, Jharkhand has attempted to address all the above areas for
strengthening quality of education.
Other than collaborating with Department of Women & Child development (WCD) to
strengthen the pre-school education and school readiness of children, we have initiated
several measures to strengthen the early grade reading skills of children and effective
learning in different subject areas through activity based learning based on learning
theories. Some of the key interventions include the following :-

a. Quality textbooks : Textbooks based on learning theories and intending to promote

activity based learning bear a big potential for quality education. In the absence of a
full-fledged SCERT, Jharkhand had no option other than using the NCERT textbooks
for years. However in recent times the state has undertaken a big step and developed
own textbooks for primary level by JCERT with technical guidance and support from
NCERT and RIE, Bhubaneswar. Other than this, the state also has developed
textbooks for classes 1-2 in five major tribal languages (Ho, Mundari, Santhali,
Khariya, and Kurukh) to initiate a mother-tongue based multilingual education (MTBMLE) in multilingual pockets of the state. In recent times we have also developed
textbooks in selected regional languages including Odia and Bangla. Processes have
also been initiated to develop textbooks for classes VI – VIII in this year.

b. Facilitation of pedagogical processes as per ‗how children learn‘: This is an important
part of quality education as the nature of engagement of every child in teaching
learning processes always decides the learning outcomes of every child. Attempts are
being made in the state to promote subject appropriate learning activities. However it
requires a lot more hard efforts to shift the mind-set of the teacher from textbook
based rote learning towards activity based learning.
To enhance learning of children, our State has taken various initiatives, which are as
follows.



Khel Khel Mein :
It is generally perceived that a child having pre exposure of pre schooling, they pay more
attention on education. To promote daily schooling Khel Khel Mein is introduced in
Primary schools for the children enrolled in Class I. The salient feature of this programme
is to give opportunity to the child in first quarter to go with preliminary activities which is
supporting to further learning. It is basically child preparedness activities.
In Academic Year, 2015-16, it has been introduced in schools.
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Buniyad :
Buniyad is a programme which is directly influencing the
enhancement of learning in 3 subjects-Hindi, Math & English. It is
focused on 3 R concepts in which we are providing basic inputs in
Reading, Writing and Arithmetic. Buniyad is designed to provide
early reading, writing and basic numeracy of children studying in
Class I & II. Teachers are being imparted training on transactional
processes. Learning Tracking format has been developed to track the
performance of children on weekly basis. Community is involved in
this through Lokvachan where children read out the lessons learnt
in schools among community on every Saturday. It not only
enhances the confidence of children but also motivates parents to
send their children regularly.



Buniyad Plus :
This is programme to address the learning of class III to V. It is the
upgraded version of Buniyad and based on curriculum. In this
programme, we provide extended learning based on What, Why &
How. Teacher divides children into groups based on their learning
level. The whole syllabus is divided into small groups and based on
learning indicator; classes are organized for each group of children.
Use of TLMs and other supportive materials like worksheet etc. are
being used during transaction. Learning levels are recorded for each
child and it is displayed in class. The basic philosophy of Buniyad
Plus is that here children do various exercises and experiments and
teacher facilitates the entire class room processes.



Special Interventions in 70 worst blocks on educational indicators :
Based on 9 educational indicators, our 70 blocks of 15 districts are worst. To address
these blocks, we have signed MoU with Pratham. Pratham is providing technical
assistance in early reading, writing and basic numeracy. Pratham role is to strengthen
state Quality Initiative-Buniyad and Buniyad Plus and train teachers accordingly. J-PAL
will evaluate the children on fixed interval. In this programme, approx 6 lakh children
studying in 11000 schools are benefitted.
Providing free School Kit: An initiative by the state government, to make sure that all the
students, gets a pair of shoes, socks, belt, school bag, stationary items (pencil, eraser,
geometry box, etc.) State is providing free school kit to children. Further, to ensure
transparency, the fund allocated for the purpose i.e. 590 rupees for primary and 715
rupees for upper primary (for each child), is directly transferred into the account of the
enrolled students. The scheme was introduced in 2015-16.



School Adoption and visualizing
Vidyalya Adarsh Vidyalaya':

school

'Hamara

10 schools per district have been developed as 'Adarsh
Vidyalaya'. Gradually there is plan to create at least 5
model schools in every block. It is an endeavor towards
creating good learning environment in the school to
facilitate students in the class. A drive is also launched to
adopt school and making it Adarsh Vidyalaya. State,
District and block officials have adopted schools and giving
their input to make it more attractive.
 Availability
and
maintenance
of
Physical
infrastructure- coloring and cleanliness.
 Child friendly classroom.
 Library.
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Science centre.
Attendance tracking
Plantation
Beautification of the school premises

Bal Samagam :
To ensure the development of cognitive and
non cognitive domain of the child, a
programme with a central idea of involving all
the children‘s of all schools was launched in
the name of Bal Samagam. The basic aim of
this programme is involvement of every childevery school for all round development of
child. Bal Samagam is an organized student‘s
meet which aims at developing leadership
skills in children by providing them a
platform to showcase their interests and
talents at various levels in different events. It
involves about 30 different activities and
students can participate in activities of their choice. This includes Painting & Drawing,
sports, Essay, Quiz, Science exhibition, Cultural competitions etc. This helps in
developing a healthy competition spirit in them which ultimately helps in turning these
youngsters into responsible citizens who are productive and are effective means of
uplifting the society. It is conducted at various levels: initially at school, block then
district and finally at the state level. Successful students are awarded certificates, medals
and shields as a token of appreciation. This drives their hunger for betterment in the
fields they participate and gradually a process of improvement starts rolling.



Effective Morning Assembly :
Morning assembly always plays pivotal role
in day long activities. To make morning
assembly more effective, several suggestions
collected from teachers and a guideline
developed at state level. A uniform 15
minutes activities designed having check-up
of personal health & hygiene, questions and
answers related to General Knowledge and
Science, Pararthana, Inspirational songs,
Today's thought etc. included. The objective
is to relate morning assembly with class room process which can help children in taking
interest in teaching and learning.



Constitution of Parivartan Dal:
Parivartan Dal has been constituted from
State to block level including district level.
All the members of this committee are
teachers who are dedicated and have
brought change in their schools in the
perspective of Quality Indicators. The role
and responsibility of these teams is to
motivate others to do better in their school.
Workshops/Seminars
on
Quality
Education has been organized at all level
(State to Block) to sensitize the teachers.
All educational indicators reflecting Quality Education are thoroughly discussed. They are
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imparting Training to Teachers, visiting other schools and interacting with teachers and
School Management Committee (SMC) Members as well. They are also taking demo
classes and providing onsite support to the teachers.



Personality Development Classes :
To make children more confident, personality development classes have been introduced
in schools. Every Saturday, 2 hours special classes are being conducted on children
interest are i.e. Quiz contest, art and craft, painting and drawing, cultural programme,
extempore, essay writing etc. It has attracted children and increased their self-confidence
which is visible during class room observation.



Constitution of Bal Sansad :
All schools have constituted BAL Sansad. Bal
Sansad is a cabinet of children which are selected
through voting system. Introducing this activity in
schools, the objective is to make aware all
children about the constitution, Role and
responsibility of concerned ministers. Children are
now taking care of their work and helping properly
in school management.



Learning Exchange Programme :
Learning Exchange Programme has been designed where children of Govt. school will get
opportunity to interact with children of Pvt. Schools. They will be able to exchange their
ideas, share their vision and also would be able to make friendship with each other. This
programme is designed as per the direction of Hon'ble Prime Minister.
The salient areas of collaboration are:
 Communication Skill: Reading, Writing and Speaking
 Personality Development
 Academic Enhancement
 Sports and Art, Culture



Aavishkar :
To promote Science and Math among children of Class VI-VIII, Aavishkar programme is
started in schools. The prime objective is to ensure scientific skills and encourage
children in invention. A module has been developed at state level and teachers were being
trained at district level. Science Lab has been established at school with some existing
equipments and it is now opened for the children. This programme is linked with Rastriya
Aavishkar Abhiyan and we have planned to provide Science and Math Kits developed by
NCERT.



Establishment of Science Centre :
To promote scientific attitude among Children,
Science centre has been established in Secondary
Schools. Establishment of Science Centre can play a
significant role in developing interest in science,
inculcating analytical thinking and scientific
counselling among the student at school level. It will
also help to develop interest in students towards
science and scientific ideology, creative thinking and
experimental skill. Science Centre will work as a
platform for the students to learn the basic science involved in day to day life.
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Science Exhibition / Book Fair :
Science Exhibition and Book Fair are
the other two important means to
develop spectacular visions of learners
by conducting and ensuring huge
participation of learners studying in
Government institutions.
We have
organized
Science
Exhibition
in
Secondary Schools and the result are
encouraging. The state has planned
Book fair in each district to be
organised in the current academic
year. Book fair at district level
provides a platform to select and
purchase books from the fund
sanctioned in under school grant.
Students also like to visit book fair. Cultural activities for students are also to be
organised in book fair.



In-Service training of English :
In order to develop decent environment for English communication Jharkhand Secondary
Education Project Council has focused on creating good teacher educators and training
modules to support and train in-service teachers. We are taking support from RIE,
Bhuvneshwar.



Remedial Teaching for communication skills
There is a growing demand among these students to learn and communicate better in
English. These students need special coaching in addition to their routine English
classes. The special coaching by an expert in this field is needed to develop their
communication skill in English. Apart from Communication skill development, it is also
required to improve the language skills and functional grammar for better
communication. A comprehensive programme would be scheduled for students‘
continuous assessment and development. Students would be given opportunity to display
their skills through debate, essay, extempore quiz etc. English Teachers of respective
schools would also support in this programme.



Issue based strategies for girls, tribal and other children:
a. Mukhyamantri Vidya Lakshmi Yojna:
It is an initiative by the state government to provide incentive to the SC / ST underprivileged girl students who are deprived of the basic amenities so that their interest
and inclination towards school increases. Under the scheme a sum of rupees 2000 is
deposited (FD) in the account of class 6 SC / ST girl students and they are entitled to
get the total amount when they take admission in class 9. This acts as a financial
magnet and attracts the girl students to the schools and in the process they get
educated. Usually they drop out of school after class 6 but because of this effort they
remain in school till they complete basic education.

b. Pahle Padhai Phir Vidai :
The Jharkhand government‘s scheme for education of the girl child titled ―Pahle
Padhai, Phir Vidai‖ (First education, then marriage), an initiative to eradicate child
marriages and promote girl child education in the state, which is focused on
completion of school education by every girl child, is a farsighted project by the
government which will ultimately lead to the education of the whole family in the state
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(as it is said that if you educate a boy, only an individual is educated but if you
educate a girl then the whole family gets educated).
There was a great need of this scheme because of the high rates of child marriages in
Jharkhand. It was leading to death during child birth and increase in the illiteracy
rate. This scheme indirectly also focuses on eradicating female foeticide and
infanticide.

c. Textbooks in tribal and regional languages:
To enable children from tribal and regional language background in the multilingual
context, the state has developed textbooks in 5 tribal (Mundari, Ho, Santhali, Kharia
and Kurukh) and 2 regional languages (Odia and Bangla) for initiating mother tongue
based multilingual education in early years till they acquire a foundational early grade
learning skills in own mother tongues. In a phased manner this is bridged with Hindi
and English to enable them learn in a smooth manner in higher classes without any
language disadvantage.
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d. Monthly Magazine "PANKH":
To enhance the reading habit among children, monthly magazine "PANKH" is
introduced and every school are getting 10 copies of magazine on monthly basis. This
magazine is highly appreciated by children and teachers and it is being published
centrally since Feb' 2017.

e. Jharkhand Balika Awasiya Vidyalaya:
To promote Girls Education, State has opened 57 Jharkhand Balika Awasiya
Vidyalaya similar to Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya. These blocks are
educationally backward blocks. All schools opened in 2015-16 and enrollment of girl
child is ensured. Building Construction work is scheduled in 2016-17.

f. Strengthening of KGBV:
The State Government has upgraded all the 203 KGBVs of the state from VIIIth
standard to intermediate level. Further it has also enhanced the intake capacity of all
KGBV in class VI to VIII from 100 to 150. The total strength of KGBV is 350..
The State Government has also provided buildings to accommodate 350 girls with
separate provision of staff quarter.

g. Establishment of Gym and Wi-Fi network at Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya
(KGBV) and distribution of tablet.

To make children more IT friendly, Tabs have been distributed among girls of class
VIII in KGBV. All KGBVs have Wi-Fi connectivity. In the tablet learning material in
digital form can be accessed through Wi-Fi networking. NCERT exemplar, video clips
regarding their curriculum, e- books, other learning resources can be easily accessed
by these girls; thus resulting in quality enhancement.
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h. Swach Vidyalaya Swasth Bacche:
A healthy mind resides in a healthy body and a
healthy body is possible only around a clean
environment. Thus, following the pradhan mantri
swachatta abhiyan the state has launched
‗Swach Vidyalaya Swasth Bacche‘ campaign.
Various activities under this campaign was
carried out such as school level competitions,
workshops and seminars, SMC meeting, hand
wash, bal sansad orientation, plantation, etc.
involvement of all stake holders such as
administration, public representatives, NGOs and
community was ensured under this programme.
In order to do so the students are taught the
importance of cleanliness. They are encouraged
to use toilets and wash their hands afterwards.
The importance of washing hands before and
after meals to avoid contamination of any kind is
also taught. As the students remain healthy their
wholesome development will be ensured.

i. Mid-day Meal:
The State government has taken
steps
to
provide
additional
nutrition to children. Government
of Jharkhand has started a new
scheme of providing eggs/fruits to
children thrice a week. A weekly
menu has been suggested to all
schools for serving mid day meal
to
children.
Monitoring
of
programme is done through SMS
based monitoring system.
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Total quality monitoring at all levels :
To ensure that education of equitable quality is provided in education at all levels, we
have initiated several measures.
a. State Educational Support Mission (SESM) :
To track and enhance progress of all educational interventions in the state eight
monitoring missions have been constituted at state level involving the senior officials,
development partners and civil society organizations under the leadership of senior
officials of the department. Each month the teams visit the districts, take stock of the
progress of all educational interventions, identify issues and explore possibilities for
addressing those issues on priority basis. They also guide the district teams how to
improve quality of education by using the effective provisions and norms in the
department. Each month Secretary, School Education & Literacy reviews progress of
these missions. The Mission briefs the Deputy Commissioner of each district for
prompt action against issues. The SESM has proved quite effective in districts.
b. Constitution of Parivartan Dal :
Parivartan Dal has been constituted at State and district level. Recently Parivartan
teams have been constituted at block level too. All the members of this team are
teachers, who are dedicated and have brought changes in their schools in the
perspective of Quality Indicators. The role and responsibility of these teams is to
motivate others to do better in their school. This has provided a big opportunity to
active teachers in every district to improve quality of their schools and also nearby
schools through their leadership abilities.
c. Real Time Monitoring :
For this software has been developed and at present an SMS based approach is used
for monitoring the effectiveness of MDMS programme. Very soon it will used for real
time monitoring in both elementary and secondary education.

d. Bio-metric attendance system
:
This has been introduced to
record
teacher
&
children
absenteeism on a pilot basis. All
High Schools will have Bio
metric attendance system by
15th August 2016. It will be
further scaled up to other
schools of the state in 2016-17.

e. Toll free number :
Toll free numbers have been highlighted in all the schools, CRCs and BRCs of the
state to enable children, community members and parents know the basic
entitlements of children and raise complaints against any sort of violation in the
schools. The systems set up state and district level take up such cases on immediate
basis for action.
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f.

e-madhyan :
A daily SMS based monitoring of MDM meal scheme has been introduced for all schools
of the state. Every school has to enter the SMS format daily. A monitoring cell has been
constituted at the state level.

g. Data of Annual progress on the interventions of the department :
At present we have a data system which is well organized for 0-18 year age group,
needed for the pre-school and school education. Annually this data is collected from
every school of the state. We also conduct household surveys every alternate year to
assess the status of children outside school.
Quality related entitlements of children under RTE :
Section 29.2 of the RTE Act prescribes that the curriculum and evaluation procedure for
elementary education should be laid down by an academic authority to be specified by the
appropriate Government, by notification. The academic authority, while laying down the
curriculum and the evaluation Procedure under sub-section (1), shall take into consideration
the following, namely:
Conformity with the values enshrined in the Constitution :
a. All round development of the child.
b. Building up child's knowledge, potentiality and talent.
c. Development of physical and mental abilities to the fullest extent.
d. Learning through activities.
e. Discovery and exploration in a child friendly and child-centered manner.
f.

Medium of instructions shall, as far as practicable, be in child's mother tongue;

g. Making the child free of fear, trauma and anxiety and helping the child to express views
freely.
h. Comprehensive and continuous evaluation of child understands of knowledge and his or
her ability to apply the same.
These broad guidelines set the tone for an appropriate planning for children to make
RTE a reality of every child. The above eight points clearly indicate that the quality plan
needs to centre on the following guiding principles.
Redesigning the school and system in a more sensible manner thereby ensuring all inputs,
and processes in the system is child cantered and sensitive towards children‘s world, their
purviews and issues. Such a system observes, consults and values children to make the
schools and systems more suitable for every child than fitting each child into the system.
Providing safe and protective schools that are adequately staffed with trained and responsive
teachers, equipped with adequate resources, and offered appropriate conditions for learning;
Recognizing that different children face different circumstances and have different needs, so
schools build on the assets that children bring from their homes and communities and also
compensate for constraints in the home and community environment;
Promoting children‘s ability to think and reason, build self-respect and respect for others and
reach their full potential as individuals, members of their communities and citizens of the
world.
The State Quality Plan has been designed on the principles of inclusiveness, democratic
participation and child-centeredness as desired under the RTE Act.
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Child-Centeredness :
Emphasizes of child well-being in all aspects of CFSS.
The best interests of all children and their own views should be included in the process of
negotiating the curriculum and all other aspects of a child friendly school (violence, safety
architecture, water, school governance). Education stakeholders (parents, teachers,
education administrators, and others) also have an obligation as well as the authority to
safeguard judgments and decisions based on the welfare of all children. Central to all
decision making and investments in education is safeguarding the interests of the child.
Democratic participation: As rights holders, children should have a say in the form and
substance of their education. As child friendly schools are also child centred and child
seeking. Therefore children‘s participation in decision making and assessing their education
is non-negotiable. This principle emphasizes that all children and parents, as well as
community leaders, all have role to play in determining the structure, content and process of
education. It is only through such a democratic participation that the school system can
claim to be fulfilling children‘s right to education. This means that what children learn
reflects their lives and contexts. In addition, equitable quality schools work to strengthen
families, especially those needing extra support for school success, by establishing vital
relationships with communities and teachers. Because the family unit and the school are two
of the most important influences for children, engaging parents and caregivers in activities
and decisions and mobilizing communities are crucial.
Inclusiveness : All children have right to education. Access to education is not a privilege
that society grants to children, it is a duty that society fulfils to all children. This requires
that schools be open to and welcoming of all children without exception. School is not just a
passive recipient of children, but actively seeks out all children for enrolment. Beyond
enrolment it is also about helping to keep children in school and attending regularly to
benefit from what is on offer. This means that fair, transparent and non-discriminatory rules
for accessing school are necessary, but not sufficient. There must also be strategies and
measures in place to address the barriers that prevent eligible children from taking up
opportunities to participate actively and equitably in education. Moreover, girls and boys,
women and men of all social groups have the right to participate equally in the education
system.
What needs to be done for quality in education?
Keeping these in mind, the quality plan needs to be designed for the state. As per RTE Act
needed is an approach that promises ‗Whole School‘ for ‗Whole Child Development‘. We need
to design an outcome based approach that ultimately demonstrates desired results at school
level.
Accordingly it has been planned to design the Quality Plan for the state that enables schools
to demonstrate the eight quality related milestones indicated in the RTE Act. Ultimately it
needs to be a school that has an enabling environment for all children to realize their right to
protection, participation and ensure happy learning. This need to be in line with the holistic,
child-centered approach emphasizing linkages between home, school and the larger
environment with the focus expanding beyond formal school into spaces where different
kinds of learning takes place. The following can be the key pillars of the quality programme.


Learning Environment



School Environment
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Teacher Support System



Support from Community and Civil Society



Quality monitoring system

Learning environment :
This dimension relates to creating child-centered learning/teaching activities and materials
which promote active, creative approaches to learning in a learning-friendly classroom
environment and simultaneously developing teacher proficiencies so that they have
theoretical and practical knowledge to help all children learn and reach their full potential. It
also focuses on nurturing teacher attitudes, behavior and human values which will lead to
learning together in a harmonious way and promote respect for diversity.
In addition, the learning environment would relate to and value children‘s environment and
help them develop the life skills necessary to face challenges outside the classroom.
Learning environments would be secure and promote and protect the mental and emotional
well-being of learners while providing diverse culturally and socially relevant learning
opportunities. The learning environment would facilitate smooth transitions from home to
school and to different levels of education, taking into consideration that learning starts at
birth and children and parents need early interventions to succeed in education. Learning
environments would also cater to the needs of children who would need extra support to
succeed.
This dimension looks at children‘s School Readiness, Mother-tongue-based Active Language
Learning, Learning materials, Learning assessment, Learning processes & strategies for
effective classroom management, Seating arrangements, Children, Teacher and Transitional
Programmes.
School Environment :
School would promote a healthy, safe and protective environment for children‘s emotional,
psychological and physical wellbeing, including school-based health and nutrition services,
life skills and provision of water and sanitation facilities. School infrastructure would also be
appropriate and accessible for all children, girls and boys, regardless of physical ability. This
would relate to ensuring that all children are cared for and supported by all concerned people
and institutions to keep them healthy and safe and protect them from all forms of violence
and harassment at school, in the family and in society, especially children in difficult
circumstances, (children of poor families, girls, orphan children, child victims of domestic
violence, children with disabilities, ethnic minority children, children affected by HIV/AIDS
and other diseases, children in emergencies) have access to schooling with equity.
This dimension looks at Child friendly infrastructure, Protective Environment, Social
Cohesion and Healthy environment.
Teacher Support System :
This relates to a supportive system that enhances teacher proficiencies to ensure that they
have theoretical and practical knowledge, skills, appropriate attitudes, values, and they know
how to live together and create a learning culture and through this continuous process
become reflective teachers to create child friendly schools and systems.
Standards & Accountability, Pre-service teacher education framework, Reflective in-service
teacher education and Teacher & School support Systems.
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Support from Community and Civil Society :
This relates to the participation of children, families and communities in the management of
their local school. This will enhance the dynamic relationship and two-way participation so
that schools become community supported resource centres, families and communities
become resources for school improvement and play an active role in management. This
means that community members and children from all walks of life participate actively in the
management of the school. Parents also receive the support they need through parenting
education and training to fully play their role.
Such partnerships start early with
community-based early learning and school readiness interventions that ensure the right
start in life. Communities themselves play an active part in auditing their school, identifying
building blocks and gaps them will help them improve equity and quality for all children.
This dimension looks at Collaborative School Management, Tracking & Monitoring of children
& schools and also Convergence of services for children.
Appropriate norms & guidelines and monitoring system :
This relates to a system that will standardize child friendly norms and provide all facilitating
norms/rules/regulations. These are spelt out clearly to enable all schools to sustainably
implement and progressively evolve the Child Friendly Inclusive School Policy in all schools
with a high spirit of responsibility. This also entails that all mechanisms and levels of the
national education system work together to support schools in improving the quality of
education
This dimension integrates Child Centered convergence & coordination, Teacher Education &
Recruitment, Child Friendly standards & monitoring, Education in emergencies & civil strife,
Specific strategies for out of school & excluded children and also Examination & Assessment
reforms.
Some initiatives in Jharkhand for promoting RTE compliance in schools
JEPC in collaboration with UNICEF, Jharkhand has undertaken some activities for
strengthening RTE compliance at school level.
Bal Priya Vidyalaya (RTE compliant - Child Friendly Schools) :
With a view to incorporate RTE provisions at school level, around 240 schools in 13 districts
in the state have been made RTE compliant (Phase 1) on indicators related to quality
classroom transactions, WASH, Child Participation, School community linkage through active
SMC and holistic School Development Plan (SDP), School environment, school library and
bio-intensive gardens, etc. The schools have demonstrated qualitative improvement and this
has been documented in the form of ‗A Story of Bal Priya Vidyalaya‘ document by the key
stakeholders including teachers, students (Bal Sansad, Bal Partakers), SMCs, CRPs, etc.
This process has generated a lot of enthusiasm at the school level where children have
enjoyed their freedom of expression and leadership through Bal Sansad and Bal Patrakar
programme. Teachers have enjoyed the processes of school improvement as schools clean,
better with availability and use of WASH, garden, Bal Patrakar‘s creative expressions in wall
newspapers, etc. Community members are happy that their school has started functioning
well. Similarly the Head Teachers are happy with their staff and children and are able to
show their outputs in form of a detailed well written document. At the same time they remain
accountable to the community as they would not like to go back to their previous status after
demonstrating happy, healthy and learning children this year. They want to capitalize on this
experience and do better in coming days.
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Thrust on learning enhancement and Learning Outcome :
The current shift of all quality and related components is towards learning enhancement and
improving the learning outcomes across all children. The focus is on whole child development
through the whole school concept.
Present status of learning achievement :
At present the learning outcomes of students in majority of schools remain a major issue of
concern. Following sources present the status of learning outcome of children in the stateDISE examination results and QMT feedback (internal feedback from schools)
NCERT‘s Learning Achievement results (external)
ASER surveys (annual – external)
Feedback from DISE :
Although there is a marginal improvement in learning achievement in the results of Round 1
and Round 2 for the State, but learning achievement when compared with National average is
below par or just at par. In fact for class III and VIII, students have fared below the national
averages which require a critical introspection.
This distinctly indicates that schools need to enable majority of children acquire the learning
outcome in terms of basic literacy and numeracy skills. This remains a challenge for the RTE
Act that aims universal enrolment, retention and learning, that too in a child-friendly childcentered manner. There is an urgent need to address this issue in the state. Without
ensuring this, the state cannot achieve the targets under the RTE Act.
In this context there is a strong need for designing an intensive Accelerated Learning
Enhancement Programme in the state for all children who have not acquired the basic
reading and numeracy skills in school and also all children who are out of school.
In this approach it will be attempted to integrate all the components related to children‘s
learning under SSA as per the following diagram.

GYANSETU :
Gyansetu program was started in all the districts of the state to increase the achievement
level of children from class 1 to 9. Under this program, about one lakh teachers and two
thousand block resource persons and cluster resource persons have been trained in the state
and five types of need-based material related to the learning capacity of children, viz.NIRMAN, LAKSHYA, PRAGATI, SUGAM and SUBODH have been made available to children
by manufacturing and printing. On which all the children are trying to increase their learning
level by constant efforts. The implementation of this scheme is being done under the
supervision of Deputy Commissioners under the SAMAGRA SHIKSHA with active
participation of Jharkhand Education Project Council (JEPC),JCERT and BCG. This program
has been launched by Honorable Chief Minister on 14.09.2018. The classification of group
wise books made under GYANSETU is as follows : -

1. NIRMAN- for class1 and 2
2. LAKSHYA- students of class3 to 5 whose learning level is equivalent to class2
3. PRAGATI- students of class 3 to 5 whose learning level is equivalent to class 3
4. SUGAM- students of class 6 to 8 whose learning level is equivalent to class 5
5. SUBODH- students of class 9 whose learning level is equivalent to class 7 or 8
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In the current year, the books have been changed in 2019-20, in view of the suggestion
received in the order of conduction of Gyanetu. Earlier, all the prescribed subjects were kept
in a single book, which has been splited subjectwise in 15 books . This book is based
completely on core competency which is helpful in bringing students up to the grade learning
level. In the financial year 2018-19, about 35 lakh students of the state have been associated
with this program. This program will also continue in 2019-20.

Teacher Training
It is crucial that teachers who conduct this remediation exercise are well versed with the
process and techniques required to successfully achieve the aim of the exercise. Thus, there
will be a structured 4 day long training for each teacher to acquaint her to the remediation
process.
The training will be structured in a three step cascading model. First, at the state level,
master facilitators will be trained by experts. These master facilitators will have the job to
train the facilitators at the district level in the next step. Once the master facilitators and
facilitators are trained, they all will conduct the training of teachers at the block level.
The training will cover all the aspects of the LEP exercise along with a one day training on the
use of e-VidyaVahini app to monitor the progress of the training. Teachers will be taught the
process to group the children basis the learning outcomes; the use of worksheets &
guidebooks; the rationale behind the evaluation criteria & metrics included and pedagogical
concepts like group by learning level.
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Mykhya Mantri Bhraman Yojana :
It was started in the year 2017-18 with an
objective of exposure to school students. 3567
Students visited Mysore, Delhi, Agra, Bangalore,
Puri under this program first time in the session
2017-18. In the year 2018-19 around 4000
students visited Delhi, Amritsar, Jaipur,
Bangalore,
Hyderabad,
Mysore.
Through
educational
tours
students
build
their
understanding and able to experience social,
economic and educational status of other states
in India. Educational tours help students in
better understanding of historical places learned
in their textbooks. It also helps students to do
better in their future.
Exposure Visit for Teachers:
A team of 106 teachers visited Delhi, Haryana,
Telangana, Rajasthan and Gujarat under
Samagra Shiksha in the session 2018-19. The
purpose of this tour is to understand different
methodologies
of
teaching,
Classroom
transaction,
learning
material
used,
infrastructures etc from other states. It also
helps teachers to know about innovation in
teaching field of other states and think to
implement it in their own state according to the
need. It also helps to motivate students of their
schools to enhance their learning outcomes.
State Programme:
1. Free School Kit: To achieve the objective of 100% GER, State government in the after
the year 2015-16 took the decision to distribute free school kits. The school kit
included a bag with note boo, writing material and pair of shoes and socks. The
government of India have increased the allocation on school dress. The increased
allocation ranges from Rs 400 to Rs 600 which helped us include shoes in the kit. In
the year 2019-20 about 30 Lac children benefited from the scheme. The per unit cost
allocated are Class 1-2 is Rs 225, for class 3 to 5 the per unit cost is Rs 330 and for
Upper Primary the Rs 465/-. The budget in the year 2019-20 for the scheme is Rs
155000.00 lakh.
2. Medha scholarship-This scheme is for the children, for this, the state government
selects 10 children per block through conduct examination; the state government gets
Rs 200 per month per child. Now this scheme is directly responsible to the Directorate
of Secondary Education and it is estimated that in the budget of 2019-20, 140.00
lakhs will be spent.
3. Jharkhand Balika Aawasiye Vidyalaya Yojana: The Government took a decision to
implement the program in non KGBV blocks to provide residential schools for girls.
State Government opened 57 schools with the capacity of 350 students. This would
enable 19950 girls complete their education till higher secondary and reduce dropout
among girls. In JBVP schools, 75% of seats shall be reserved for SC, ST and minority
and the rest 25% would be reserved for BPL category. These schools would manage as
per the KGVP guidelines.
The allocated budget for the year 2019-20 is 19000.00 lakh for the program. As the
government allocation guidelines, the per unit cost is Rs 448.30 Lakh and the
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sanctioned per school is Rs 141.87 Lakh. The required amount for building these
schools is Rs 25553.10 Lakh.
4. Strengthening of Primary & Upper Schools: The Right to Education 2009 outlays
the parameters & guidelines for every primary schools. Under the SSA, schools have
been provided the basic facility of school building, clean & safe drinking water and
toilets for all. These schools also lacked the basic facility of furniture also. In The year
2015-16, all schools were provided desk & benches for children. For electrification,
the first grant was allocated in the year 2016-17. In the year 2019-20, schools would
be provided with running water facility in phased manner. For the year 2019-20, the
allocated budget is Rs 1800.00 Lakh. The aim to extend all the required facilities for
enabling learning in the schools.
5. Urdu Teacher Salary: State Government under GP-4200, Rs 9300-34800 allocated
4401 teachers‘ vacancy. 689 teachers have been recruited. Total of Rs 4000.00 Lakh
has been allocated in the financial year 2019-20.
6. Gyanodaya Program (Education Officials/ Teacher Training/ Teacher prizes &
Symposium): NITI Aaayog as per the indicators of SDG initiated the program SATH-E
in the state in year 2017-18. For quality education MoU between Jharkhand
Government-NITI Aayog-BCH has been signed. Government of India and State
Government is assessing the improved learning outcome based on CCE & NAS. A
PMU unit has been constituted with all basic infrastructure & computer connectivity
to oversee the program implementation. The IT unit has been set up domain experts.
This has been helping the state monitor and facilitate the program with the help of
real time data and decisions. A special software platform has been designed and
upgraded as per need. (E-Vidyavahini). This also include online Biometric attendance
of teachers.
To assess the learning outcome and
monitor the program, a provision of
third-party independent assessment
is
included
in
the
program
structure.
ICT has been used at district, block,
cluster & school level. The PMU also
has verticals such as school
infrastructure,
legal, school &
teacher grievance addressal, SMC
and parents grievance addressal
etc.
Under the program the capacities of school administrators and officials are also done.
These capacity building enables them to be more efficient and broader base in terms
of their function. The program also includes incentives in form of prizes & public
recognition for their outstanding contributions. Special seminar, workshops, talks
from eminent personalities are also the part of the program. In the year 2019-20 a
total of Rs 3000.00 Lakhs has been allocated.
Central Schemes
1. Rashtriy balika madhymik Shiksha protsahan yojna –This scheme is run by the
central government to encourage the girls of SC and ST, aged 14 to 18, towards
secondary education. Girls who pass class 8 from any school are transferred 3000
rupees to their accounts through DBTL. When those girls complete 18 years or pass
class 10, they get their money along with interest. 105220 girls directly benefited from
this scheme till 2017-18.
2. Rashtriy sadhan sah megha chatrwriti –This scheme has been started to prevent
dropouts and continue studies of economically backward intelligent children in
school. The benefit of this scheme is given only to the children whose parents have
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annual 1.50 lakh income. Total 503 children‘s benefitted from this scheme till 201718. In this, the selected children are given an annual rate of Rs. 12000 per month at
the rate of Rs. 1000 per month.
3. Scheme For providing Quality Education in Madarsas: Under the central
sponsored scheme the program is being implemented in the state. Under the scheme
from March 2020, the expenditure ration decided is 60:40.
4. Inspire Scheme: Under the scheme INSPIRE awards & MANAL the state is
implementing the program under the age group of 10 to 15 students. The aim is to
identify young minds with spark of change and development of scientific temper. The
objective is to develop scientific research and development among the young minds.
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9. ICT and Digital Intervention
1. Details of Implementation of ICT in Schools
There is a growing awareness amongst the policymakers globally as well as across India
on the emerging and pivotal role of ICTs in the education sector. There is a wide
recognition for addressing digital divide issues. The integration of ICT at the school and
classroom, warrant significant changes in the educational delivery mechanism, both at
the school and classroom level. The Govt of India lauched ICT @School Scheme to enable
Schools to use various ICT tools in Education and to provide digital literacy to students
and teachers of government schools.
The Government of Jharkhand has been implementing the Central Govt. sponsored
Rastriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyaan and Sarva Siksha Abhiyaan ever since its
inception and has further focused on improving the universalization of the primary and
secondary education by combining it with the ICT Tools for Education Programme.
Implementation of Scheme in 465 Govt Schools (approved in 2014-15)
Under Centrally sponsored scheme Rastriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyaan, ICT@School
Scheme is being implemented from April 2017 in selected 465 Govt. Secondary/Sr.
Secondary Schools of Jharkhand. The scheme is being implemented in BOOT model. Two
agencies –1. IL&FS Education and Technology Services Limited, Mumbai and 2. Ricoh
India Ltd, New Delhi were selected through transparent e-procurement method and
agreement with them signed in the month of December 2016 for establishment of ICT
labs in Schools and required services (including Manpower services such as School
Coordinator for each School and District coordinator for each District) for imparting ICT
enabled educations. 208 schools are assigned to Ricoh India Limited and rest 257
schools are assigned to IL&FS Education Ltd.
Implementation of Scheme in 510 Govt Schools (approved in 2017-18 and
2018-19)
To implement the scheme in BOOT model two agencies have been selected through
online transparent e-tendering process1. Bennett Coleman and Company Limited, Times of India Building Mumbai.
To implement the scheme in 252 Schools spread across 12 Districts
2. Extramarks Education India Private Limited, Noida, U.P
To implement the scheme in 258 Schools spread across 12 Districts
The Computer lab will be available for use for instructional purpose after summer
vacation.
2. ICT Infrastructure
In this scheme a Computer Lab in selected schools is being established each with
following Hardware and Software component:Computer Lab:
Site Preparation: One Class room of the school was selected and necessary
wiring/cabling/networking was done by the agency. The required furnishing of
classroom such as white washing, flooring, safety provisions is made by School itself
using School development funds/fund contributed by community/MLS/MP/Local Bodies
etc. and available with them.
Hardware Component : Desktop Server-1, Thin Client-10, Projector-1, whiteboard-1,
UPS with required Battery for one hour power backup -1, Networking equipments,
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required furniture‘s-30 chair, 13 tables, Multifunctional Printer-1, Salient Genset-1,
Electric meter reader, Fire Extinguisher, etc.
Software Component- Ubuntu Linux, Open Office Libra, Multimedia e-content, etc.
Multimedia E-content of subjects of Class VI-XII. Development of Multimedia Econtent is done by the above agencies in consultation with JCERT.
The e-content is upgraded on every 3 months based on the feedback received from the
subject teachers of schools. A online feedback module is being developed to track the
feedback.
3. Technical Support
Manpower and other Educational resource services
School coordinator for each school-1 who is responsible for computer education to
Students an teachers, provide all technical support to teachers in using ICT tools and
multimedia content, Computer Lab maintenances and provide computer and other
consumables as per requirment,
District coordinator for each district -1, who is responsible for visit schools and District
Offices on regular intervals for required technical and operational support to Schools,
Impart Training to Teachers on ICT in education, Computer Education consumables
such as Cartridge, paper, etc. Genset consumables, Electricity Consumption services,
etc.
In the first phase of implementation Establishment of computer Lab took around 3
months. ICT Enables Education and Computer Education started from April 2017 in 465
schools and continuing.
In the Second Phase of implementation ICT in selected 510 Schools , Implementing
agency will deploy Cluster coordinator for every 30 Schools for providing onsite technical
support to School teachers on ICT in Education.
4. Progress on Recurring and Non recurring items
Cummulative Progress : Non Recurring
Cumulative
Cumulative
Sl
Year of
Approval
Achievement
Remarks
No
Approval
Phy.
Fin.
Phy.
Fin.
Scheme is being implemented
on BOOT Model. The agreement
was done on Dec 2016 and
scheme is functional from April
1
2014-15
465
2976.00
465
1853.97
2017. The expenditure is
planned in 5 years against
service and maintenance as per
agreement
2
2017-18
449
2873.60
449
0.00
Work order (LoI) has been
issued for implementation.
3
2018-19
61
390.40
61
0.00
Total
975
6240.00
975
1853.97

Year of
Sl.No
Approval
1 2018-19
Total

Progress : Recurring 2018-19
Approval
Achievement
Physical Financial Physical Financial
465
1116.00
465
1116.00
465 1116.00
465 1116.00
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Remarks

10. Academic Support Through Block

Resource Centre/ Cluster Resource
Centre
Introduction of BRC/URC &CRCBlock Resource Centre and Cluster Resource centre have been established at the field
level with objective to provide onsite support to the teachers as well as school as an
institution. Block and Cluster resource centre is an implementing agency for the
implementation of different programs of SSA. It has a major role in acting as a nodal centre
for providing academic support and resource centre for academic activities and training of
human resources like teachers, cluster resource persons and other program functionaries.
Resource persons working at block and cluster level have given support to quality
dimensions of education through regular visit to schools. Helped in planning and monitoring
of major factors that influence quality of education. Monitoring and support more stressed on
academic aspects. Quality dimensions of education that have been supported by CRPs and
BRPs to enhance the quality of education are:1) Basic infrastructure and enabling environment – Ensuring systematic management of
resources, school premises, toilet, kitchen, classroom & cleanliness.
2) Learning environment – Ensuring Print rich classroom, child friendly environment.
3) Capacity building of teachers – To improve the effectiveness of teachers, training on
various topics have been organized in CRC under recurring training program. Teacher
are trained on LEP – Buniyad and Buniyad Plus, CCE, TLM development and its use,
library activities, development of lesson plan. Hard spot and solution of it are being
discussed in CRC.
4) Teaching-learning process- Deficiencies of learning achievement of children identified by
using LTF, CCE & QMT data. Various steps have been taken to increase the achievement
level of children. On job support has given to teachers to solve teaching difficulties.
5) Lesson plan & TLM – Teachers have been trained on lesson plan as per demand of
lesson/ topic and development of subject specific, contextual and local specific TLM. Use
of TLM demonstrated in classroom situation during school visit.
6) Community Participation – SMCs have been oriented at CRC level and motivated to
participate in Updation of VER, enrollment of children, solving the problem of
absenteeism, dropout and lack of retention. Involved SMC actively in school development
and pedagogical process.
Some important steps have been taken to enhance the quality of educations and to
improve achievement level of children –
 Using monitoring feedback for strengthening the ongoing programmes an activity of SSA.
 Communicate and showing new developments
 Assessed children's performance, interact with them to understand difficulties, if needed
demonstrate inside the classroom.
 Corrective measures of absenteeism and dropout – PRAYAS has been supported to
effectively implementation.
 Feedbacks of data analysis used for learning enhancement support
 Activities run under LEP – Buniyad and Buniyad Plus assessed by regular visit to
schools. Teachers have been oriented on Buniyad activities, use of TLM, LTF etc.
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Lok vachan has ensured for involving communities in Teaching Learning process and
evaluation process.
Given support to CCE regarding questionnaire formation, evaluation and preparation of
report card.
QMT data analyzed to find out achievement level, gaps, needs and areas of intervention
to improve the quality of children.

BRCs /CRCs –Nature of support & monitoring, performance tracking.
E- VidyaVahini :The Jharkhand School Education and Literacy and Information Technology
Departments have jointly developed E-VidyaVahini a new software for online monitoring of
govt. schools in the state. All govt. schools have been linked with the software across the
state. School authorities are feeding the details of admission, attendance of students and
teachers and details of mid-day meal consumption.
This software is installed in schools across the state. Initially the software was
introduced in all the 203 Kasturba Gandhi Balika vidyalaya and those schools which have
computer and proper internet connectivity. Schools with no computers have been provided
tab. The schools are also being monitored and graded by the education department into four
categories i.e. education quality, infrastructure, activities of school management committee
etc.
E-VidyaVahini software has been developed for continues monitoring of academic
activity of schools . It has been developed as a complete package for school management and
for continues monitoring of schools. Following indicators has been incorporated for
monitoring of schools: Teacher /student attendance
 Monitoring report

Students report card

Physical report of schools
 Information related to child entitlements
 Infrastructure facility in schools i.e. Toilet, classroom, library, Electricity, Bench desk
etc.
 Functionality of SMC and Bal Sansad
 Repair grant
 Resource person have to take one Photo every day and he/she have to send it to the
department through E- VidyaVahini app.
This software is connected with GPS. Block Resource person and Cluster Resource person
have to register themselves. Registration is a onetime activity. As the resource person enters
the CRC code the server will show its location. Resource person has to enter their Aadhar no.
While visiting or monitoring of schools. CRC wise school has been in listed , while entering
CRC code all schools under that CRC will be reflected in the screen.
Nature of support & monitoring:The roles and responsibilities of BRPs and CRPs is to provide academic and curricular
support to the schools. They have to visit three schools in each working day. They are
responsible to monitor the learner evaluation system, which are operational as expected.CCE
(Continuous and comprehensive evaluation) are conducted by the school on time or not. Time
to time Dist. authority and state authority used to visit schools to monitor ongoing activities.
The BRP and CRP in the state are doing the work as mentioned above with the close guidance
of concerned Block Education Extension Officer.
Monitoring activities by block and dist. officials are listed below:-
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Regular school visit has been done by Block officials i.e. Block Education Extension
No. of Dist.




Total
BRCs
BRCs
BRPs
BRPs
no.
of
sanctioned
functional approved
working
blocks
24
265
265
265
1220
745
Officer, Block program officials, accountant etc.
Weekly meeting with BRP/CRP are conducted by Block Education Extension Officer.
Monthly meeting with all Head Master at Block Resource Centre to monitor all the
activities related to schools.

Performance tracking :BRPs and CRPs are key stakeholders for enhancing quality of education in the district.
Their performance directly affects the teacher's effectiveness and student's achievement.
District and block officials evaluate their work on the basis of roles and responsibility defined.
District officials are responsible for the performance appraisal of BRP and CRP. Performance
appraisal has been done on the following indicators: Number of school supported and monitored by them.
 Overall performance of schools of their catchment area.
 Maintenance of records.
 Functionality of school management committee
Effectiveness of BRCs : All interventions of Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan are being implemented through BRC.
 Training program for teachers and man power working at block level are conducted at
BRC level.BRC is fully involved in school management, implementation of Right to
education and to look after the Comprehensive and continuous evaluation conducted by
school.
 BRPs and CRPs -play a vital role as a link between school and the district for
implementation of RTE and quality education.
 Corrective measures of absenteeism and dropout –PRAYAS has been supported for
effective implementation.
 ―Lok Vachan‖ is being ensured by BRC for involving communities in teaching learning
process and evaluation process.
 BRC and CRC give support to schools and teacher for effective implementation of CCE.
 Quality monitoring tool are analyzed to find out achievement level, gaps needs and areas
of intervention to improve the quality of children.
Cluster Resource Centres
The cluster resource centre is the platform, which support the academic support to school
where the resource person in different subject helps the school. The improvement of quality
education is important and the role of the resource person is important. This center also find
out the strength and weakness of the teachers and help them where it needs. This centers
also conduct the training as well as collection of data.
As it is a known fact that a CRC is
a group of 18-20 schools having a physical construction with one office and one
training/meeting hall. The headmaster of the headquarter school is the secretary of CRC.
While, there are three resource person in CRC to run various activities within cluster area
and to provide academic support within the cluster schools.
Role of CRC : Implementation of block plan at grass root level.
 Monthly meeting of teachers called Guru Gosthi will be made effective and fruitful.
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To sort out the subject based problems of teachers.
Collection of all type of utilization.
Organization of cluster level competitions.
Organization of VEC orientation training.
Compilations of cluster level data and reports.
Documentation of good practiced of teachers.
Collection of information of enrolment.
Monitoring of quality teaching within the cluster area.
CRC is responsible to impart activity calendar and its follow up as well as cluster level
various teacher trainings.

Role of CRP :CRP are understood to have a good knowledge in their specific subjects. They are also help In
order to achieve quality education in the progressing world and enable the children with
complete knowledge and skill of Natural Science, Mathematics and English. CRP will monitor
the classroom transactions in their specific subjects and will put necessary intervention for
their respective subject by training the teachers on job and monitoring the role of teachers.
Interventions at Cluster resource centre : Organizing monthly meeting of teachers at CRC level.
 To attend the monthly meeting of teachers at CRC level.
 To visit at least all schools in his cluster twice in a month and evaluate the learning level
of students.
 To evaluate the level of learning of children, identification of weak students and provide
them special training.
 Organizing SMC meeting and have a discussion on quality education of children.
 Organizing meeting with teachers and development of strategies for quality education.
 To monitor the work of teachers and evaluate their role and function along with the
instructions given to them.
 To assist the BRP in academic works.
 To impart other activities as advised by the Samagra Shiksha.
 To prepare documents for their activities.
Effectiveness of CRCs
1. The Monitoring format shall be filled by the CRP daily during their visit to schools..
2. All the schools in the cluster to be covered in each month.
3. During School Visit, CRPs are required to spend the entire day in the school, observe a
minimum at least two classroom transactions and take a demonstration class
4. Interact with teachers and a few students.
5. CRPs have to share their observations with teachers and head teacher with the objective
of providing supportive supervision rather than fault finding. Preferably, share their
observations with the SMC President / Community Members
6. Discussion about the activities to be taken in consultation with teachers, SMC members
for improving the school performance.
7. Compilation of all monitoring outcomes of schools in the cluster and submission of report
to the BRC office.
8. Undertake component wise analysis of the indicators in the cluster and identify hard
spots and plan appropriate interventions to address the gap.
9. Share the compiled observations with the teachers and head teachers of the schools in
the cluster during monthly sharing meeting and also discuss a collaborative intervention
plan to address the learning gaps.
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Name of
Dist.
24

Total
no. of
clusters
2289

CRCs
sanctioned

CRCs
functional

CRPs
approved

CRPs
working

2264

2289

2602

2529

Rationalization of CRC
It has been observed that in some CRC no. of schools were more than 20 and in same CRC
no. of schools were less than 20, as per the guidelines of SSA. Restructure of CRC has been
done in the year 2018-19, So that equal no. of schools under CRC may esured.
State has done a massive exercise to rationalize the CRC across the state. After remapping
total no., of CRC is 2289. District wise details is as follows:District

No. of CRC after
Rationalization

BOKARO

98

98

CHATRA

94

92

DEOGHAR

117

117

DHANBAD

107

103

DUMKA

135

134

GARHWA

108

101

GIRIDIH

176

167

GODDA

117

115

GUMLA

101

100

HAZARIBAG

118

112

JAMTARA

63

61

KHUNTI

60

60

KODERMA

39

37

LATEHAR

60

73

LOHARDAGA

33

33

PAKUR

59

59

PALAMU

153

153

PURBI SINGHBHUM

101

101

52

58

150

149

SAHIBGANJ

85

78

Seraikella-Kharsawan

79

79

SIMDEGA

66

66

143

143

2314

2289

RAMGARH
RANCHI

WEST SINGHBHUM
Total


Number of CRC (last
year)

Effectiveness of Resource persons in 2018-19 (nature and frequency of academic
support to schools, contributions to learning enhancement, etc)
 Block Resource Persons and Cluster Resource Persons have to visit three schools in each
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working day through E- VidyaVahini App, in the catchment area of Block Resource
Centre and Cluster Resource Centre. They have to analyze the CCE report of the
children and find out the hard spots. After analyzing the report, class has to be
conducted and teacher will be educationally supported by BRPs and CRPs. They have to
submit their visit report in the Review meeting conducted under the chairmanship of
Block Education Extension Officer. Where the major obstacles are discussed and short
out by the officials.
Those educational support as well as
monitoring report are submitted to dist.
which are being cross checked by the dist officials.


With priority to enhance learning levels of children, block resource person and cluster
resource persons are involved to provide training to the teacher to improve learning levels
in language, mathematics and science under the learning enhancement program for
class I and II. BRPs and CRPs are provided refresher training. They were trained in the
following issues:1. Preparation of teaching learning material at school level.
2. Preparation and use of Teaching Learning Material.
3. Providing training to the teachers to replicate Buniyad.
4. Providing training to teachers regarding learning tracking format.
5. Compilation of Learning tracking format at BRC&CRC level.



Enhancement in retention
Absence of students from the schools is one of the most crucial bottle necks in
enhancing the learning levels of children. CRPs can take the support of SMC members
for convincing the parents to ensure regular attendance of their wards in schools. BRPS
&CRPs are facilitating the teachers to make the atmosphere of schools more
accommodating and more entertaining.
After ensuring cent-per-cent attendance at the schools CRPs with the support of
teachers are deciding subject wise level of students in accordance with established
norms. Thus the weak students and slow learners are being identified. After then
following steps are taken CRP or teacher for improving retention of student:1. Then the CRPs and School teachers are adopting effective remedial strategies for
upgrading the learning levels of such children. Some of them are as follows: They are making provisions for conducting special classes before the school hour,
after the school hour or in between the school hour.
 Poor learning and group learning are also being promoted for the enhancement of
learning level of weak children.
2. CRPs are encouraging all the teachers of their respective CRCs to place forward hard
spots from various subjects which they may have found in course of teaching before
all the teachers present in their weekly meeting at CRC. It will help the teachers in
teaching children in a easy way.
3. CRPs are grass root level personnel‘s. They are finally acquainted with the problems of
each and every school of their clusters. They can send timely information about such
problems to their higher authorities, If they are beyond their reach.
4. Regular monitoring of schools to proper support to schools of their cluster. They are
providing effective academic support not only to children but the teachers as well.
Thus they can play a pivotal role in the enhancement of learning level among children.
5. CRPs provide active support in making plans for imparting on site support for the
conduction of various activities going on at school level.
6. For achieving cent-per-cent enrolment, retention and zero drop out the CRPs may
encourage the teachers to activate all the activities under Buniyad and Prayas
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Programme at their schools. So that regular attendance and imparting of quality education
to all the students may be ensured.

Dist. Education Officer/
Dist Superintendent of
Education

Feedback
of
academic
support should be provided
by Dist. Education office &
follow up action taken.

At Dist. level documented
report will be shared with
DSE, ADPO & Quality I/C

Block Resource centre (Block
Education Extension Officer)

Cluster Resource
centre

Dist specific
mechanism will be
develop at block and
cluster level

Academic Support provided
within 15 days it will be
documented and shared with
BEEO & BPO

Date and duty roster will be
develop by Cluster Resource
person& Block Resource Person
and it will be approved by BEEO

Specific issues i.e. administrative
issues will be discussed at state level

State

For Monitoring of Schools TAB is already provided to resource persons.
Educational Support Plan of BRP &CRP in the educational year 2019-2020
Sl.
No.

Activity, Goals & Objective

1.

Updation of VER /ShishuPanji
and enrollment

2.

Check out of children
absenteeism and effort for
their retention

Strategy
 To ensure enrollment of all the children of 6-18 age
group, updation of VER to be done by all schools.
 In updation of VER teachers, SMC, VEC, Child
Cabinet and other stakeholders will be involved.
 Verification, Compilation and analysis of data by
CRP at cluster level.
 Identification of OOSC children and their enrolment.
 Problems of absenteeism, dropout and lack of
retention to be checked by the support of ongoing
program called PRAYAS.
 Teachers,
SMC,
Child
cabinet
and
other
stakeholders will be oriented on the strategies of
PRAYAS by CRP at CRC level.
 CRP will regular monitor about the effectiveness of
PRAYAS.
 Related issues will be discussed with SMC member.
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Sl.
No.

Activity, Goals & Objective

3.

Identification of children
who have low achievement

4.

Organizing special training for
the children who have low
achievement.

5.

Monitoring and academic
support to schools

6.

On job supports to teachers to
solve teaching difficulties.

7.

Monitoring and support of on
going program

8.

Implementation of CCE.

9

To ensure child cabinet,
Functionality of library and
Laboratory in school

10

To involve
activity.

SMC
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in

school

Strategy
 By using the data of learning tracking format, CCE
and Quality monitoring tool children having low
achievement and dropout children will be identify.
 Child profile will be prepared at school level and
strategies will be prepared to increase the
achievement level of children.
 Special training will be organized at residential and
non residential mode.
 Facilitator of special training will be oriented in CRC
level.
 Achievement level of children will be increased by
using self learning materials, supplementary
materials etc.
 Training centre will be monitor by BRP/CRP.
 BRP/ CRP will give monitoring and academic support
to schools according to prepared calendar at
BRC/CRC level.
 Monitoring feedbacks will be used for strengthening
the ongoing program of SSA.
 Lok vachan will be organized on regular basis to
ensure community in teaching learning and
evaluation process.
 Learning tracking format and Quality monitoring
tools will be collected from schools and will be
compiled at CRC and then BRC level.
 If the problems accurse during class room
transaction BRP/CRP will provide academic support
to school.
 During Recurrent training in CRC difficult issues
will be discussed in the meeting i.e. TLM, hard spots
in class room transaction ,conceptual clarity etc.
 Learning enhancement program like Buniyad (for
class I-II) and Buniyad plus(for class III-V)
 Compilation and analysis of learning tracking format
& QMT
 Program sanction under innovation activity are
supported and monitored by that resource person.
 Support in preparation of child profile.
 To ensure formative and summative assessment in
time
 Compilation and analysis of such data.
 Activation of child cabinet in school and orientation of
children and teachers about the function of child
cabinet.
 Monthly meeting of child cabinet will be ensure.
 Proper function of library and science lab will be
ensure in every middle school .
 Availability of chemicals and resources will be ensure.
 SMC will be oriented at cluster level on RTE Act 2009,
preparation of school development plan, school
activity.
 SMC will be oriented in updation of Village education
register.

Activity Calendar of BRC & CRC in 2019-20 :Sl.
No.

Activity

Month

1.

Academic support through
resource persons

2.

Teachers Training

3.

Monitoring of
teachers/Para teachers and
student attendance and
retention

Throughout the
year

In School

4.

Monitoring of Kasturba
Gandhi balikavidyalaya

Throughout the
year

In School

5.

Monitoring of residential
and non residential centers

6.
7.

Reconstitution and training
of School management
committee
Social audit

8.

Updation and verification of
Shishupanji

9.

Construction of school
development plan

Throughout the
year

In school

In BRC & CRC

In RBC/NRBC
centre
As per need
Twice in a year
October 18 –
December 18
November 18December18

Remarks

Venue

Tour plan will be
developed by concern
BRP/CRP and it will be
approved by concern
BEEO.
As per the instruction
of State office.
BEEO, BPO & BRP as
well as CRP will
monitor.
BEEO & BPO will be
responsible for its
monitoring.
BEEO, BPO & BRP as
well as CRP will
monitor.

Reconstitution
at village level

BEEO/BPO/BRP/CRP

Village level

BEEO/BPO/BRP/CRP

Village /school

BEEO/BPO/BRP/CRP

In school

BEEO/BPO/BRP/CRP

10.

Construction of BRC/CRC
level plan and compilation
of school development plan

December18 January19

BRC& CRC

BEEO/BPO/BRP/CRP

11.

U.DISE (Collection ,
Compilation & Verification )

September18November 18

BRC& CRC
Level

BEEO/BPO/BRP/CRP/
MIS coordinator & Data
entry operator

Monitoring of use of every
kind of fund in school
Distribution camp for Aid
and appliances (CWSN)
Review for implementation
of CCE.
Ensuring use of TLM
Science kits periodical and
library books and other
available resources in the
school.

Throughout the
year

School Level

BEEO/BPO/BRP/CRP/

BRC Level

BEEO/BPO/BRP/CRP/

June 2018 Sept &
Dec 2018

All BRC‘s

BRPs /BEEOs/BPOs

June 2018 to
March 2019

All BRC's

Monitoring plan &
strategy to be planned
by BPO & BRP

According to state
guideline

All BRC‘s

Involvement of SMC for
Academic support to
children

12.
13.
14.

15.

16.

BRC level SMC training.
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Achievement of 2018-19 (BRC/URC/CRC)
Sub head
Sl. No.

Activity

Probisions for BRCs/ URCs
Salary for 6 Resource
1
Persons at BRC
Salary for 2 Resource
2
Persons for CWSN
Salary for 1 MIS
3
Coordinator in position
Salary for1 Data Entry
4
Operator in position
Salary for 1 Accountantcum-support staff for
5
every 50 schools in
position
6
TLE/TLM Grant
7

Target (2018-19)

Achievements as
on 31st March
2019

% of
Achievement

Physical

Financial
(In Lakh)

Physical

Financial
(In Lakh)

Physical

Financial

745

936.59910

745

673.78

100

71.94

333

629.37000

333

517.70

100

82.26

54

129.60000

54

125.88

100

97.13

84

151.20000

84

91.72

100

60.66

0
0

9

Furniture Grant
Replacement of
Furniture Grant (Once
in 5 years)
Contingency Grant

265

132.5

265

125.30

100

94.56

10

Meeting TA

265

79.5

265

71.96

100

90.52

8
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0
0

Sub head
Sl. No.

Activity

Probisions for BRCs/ URCs
11
12
13

14

15
16

Maintenance Grant
Additional Grant for
Support to Secondary
Level
Salary of BRC
Coordinator
Total
Additional Grant to
BRC/URC
Total of Additional
Grant to BRC/URC
Probisions for CRCs
Salary for CRC
Coordinator (One)
Furniture Grant

Target (2018-19)

Achievements as
on 31st March
2019

% of
Achievement

Financial
(In Lakh)

Physical

Financial
(In Lakh)

Physical

Financial

2058.7691

1746

1606.34

100

78.02

1746

2058.7691

1746

1606.34

100

78.02

2259

3433.68

2259

3433.68

100

100.00

Physical

0
0
0
1746
0

17

Contingency Grant

2259

225.9

2259

175.20

100

77.56

18

Meeting TA

2259

225.9

2259

172.10

100

76.18

19

TLM Grant

0

20

Maintenance Grant

0

21

Additional Grant to CRC
Total of Provisions for
CRCs
Total of Academic
support through
BRC/URC/CRC

0
6777

3885.48

6777

3780.98

100

97.31

8523

5944.2491

8523

5387.32

100

90.63

Proposal For the financial year 2019-2020
BRC/URC (Teacher
Education)
Repair & Maintenance

Academic
support
through
BRC/URC/
CRC

New Construction
BRC/CRC

Must located in school
campuses as far as
possible. Construction will
be as per the State
Schedule of Rates
(SSoR)/CPWD rates

PHY.

Unit Cost

0

0.00000

Financial
Proposal
0.000

0

0.000

0

0.000

Salary of Faculty & Staff
(Teacher Education)
Accountant-cum-support
staff
Data Entry Operator

Every 50 schools in
position
Per month

0

0.00000

0.000

84

0.13310

134.1648

MIS Cordinator

Per month

54

0.21967

142.3462

RPs for CWSN

2 RPs for CWSN in
position
Per month

321

0.17303

666.5116
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RPs at BRC for subject
specific training

6 RPs at BRC for subject
specific training, in
position Per month

745

0.15378

1374.793

Provision for BRCs/URCs
(Teacher Education)
Maintenance Grant

265

0.1000

26.500

TLM Grant

265

0.1000

26.500

Meeting, TA

265

0.3000

79.500

Contingency Grant
Replacement of furniture,
computer, TLE etc ( Once
in 5 years)

265

0.5000

132.500

265

5.0000

1325.000

0

0.0000

0.000

Furniture Grant (New)

0

Upto Rs. 5 Lakh (Once in
5 Years)

0.000

3907.82

Total
Provisions for CRCs
(Teacher Education)
RPs at CRC

Per month

2529

0.13915

4222.924

Furniture Grant

Upto Rs 2 lakh for
furniture, computer,
TLE/TLM, recurring
expenditure, meetings,
contingencies etc

2289

2.0000

4578.00

Maintenance Grant

2289

0.0200

45.78

TLM Grant

2289

0.0300

68.67

Meeting, TA

2289

0.1200

274.68

Contingency Grant
Replacement of furniture,
computer, TLE etc

2289

0.1000

228.90

0

0.0000

0.000

Once in 5 years

Total
Total Amount Required for BRC/URC/CRC
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9418.954
13326.77

11. WASH in School
“Swachh Vidyalay: Swachh Bachhe“ – Initiation
Jharkhand Government provided toilet facility to at least one girl child across all schools in
the year 2015 – 16. To encourage this at a larger and bigger scale, "Swachh Vidyalay :
Swasth bachhe” SVSB program was initiated under the leadership of Mr. Raghuvar Das,
Honorable Chief Minister, Jharkhand Government with the concerted efforts of the School
Education and Literacy Department (DoSE&L) and technical support of UNICEF. Under SVSB
Effective action is being taken to strengthen drinking water, toilets, rain water harvesting,
water testing, capacity building of teachers, Incinerator, running water facilities, hand
washing facilities, etc. through key efforts of the Department of School Education & Literacy,
Drinking Water and Sanitation Department, Department of Rural Development (Panchayati
Raj) and Health Department and inter departmental coordination and convergence is adding
to the performance of the state overall. 14th Finance Commission, Swachh Bharat Mission IEC at the center, institutionalization of School “Swachhta Divas” on the 19th of every
month, Mahwari Diwas on 287th of every month along with strengthening of Bal Sansad,
School Management Committee many activities have been regularized leading to improved
wash facilities and improving behavior among students.
Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar (SVP 2018 -19)
―Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar‖ was officially
launched in 2016, by the Ministry of Human
Resource Development, Government of India,
where schools were identified for motivating and
celebrating excellence in cleanliness and hygiene
practices. The clear objective of the awards is to
respect those schools who have taken important
steps to fulfill the mandate of clean school
campaign. Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar is a good
initiative to determine the health of children by
improving all 39 indicators. The initiative ensures
that the school provides a healthy school
environment for all children with the provision of
water (quality and adequate quantity, testing &
certification), sanitation (separate toilet facility for boys, girls, teachers and CWSN), solid,
liquid waste management etc and many others. All the essential elements classified under the
Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar include water, sanitation, hand washing, operation and
maintenance, behavior change activities and capacity building, etc where all the government,
government aided schools, private schools in both rural and urban areas i.e. private schools
affiliated to CBSE, CISCE, State Boards as well as Central Government Schools i.e. Kendriya
Vidyalayas, Navodaya Vidyalayas, Sainik Schools are eligible for Clean School Award.
The performance of the schools is evaluated on the basis of 39 pre-defined
questionnaires under the following categories Safe drinking water system
 Separate toilets for girls
 Habit of washing hands with soap among students
 Maintenance of drinking water and sanitation facilities
 Behavior change and capacity building
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Under the " Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar: 2017-18" in the state, 30205 schools have ensured
their participation. Out of this 20343 teachers of the schools filled the self-assessment form
online. Government of India has identified 15112 schools for next level of competition and
out of this 1512 schools are selected for district level award with 5star, 4star grading for the
next phase. Jharkhand state has secured first place in the country by assessing 100% of
the schools from the district level. In this, the cooperation of the DoSE&L, District
Administration and UNICEF team efforts, and rigorous handholding support has been
commendable.
Status of 5, 4 & 3 Star schools

At the state level 40 schools were selected and nominated at the national level. The
state government provided cash award for all 5star and 4star schools @ Rs. 1,00,000/and Rs. 50,000/- respectively to each govt. and govt. aided schools from the state
fund. For the National level awards altogether 52 schools were selected out of which
only 3 schools from Jharkhand were awarded. Jharkhand state was awarded the 3rd
position among all other states and retained 4th position among states and Union
territories country-wide.
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TARGET FOR 2018 - 19
This year the state targets more than 5000
schools in 5 star and over 7000 schools in 4
star category. To achieve aforesaid target lot
of ground level preparation was done with
necessary handholding support by UNICEF
supported Partner agency. UNICEF also
supported state level workshop followed by
district level workshop in 10 districts
(Ranchi, Lohardaga, Simdega, Palamu,
Godda, Giridih, Bokaro, Dhanbad, West
Singhbhum and Chatra).
The next level of SVP award will be in line of
following guidelines and districts are
requested to take necessary action for
smooth and quality participation of the
schools along with timely monitoring. One
detailed instruction in the form of letter has
already been issued from state to all
districts:
1. Constitute district level committee
headed by the DC (or his/her
appointee) comprising of DEO, three
eminent school teachers, Executive
Engineer (water supply/DWSD), district
health officers and two other members
from Civil Society Organizations/NGO's.
2. The process of awards at district level
would commence immediately after the district level workshop.
3. The district level committee should shortlist the schools for district level awards as per
guidelines of SVP 2018-19 and finalize the schools for district level awards and submit
the results to this office before the last date. They are requested to take necessary steps
to expedite process of submission of application by all schools and to start selection of
schools for district and sub-category award as per the guidelines.
4. An extensive participation and involvement of HMs, CRC/CRPs, BRC/BRPs and District
officials in applying Swachh Vidhyalaya Puraskar during the academic year 2018-19,
Jharkhand State got 3rd position and 3 schools have been selected to received awards at
the national platform at New Delhi. With the increased spirit and with the aim to stand
in 1st position at National Level during 2018-19 it is proposed to conduct a mega
campaign in the Districts. Therefore, all the DEOs/DSEs and other District Officials are
expected to organize the campaign successfully and support each and every school being
a part of the campaign and submit their reports on or before last date.
5. The District can be considered as a UNIT and all the schools in district are directed to
apply for Swachh Vidhyalaya Puraskar awards 2018-19 during the date and time
specified.
6. DEOs are requested to issue necessary instructions to all the Government, welfare and
private unaided schools to apply for the Swachh Vidhyalaya Puraskar 2018-19 at a
specified date and time.
7. Even though the schools may not have sufficient facilities or other components required
to get maximum marks, still the schools are encouraged to apply without fail.
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8. Districts can utilize the services of Head Masters or Teachers trained on Water,
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) programs. Also services of previous year (2017-18)
Swachh Vidhyalaya Puraskar Awardee School HMs or Teachers.
9. District level Swachh Vidhayala Puraskar committee need to be formed and inform the
state immediately with complete details of committee members.
10. DEOs must organize a meeting with BEEOs, selected trained HMs and awarded school
Teachers to plan for a mega entry campaign.
11. Data must be entered by HMs only through his/her smart phone. Or else, HMs can take
the support of BRC for entering data. Data must be entered in the presence of HMs with
their contact numbers. Results will be received on the respective contact number of the
teachers.
12. DEOs are requested to utilize the services of Trained Teachers and Awardees as resource
persons by dedicating their time in understanding the process of SVP and disseminating
the same to the HMs, CRPs and other key stakeholders to ensure each and every school
in the district applies for the Puraskar.
13. Resource persons can individually pursue the schools left over after the campaign and
help the schools in applying.
14. Create a closed WhatsApp groups to monitor the SVP nominations within the CRC, BRC
and districts.
15. Interact with line departments like DWSD, SBM (G), SMB (U), Rural Development,
Health, ICDS and other departments to participate in mega campaign and support the
schools HMs.
16. DEOs are expected to appraise the DC, DDC and other district key line Department
officers regarding the SVP-2018-19 and mega entry campaign.
17. Some kind of IEC materials can also be developed for better communication with schools
and it would be distributed during workshop at different level.
18. Capacity building of Baal Sansad is important to create enabling environment at school.
This will be given major thrust for upgrading schools. Other stake holders are also need
to be oriented like SMC, PRIs, MDM Cook, etc.
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MSVP 2019-20

In the year 2015 the state government ensured the availability of separate toilet for boys and
girls, pure drinking water, hand washing system in all schools and to develop behavioral
change activities in respect to water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) "Swach Vidyalaya:
Healthy Children" program has been launched with the aim of preventing related diseases.
Through joint efforts of Department of School Education and Literacy (SE&L), Department of
Drinking Water and Sanitation (DWSD), Rural Development Department (Panchayati Raj) and
Health Department, drinking water, toilets, water testing, capacity building of teachers,
through inter-departmental coordination. Convergence for menstrual hygiene system for girls,
efforts have been made to strengthen incinerators, sanitary napkins, hand washing facilities
etc.
Sanitary napkin vending machines and sanitary napkin incinerators have been installed in
all the Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya (KGBVs) in the state with the coordination of
DWSD keeping in view the health and safety of the girls. Handwashing unit has been
provided in schools with the help of 14th Finance Commission.
Jharkhand state has performed well in the Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar 2017-18. A total of 52
schools at the national level were awarded the National Award, out of which 3 schools in
Jharkhand were selected. Jharkhand ranked third among all states and fourth among states
and union territories. Jharkhand has secured the first position among the eastern / northeastern states. State government has provided one lakh for 5 star schools and Rs. fifty
thousand for 4 star schools in the state. The award was given by the State Government for
the first time in 2018 by the Honorable Chief Minister. This is the first attempt to
encourage this in schools. It is also being praised / followed in other states of the
country. The Department of School Education and Literacy has adopted water
sanitation and health education as a strong medium for compliance with the Right to
Education Act by making schools safe, secure, protective and fair with increasing
ownership of all stakeholders. In the financial year 2019-20 we are targeting more than
5000 schools for 5 star category and 7000 schools for 4 star categories.
Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar Award:
The Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar for the year 2018-19 at the national level has not yet been
announced. Therefore, in order to constantly encourage schools, the need was felt that such
programs should be conducted at the state level so that more and more schools are motivated
to make excellent performance in the standards of cleanliness. UNICEF-Jharkhand is ready
to provide necessary support in organizing state and district level workshops and in
developing monitoring apps.
The school's eligibility for the award:
Under this scheme, all government, government aided schools and private schools in rural
and urban areas of the state will be eligible for the award. This award will be given at the
district and state level.
Number of schools for the award
At the block level, 263 rural schools; one block each and for urban areas 41; one for each
municipal area will be given to the school. 119 schools will be selected at the state level as
follows: -
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Category
Class 1 - 5
Class 1-8 & 6-8
Class 1-10, 1-12 & 9-12
Special School
Residential School
Private School

Rural

Urban
25
17
35

Total
10
08
15

1
3
5
Total

35
25
50
1
3
5
119

Selection Methodology for Schools for Award
The selection method of schools for the Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar will be as
follows:  To participate in the Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar, the school has to
register in the prescribed form all the primary information including the U-DISE code of
the school online by downloading the latest mobile app from Google Play Store.
 The website / mobile app has been designed according to the requirement of different
categories of schools.
 The schools will have to provide accurate information of the questions asked in the form.
 After successful submission of the application, the password will be sent to the registered
mobile number.
 Then the school will have to enter the mobile number and password for survey.
 Finally, the school will have to fill all 5 sections of the Swachh Vidyalaya for survey and
complete the online application process.
 Maximum marks have been fixed for all 5 sections of the survey. The maximum marks
prescribed for different categories will be as follows: Sub Categories

Max Score

Water

22

Toilets

28

Handwashing with Soap

20

Operation & Maintenance

15

Behaviour Change & Capacity Building

15

Total : 100
Star rating of the school:
Schools will be awarded on the basis of percentage of marks obtained in all 5 categories with
star grading which will be as follows: Score

Star Rating

Remarks

90% - 100% of the norms

*****

Excellent

75 – 89% adherance of norms

****

Very Good

51 – 74% adherance of norms

***

Good,
but
improvement

35 – 50% adherance of the norms

**

Fair, Needs improvement

Below 35%
norms

*

Poor, needs
improvement

adherance
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of

the

scope

of

considerable

The system for selection of schools for block level award:
 6 schools in rural areas; 3 elementary schools and 3 secondary and higher secondary
schools.
 4 schools in Urban area; 2 elementary, 2 secondary and higher secondary schools.
 Only schools with minimum 3 stars will be eligible for the block level award.
 All entries received at block level will be evaluated by the Block Evaluation Committee.
 The block level evaluation committee will be as follows.
o Block Development Officer
o Block Education Extension Officer
o Block Health Officer
o Junior Engineer, Department of Drinking Water and Sanitation
o Two representatives of civil society / NGO
 The following schools will be selected for the prestigious district level award:
o 8 schools in rural areas; 2 Primary and 2 upper Primary, 4 primary schools and 4
secondary and higher secondary schools.
o 3 schools in urban area; 1 primary, 1 Upper Primary school and 1 secondary and
higher secondary school.
o Only schools with minimum 4 stars will be eligible for the state level award.
o All entries received at the district level will be evaluated by the District Evaluation
Committee.
District level evaluation committee will be as follows: Deputy Commissioner or his nominated representative
 District Education Officer
 Executive Engineer, Drinking Water and Sanitation Department
 District Health Officer
 Three teacher representatives of the district
 Two representatives of civil society / NGO
 The following schools will be selected for the prestigious state level award:
o Only schools with minimum 5 stars will be eligible for state level award.
o 3 elementary schools with maximum marks and minimum 5 star grading from
all 24 districts and 1 secondary and higher secondary school will be eligible for
the award. A total of 72 schools in rural areas and 24 in urban areas, 96
schools will be selected for the award.
o The entry of maximum 4 elementary schools and 4 secondary and higher
secondary schools received from all districts at the state level will be accepted
at the state level.
o Only schools with minimum 5 stars will be eligible for the state level award.
o Physical verification of all eligible entries received will be done by a team
constituted at the state level. Physical verification will be done on the basis of
check list and photo will be obtained.
 On the basis of the application received from the schools, there will be evaluation
committee at the state level to evaluate the score percentage. Based on the entries
received by the committee and on-site verification report, 100% schools will be
evaluated. The evaluation committee for the state level will be as follows:
o Principal Secretary, School Education and Literacy Department or their
nominated representative.
o State Project Director, Jharkhand Education Project Council or their
nominated representative.
o Chief Engineer, Drinking Water and Sanitation Department or their nominated
representative.
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o
o
o
o

Director, Panchayati Raj or his nominated representative.
Director, Health or their designated representative.
Principal of two schools selected by the State Project Director
Two representatives of civil society / NGO

Amount for Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar:
Methodology: One school will be selected from all 263 blocks at the district level and one
school from 41 urban areas for the Mukhyamantri Clean School Award. All these 263 + 41 =
304 schools will be honored at the district level by organizing ceremonies and a certificate will
be provided on the basis of their grading.
The schools selected for the state level award for the Mukhyamantri's Swachh Vidyalaya
Puraskar will be conferred with the prize money along with a Certificate, honoring the schools
by organizing a function at the state level. The prescribed prize money for the district level
and state level awards will be as follows:Category

District Level

State Level

Class 1 - 5

50000/-

100000/-

Class 1-8 & 6-8

75000/-

100000/-

Class 1-10, 1-12 & 9-12

100000/-

200000/-

Special School

200000/-

Residential School

200000/-

Private School

200000/-

The following expenses will be incurred at the district and state level for the Mukhyamantri
Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar:
S.No

Total Cost
(Rs in lakhs)
District Level Award

Activity

Unit Unit Cost

1
A

Rural Area
Class 1 to 5

2x24

0.5

24

Class 1 to 8 & 6 to 8

2x24

0.75

36

Remarks

Primary Education
Directorate

60
B

Class 1 to 10, 1-12, 612 & 9-12

C

Urban Area

4x24

1.0

96
96

Class 1 to 5

1x 24

0.5

12

Class 1 to 8 & 6 to 8

1 x24

0.75

36

Secondary Education
Directorate

Primary Education
Directorate

48
D

Class 1 to 10, 1-12, 61 x24
12 & 9-12

1.0

24
24

Total
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228

Secondary Education
Directorate

Total Cost
(Rs in lakhs)
State Level Award
35
1
35

S.No

Activity

2
1

Class 1 to 5

2

Class 1 to 8 & 6 to 8

Unit

Unit Cost

25

1.5

37.5
72.5

Remarks

Primary Education
Directorate

4

Class 1 to 10, 1-12, 6-12
& 9-12
Special Schools

5

Residential Schools

3

2

6

6

Private Schools

5

2

10
118
190.5

Unit

Unit Cost

Total Cost
(Rs in lakhs)

24

0.5

12.00

1

5

5.00

C

District & State level
School Verification,
Monitoring & Field Visit

1

10

10.00

D

Mobile Application App &
Capacity Building

1

20

20.00

Unicef

24

1

24.00

Unicef

1

6

6.00

Unicef

1

4.5

4.50
81.50

Unicef

3

50

2

100

1

2

2

Total

S.No

Activity

3

Other
District Level Award
Function
State Level Award
Function

A
B

E
F
G

IEC Activity (District
Level)
Workshop for IEC
Activities & Capacity
Building (State Level)
Documentation
Total

Total Expenditure

Secondary
Education
Directorate

Remarks

School Education &
Literacy Department

500.00

Rupees five crore only






Total cost for the Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar will be Rs.5,00,00,000.00
out of which Rs.4,45,50,000.00 will be borne by the Department of School Education and
Literacy and Rs.54,50,000.00 including Development and capacity building of Mobile
App application will be borne by UNICEF.
Rs.2,28,00,000.00 per annum for the award at the district level for the Mukhyamantri's
Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar; and for the awards at the state level, Rs. 1,90,50,000.00 per
annum; amount will be spent.
The responsibility for the implementation of the activities to be organized at the block,
district and state level for the late Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar will be as
follows:
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Block, District and State level planned activities
District level function
State Level Function
Development and capacity building of Mobile application
(App)

Responsibility
School Education & Literacy
Department
UNICEF

Monitoring, verification and school visits

School Education & Literacy
Department

District level workshops for capacity building IEC
activities
State level Workshop and capacity building on IEC
activities
Documentation (State and District level)

UNICEF

The expenditure under this scheme will be done under Gyanodaya scheme. Approval of
departmental minister is received on the proposal.

LAUNCHING OF MUKHYAMANTRI SWACHH VIDYALAY PURUSHKAR
Swachh Vidyalay Purushkar (SVP), an initiative to upgrade Water Sanitation and Hygiene
Facilities along with ODF movement under Swachh Bharat Mission, aims at transforming
education system from its present statuesque to quality and WASH friendly education. This
initiative stresses to not only upgrade WASH components in schools but also focuses on
Menstrual Hygiene Management for adolescent girls so that their health is ensured. In this
regard, State Level Workshop has been organized today dated on 26/02/2019 to sensitize
District Education Officers, District Superintendent Educations, principals, junior engineers,
education, development partners and selected Mukhiyas; to hear the successful stories of
taking schools into five start from bottom and wining SVP award at national level and to
understand new pathways of Mukhamantri Swachh Vidyalay Purushkar, an initiative taken
by government of Jharkhand.
SPD, Jharkhand Education Project Council, Mr. Umashankar, IAS, welcomed all the
participants and discussed the objectives of the workshop. He interacted with each
participant as a part of introduction. SPD appreciated the efforts of ODF movement put in
that fueled in SVP campaign for upgrading WASH indicators in schools while attaining five
starts that further took for wining national level award for SVP. His presentation focused on
developing Swachhta Action Plan district wise and new assignments such as water
conservation, management of plastic uses shall be core areas of exploration apart from Water,
Toilet, Waste Management, Hygiene etc.
After his presentation, KGBV Sadar Chaibasa and KGBV Rajdhanwar, Giridih shared their
experiences of wining national award on SVP. They shared their strategies that they employed
to improve each indicator of WASH and how their Child Cabinet played important role in
developing water conservation methods, MHM related issues how the adolescent girls focused
and so on. The idea of soap and PAD bank also explored.
Mukhiya of Kud Panchayat hailed from Hazaribagh shared the role PRIs in SVP. He discussed
how a Mukhiya can play important and inspiring role in SVP. After his sharing, a movie on
SVP was screened.
WASH Officer, UNICEF, Jharkhand shared her idea how WASH plays integral role in
maintaining quality education. She explained SVP is actually a big initiative as a post ODF
activity and going beyond. She discussed widely on the issues of MHM, how Jharkhand state
has set its goal for working on this important and sensitive issue.
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Mr. Soni Smith, a teacher from Simdega shared his experiences working with SVP. His school
also transformed itself into biggest challenging school and probably next year the school may
win national level award on SVP.
WASH Specialist, UNICEF, Jharkhand concluded first session of the workshop emphasizing
on water testing to be done for each school.
SPD continued the session. In this session post lunch DDC, Chaibasa shared his idea of
making science as a priority for education and he also developed the idea of mobile van for
lab. After his, Mr. Arvind Jajware, a teacher from PS Gopalpur, Deoghar shared his idea how
he improved his school from bottom to five star rating. He put efforts in transforming the
school and especially the Child Cabinet put their energy in this journey. His school is also the
winner of SVP national award. He also shared his experience of receiving national award from
Mr. Prakash Javdekar, Union Minister, MHRD, GoI. He has given credit to district
administration, Deoghar, Education dept., DWSD, Panchayati raj Dept., and entire school
family and special thanks to Mr Gaurv Varma, State Consultant, UNICEF for their
achievement.
Chief of UNICEF, Jharkhand Dr. Madhulika Jonathan shared her view about education and
WASH being an integral of a school. She emphasized on MHM as an integral issue that
requires clean and safe environment to deal. Each girl at school needs adequate WASH
facilities especially during their menstrual cycle to avoid many kinds of diseases. She
discussed on the importance of safe hand washing and told the idea of having separate toilet
for teachers at schools, which many schools miss this time. She also announced that UNCIEF
Jharkhand in collaboration with UNILEVER would focus on 10000 schools in Jharkhand for
their WASH improvement.
AWARD SESSION
In the beginning of award session, Principal Secretary, School Education and Literacy
Department, Government of Jharkhand, Mr. AP Singh, IAS addressed the audiences. He said
SVP is a joint effort with many departments. It a pride moment for Jharkhand that the state
has launched its own initiative and platform for the healthy competition among schools to
improve WASH indicators while the state will also recognize their efforts. He requested
UNICEF to support the Education Department for improving WASH indicators of the city
schools as well. He shared the initiatives taken by districts like Giridih and Godda in the area
of WASH in schools and how 14th Finance Fund is being utilized for WASH maintenance in
schools.
Three documents was released on the day; 1. Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya PuraskarFlyer, 2. SOP on WASH in Schools and 3. Booklet on SVP – Best practices in schools. After
that thirteen participants were awarded for their best work on WinS with certificate and
memento.
Dr. Nira Yadav, Minister of Education, Jharkhand addressed the audiences and shared her
view about quality education. She emphasized that WASH equipped schools play important
role in curving dropout rate and girls feel safe during their menstrual period. She said the
government will provide all kinds of supports for the noble cause.
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Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya Awards launched in Jharkhand
JAMSHEDPUR February 27, 2019 , by News Desk 0 Comments 52
Ranchi, Feb 26: The Mukhyamantri Swachh
Vidyalaya Awards were launched during a
programme organized in Project Bhawan here
today. The Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya
Awards have been instituted by the
Government of Jharkhand with UNICEF
technical support to recognize government
schools that have a set of functioning and
well-maintained water, sanitation and hygiene
facilities. The Award will be given to 119
government schools every year in various
categories based on 39 indicators such as
availability of handwashing units, clean drinking water, Mid-day meal (MDM) shed, soak pit, rain water
harvesting facility and dustbins in schools. Some behavioural indicators have also been included such
as presence and action taken by trained teachers and members of the Child Cabinet (Bal Sansad) in
schools. Based on the above indicators the schools are graded and ranked 5, 4 and 3 star.
All participating schools will be rated through the Jharkhand Swachh Vidyalya app, which will be
jointly developed by the Department of Education & UNICEF. Schools can file their nominations on this
app from 15 April to 15 June 2019. The winners will be announced on 15 October which is celebrated
as Global Handwashing Day.
Children spend a significant portion of their day at school where WASH services can impact student
learning, health, and dignity, particularly for girls. Girls are particularly vulnerable to dropping out of
school due to inadequate WASH facilities in schools. The ASER reports (2018) shows considerable
progress in this area in Jharkhand with 94% schools in Jharkhand having separate toilet facility for
girls in schools, compared to the India average of 88%. The provision of water, sanitation and hygiene
facilities in school secures a healthy school environment and protects children from illness and
exclusion. It is a first step towards a healthy physical learning environment, benefiting both learning
and health.
Dr Neera Yadav, Minister of HRD said, ―In 2018, about 2200 schools in Jharkhand were rated as 4 star
or 5 star category as per the national standards of the Swachh Vidyalaya Purskar. The Department of
Education has set an ambitious target of bringing 5000 schools to this level in this financial year.‖
Dr Madhulika Jonathan, Chief of UNICEF Jharkhand said, ―In next three years, UNICEF will focus on
those schools which are not ranked or ranked as 1-star, to bring them to the 3-star category as per the
national guidelines. UNICEF will support the Department of Education in capacity building, planning
and monitoring for enhancing WASH facilities in schools.‖
AP Singh, Principal Secretary, Department of Education said, ―The Department has prepared a
standard operating procedure for WASH friendly schools with support from UNICEF which will be
useful document for all schools. The Government may allow private schools to apply for these awards
soon where 5 best private schools will be selected based on the 39 indicators.‖
During the programme a ‗Success stories compendium on Best Practices in WASH in School was also
released which highlights some of the good practices in water and sanitation in Jharkhand schools.
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Jharkhand's swachh schools to win stars
CM award to rate campuses on 39 pointers
By Antara Bose in Ranchi/Jamshedpur

Published 27.02.19, 12:09 AM

Updated 27.02.19, 12:09 AM
State education minister Neera Yadav felicitates Ankita Singh of Government KC Girls School,
Jharia, for her multipurpose chullah, which won the coveted INSPIRE award earlier, in
Ranchi on Tuesday.Picture by Prashant Mitra
Jharkhand‘s cleanest schools will be
recognised with stars, thanks to the
Mukhyamantri
Swachh
Vidyalaya
Awards launched in the state capital on
Tuesday.
Launched at Project Building with
technical support from Unicef, the CM
awards will rate government schools on
39 cleanliness management indicators
under WASH (water, sanitation and
hygiene) facilities, giving them five, four
and three stars. The government may
also allow private schools to apply for
these awards, soon.
All participating schools will be rated on the Jharkhand Swachh Vidyalaya app, to be developed by the
school education and literacy department and Unicef. Schools can file nominations on this app from
April 15 to June 15. Winners will be announced on October 15, Global Handwashing Day.
State education minister Neera Yadav, Unicef (Jharkhand) chief Madhulika Jonathan, department of
school education and literacy principal secretary A.P. Singh, NITI Aayog joint-director Poonam
Srivastava, director of primary education Binod Kumar and district superintendents of education and
district education officers from across the state attended the launch.
Every year, the award will be given to 119 government schools in various categories based on 39
indicators such as availability of handwash units, clean drinking water, midday meal shed, soak pit,
rainwater harvesting facility and dustbins in schools. Some behavioural indicators include action taken
by trained teachers and members of the Bal Sansad (child cabinet).
The award is important as children spend a lot of time at school where WASH (water, sanitation and
hygiene) services can impact their learning, health and dignity. Girls often drop out of school if WASH
facilities are inadequate.
Minister Yadav said in 2018, about 2,200 schools in Jharkhand received four or five stars according to
national standards of Swachh Vidyalaya Puraskar. This fiscal, the department of school education and
literacy has set a target of bringing 5,000 schools to this level, she said.
School education and literacy principal secretary Singh said the department had prepared a standard
operating procedure for WASH-friendly schools with support from Unicef that schools could find useful.
He added, ―The government may allow private schools to apply for these awards soon. Five best private
schools will be selected based on 39 indicators.‖
Unicef (Jharkhand) chief Jonathan said in the next three years, Unicef would focus on one-star or norank schools to bring them to the three-star category. ―Unicef will support the state department in
capacity building, planning and monitoring to enhance WASH facilities in schools,‖ she said.
A digest of success stories on WASH best practices in state schools was released. Also, three Jharkhand
schoolchildren who won INSPIRE awards, Ankita Singh (Jharia), Kiran Kumari (Lohardaga) and Hemant
Kumar Paswan (Ramgarh), were felicitated.
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Thursday, 28 February 2019
Award for clean schools launched in State
Wednesday, 27 February 2019 | PNS | Ranchi

Based on 39 indicators of hygiene such as availability of hand-washing units, clean drinking water,
Mid-day meal (MDM) shed, soak pit, rain water harvesting facility and dustbins in schools, the coveted
Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya Award was launched by Minister HRD, Dr. Neera Yadav during a
State level event organized here on Tuesday.
The ‗Mukhyamantri Swachh Vidyalaya‘ awards have been instituted by the Government of Jharkhand
in technical support with UNICEF to recognise government schools that have a set of functioning and
well-maintained water, sanitation including hygiene facilities and have adopted certain behavioral
changes to promote sanitation in schools.
A few behavioural indicators such as presence and action taken by trained teachers and members of
the Child Cabinet (Bal Sansad) in schools have also been included. Following the above indicators, the
schools are ranked on 5, 4 and 3 star.
Dr. Neera Yadav, Minister – HRD said, ―In 2018, about 2200 schools in Jharkhand were rated as 4 stars
or 5 stars category as per the national standards of the Swachh Vidyalaya Purskar. The Department of
Education has set an ambitious target of bringing 5000 schools to this level in this financial year.‖
The Government has prioritised the construction of toilets at household level. According to experts, to
encourage safe sanitation practice from an early age, there is a crucial need to strengthen systems for
social behavioral change communication (SBCC) on hygiene as well as the operation and maintenance
(O&M) of toilets in schools.
Therefore, it becomes important to build the capacity of teachers, community members, school
management committees, Child cabinets and the staff of the Department of Education to help ensure
toilets are used and maintained in the long run.
Chief of UNICEF, Jharkhand Dr. Madhulika Jonathan, said, ―In next three years, UNICEF will focus on
those schools which are not ranked or ranked as 1-star, to bring them to the 3-star category as per the
national guidelines. UNICEF will support the Department of Education in capacity building, planning
and monitoring for enhancing WASH facilities in schools.‖
All participating schools will be rated through the Jharkhand Swachh Vidyalya mobile application,
which will be jointly developed by the Department of School Education and Literacy and UNICEF.
Schools can file their nominations through this app from April 15 to June 15, 2019. The winners will be
declared on October 15 that marks the Global Handwashing Day.
AP Singh, Principal Secretary, Department of School Education and Literacy said, ―The Department has
prepared a standard operating procedure for WASH friendly schools with support from UNICEF which
will be useful document for all schools.
The Government may allow private schools to apply for these awards soon where 5 best private schools
will be selected based on the 39 indicators.‖
The Award will be given to 119 government schools every year. During the programme a ‗Success stories
compendium on Best Practices in WASH in School was also released which highlights some of the good
practices in water and sanitation adopted by Jharkhand schools.
The programme was attended by Poonam Srivastava, Joint Director, Director JEPC Umashankar Singh,
District Education Officers (DEOs), District Superintendents of Education (DSEs), teachers and school
students.
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12. Community Mobilization
Introduction:- Community Participation is one of the major aspect under Right to
Education Act,2009. Community participation and environment building is a very significant
intervention for achieving the goals of universalization of elementary education under SSA. To
ensure active participation of community in school activities, an attitudinal change requires.
This component implies a set of activities in bringing positive attitudinal change in people
and capacity building of SMCs, so that SMC could act as a manager for the development of
school. The objective of the entire programme is to establish a strong linkage between the
school and community and to develop, sense of community ownership of schools and
schooling process.
Community Awareness Activities held in financial year 2018-19: Community Awareness
programme were discussed under these three categoriesI.

Community Awareness Programme -Apart from above Strengthening activities, some
other Community Mobilisation Activities were also organised1.
Vidyalaya Chalen Chalain Abhiyan, 2018- The foremost objective of the Abhiyan
was to bring zero level Out of School Children in the state. In the month of June
2018 a special drive "Vidyalaya Chalen Chalain Abhiyan, 2018" was initiated
by Hon'ble CM, Jharkhand, Sri Raghuwar Das and Hon'ble Minister, Human
Resource Development, Jharkhand Smt. Neera Yadav.
Under the leadership of Chief Minister and Chief Secretary , all Secretaries and
Govt. official were involved in this Abhiyan. The prime target of this abhiyan was
to enrolment of 60018 OoSC in school. To achieve this goal an Orientation
workshop and various programmes were organized at School level from 18 th June,
2018 to 30th June 2018.which were as followsi.
ii.
iii.

Meetings with different stakeholders i.e. SMC, Bal Sansad and PRIs etc.
Updation of VER by School Management Committee.
Tola wise listing of Out of School Children and preparation of group for
Door to Door visit.
iv. Enrolment of identified children
After that 18.06.2018 to 30.08.2018 different programme had been organized i.e
prabhat pheri, door to to visit of OoSC, Special food was provided to children
during MDM, cleaning of school and its periphery and nukadd natak played on
the theme –Pahle Parhai phir Vidai etc.
Outcome of the Programme: Due to such activities as above approx 663381
(includig out of school ) children were enrolled in the School.
2.

Parents Teacher Association Day (PTA day): Understanding the need to involve
the community in the Project, the State organised the Mukhiya Workshop and the
PTA. The objective behind the two events was to engage the community in the
successful implementation of the Project. The Mukhiya workshop followed by the
PTA was organised in the 7 districts namely, Godda, Dhanbad, East Singhbhum,
Khunti, Ranchi, Dumka and West Singhbhum.
The overall community response in terms of sheer participation numbers was
overwhelming. Godda and Dumka had a 40% plus parent turnaround whereas
East Singhbhum was lowest at 25%. In addition to this, the parent‘s satisfaction
was a record high of 98%.
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a.

Mukhiya Workshop held on 18th December 2018 focussed on the following
three questions:
i.
Why is SATH-E?
ii.
What are the initiatives under SATH-E?
iii.
What is their Role in SATH-E?
With Mukhiya being the head of the Panchayat having a political hold and
closest to the community of people, it was critical to generate support from
them and to create an understanding of the initiatives of the Project.

b.

Parent Teacher Association was held on the 21 st December 2018. The
objective behind the PTA meeting was to sensitise the parents of the
children about the Gyan Setu and how it will enhance their child‘s
learning outcome.

Given the Civil Society narrative and the limited understanding of the media
houses of the Project, the Mukhiya workshop and the PTA meeting were the
much-needed community engagements to help them understand the benefits
of each of the initiatives including the School Reorganization. The benefits of
the school reorganization like better Pupil-Teacher Ratio, better infrastructural
facilities and school in-grants were shared with the Parents and Mukhiya to
help them understand the objective behind process as well as onboard them to
the idea of integrated schools. However, the issue of school reorganization
invited mixed responses from the parents due to perceived immediate
discomfort of distance and media‘s portrayal of the school merger as closure.
The teachers and School In-charge do not openly voice their discomfort, but inturn become opinion makers and influencers. There is a general reluctance
amongst the Block Education Officers to engage with the School
Reorganization. Therefore, there is a need to clearly articulate and
communicate the benefits of reorganisation of schools to the Education
Officers including the Teachers and the School In-charges apart from the Civil
Society to create a level of understanding and the objective behind the same.

District

% PTA
Total
Total
Conducted Enrolment Parents

%
%
%
Parents Parents Teachers
Attended Satisfied Present

99.50%

569189

178851

31.42%

98.27%

74.76%

East
Singhbhum

98.83%

71800

18855

26.26%

97.95%

80.65%

Godda

99.46%

43619

18996

43.55%

97.30%

74.05%

Dhanbad

100.00%

127975

35770

27.95%

98.55%

68.04%

West
Singhbhum

100.00%

115164

31313

27.19%

98.74%

82.12%

Ranchi

99.33%

99349

32880

33.10%

98.44%

75.89%

Dumka

99.45%

63561

25888

40.73%

98.63%

61.10%

Khunti
99.42%
47721
15149
31.74%
98.27%
81.50%
Overall summary of Parent‘s Teacher Meeting through Monitoring data shows
an optimistic picture of having sustainable engagement in community. With an
average 33% parent‘s turnaround, the success largely rests with the
department workforce. Godda and Dumka (Santhal Parganas) have
demonstrated very high turnaround and is a positive indicator towards
smoothly executing the process.
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Some key findings were –
i.

New host schools need to quickly demonstrate some infrastructural
development, better PTR, etc so that the benefits of school reorganization
are evident on field and School Development Grants can be utilized to
meet this purpose.
Block need to onboard other local influencers such as Manki-Munda,
Santhal, Pahadi Raja, etc.
School Reorganization can also be done without drawing limelight by
engaging with block officials. This is becoming a political agenda and
thus drawing eerie of politically motivated influencers.
Gyan Setu had a larger acceptance and parents were excited to see
children undergoing a new set of experience in their schools.
Regular Attendance have been a concern and was communicated to
community. It did ended-up into promises which only time shall test over
the next 2-3 months by looking at % attendance.

ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

3.

II.

IEC Materials - In above Programme various IEC material such as- Leaflet,
Posters Flex Banner, Standy Board ,Vinyl Board were used.

SMC Strengthening Programmes –
i.
Regular monthly meeting of SMC- To ensure regular monthly meeting of SMC
mukhiyas had tagged to this meeting. Every last Saturday's 1st half of the day
SMC meeting were conducted in the school in presence of concerned mukhiya
and on the 2nd half of the day Gurugosthi were conducted in blocks where
mukhiya and one member of the SMC had also take part.
ii.
Regular Monitoring of School by SMC- A monthly and daily monitoring
checklist had been provided to SMC along with guidelines for regular monitoring
of school. Best SMCs had been provided an award for school monitoring.
iii. School Monitoring- Mukhiya had been visited school of their respective area to
monitor attendance of student as well as teacher, use of toilets and cleanliness,
distribution of Child Entitlement apart from which State Government provided
such as school kit, Uniform, Mukhiya Mantri Vidya Laximi yojna etc were also
be monitored by Mukhiya.
iv. Zero Drop Out Panchayat Programme- Due to such activities as above, out of
4398
panchayats 1828 panchayats declared as Zero Drop Out panchayat.
v.
Training of School managemnt Committee- In financial year 2018-19 SMC
training has been conducted through Module "Sajhedari". Which includes
following issues –


RTE



Role and Responsibility of SMC/SMDC



Gyan-setu, Child Entitlements



SMC/SMDC Meetings



Grant and their Uses



Social Audit



School Development Plan



Child Rights
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In order to implement the SMC/SMDC training programme, following strategies
had been takeni.
SMC/SMDC training had been conducted in cascade mode. At the state-level, an
orientation programme for the district-level MTs. After the orientation Programme,
MTs had been conducted Two-days training at their respective districts to
facilitate the lower level trainers.
ii.
After above TOTs, SMC/SMDC members training had been organised at School
level under the supervision of Mukhiya of the respective panchayat.
Out of 7856 schools 5957 schools conducted training, which 80448 SMC members were
trained.
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13. Inclusive Education for Children with

Special Needs
Background notes on Inclusive EducationBackground note
Inclusive education is an ideology and not a programme. It is a concept of effective schools
where every child has a place to study and teachers become facilitators of learning rather
than providers of information. Inclusion is the general goal in developing nations and the
ways of facilitating inclusion are many.
What is the need for Inclusion?
In addressing the issue of "why inclusion", the reality in our context should be reviewed.
Some of the important facts in the Indian scenario are as follows:
1. More than 90% of disabled children are found in the rural areas. The special schools as
well as integrated education programmes are only a few in numbers and cannot serve all
disabled children. Therefore, inclusive education is needed to provide equal educational
opportunities to all disabled children in their own locations.
2. As far as the standardized models of integration are concerned, one specialist teacher
serves 8 to 10 disabled children of the same category. This approach is not practical in
rural areas. In most villages of the country, disabled children of different categories are
present. Therefore, the disabled child has to depend on the general school for education.
As a result, inclusion is inevitable for these children from rural areas.
3. The extent of disability in each category ranges from mild to severe and profound cases.
The mild and moderate cases are more in number than the severe and profound cases
and they depend on the general education system. This calls for the involvement of
general education so that the children who are currently left out of schools or those who
are at risk can be served.
Therefore, the reality in India focuses the need for inclusive education. However, the
general education system is yet to be fully sensitized to the educational needs of children with
disabilities and therefore, the general system needs the assistance of specialist teachers for
occasional help to make inclusive education work. With the inclusion of special education
inputs in general teacher preparation, the pre-service teachers in the future are likely to be
equipped with skills to teach children with disabilities too in addition to their general
classroom teaching. Therefore, presence of a specialist teacher in the inclusive setting in
Indian context would be vital for another decade.
To what extent is inclusion promoted through the Persons with Disabilities Act 1995?
The issue of the services for children with disabilities is treated as human resources
development with the introduction of the Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities,
Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act 1995. As a result of this Act, services for
children with disabilities are no more considered a welfare activity; rather it is treated as the
right of the disabled child.
The main purpose of the PWD Act is to define responsibilities of the central governments and
state governments with regard to services for disabled persons. The Act also ensures full life
to disabled individuals so as to make full contribution in accordance with their disability
conditions. Blindness, Low Vision, Leprosy-Cured, Hearing Impairment, Locomotors
Disability, Mental Illness, and Mental Retardation are the seven disability conditions covered
under the Act. As per the Act, the central and state governments shall ensure that every child
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with disability has access to free and adequate education till the age of 18. Introduction of
non-formal education, functional literacy schemes, provision of aids and appliances,
education through open schools and universities, etc., are also stressed in the Act. It also
indicates that the Government should create adequate teacher training facilities to prepare
teachers for special education. Development of research on assistive devices is also envisaged
in the Act. Many schemes are being evolved at the national and state levels to implement this
Act. Therefore, the PWD Act 1995 is strongly encouraging inclusive education concepts
wherever possible.
What types of Services can be provided in Inclusive Education?
In inclusive education programmes in India, three types of services are directly or indirectly
required by the disabled child.
Essential Services:
The most essential services in an ideal inclusive setting are to be provided by the general
classroom teachers, non-disabled children and parents as well. The concept of child-to-child
learning, cooperative learning approaches, etc., have demonstrated that true learning can
happen through interaction between the disabled child and all entities in the general school.
 A sample list of essential services is as follows:
 Planning on instructional strategies for children with disabilities.
 Teaching content to them
 Maintaining attendance for curricular and plus curricular activities.
 General discipline in the classroom
 Checking home assignments
 Conducting examinations
 Evaluation
Facilitating child-to-child learning
 Taking progress of the child
 Consulting with special teachers about the plus-curriculum needs of disabled children.
 Interacting with parents of disabled children.
In an ideal inclusive setting, the general classroom teachers provide these services to disabled
children. The terminology "essential services" is used here because the disabled child cannot
function well in inclusive setting without these vital services. When these vital services are
provided by general classroom teachers, the child would be able to get education in the local
school itself even if there is no specialist teacher to attend to him/her.
Support Services:
The second type of service required in inclusion is the support service given by the
fully qualified special teachers. These teachers provide necessary material support and
occasional academic support to children with disabilities and also provide the needed
consultancy to regular classroom teachers. The support materials are compulsory but
providing academic support by specialist teacher need not be made mandatory. The support
services include the following:








Identifying children with disabilities in the community
Teaching skills peculiar to disability wherever necessary
Assisting general classroom teachers if needed
Arranging assessment for children with disabilities
Arranging learning materials for children with disabilities
Arranging aids and appliances
Monitoring the progress of the child through classroom teachers
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Peripheral Services:
The third types of services are the one-time peripheral services which are adhoc in nature.
Agencies such as hospitals, rehabilitation centers, and non-governmental organizations etc.,
can provide one-time services such as identification, assessment, counseling, etc.
The types of peripheral services are as follows:
 Issuing medical reports
 Providing social benefits
 Arranging sponsorship to educational activities
 Counselling to parents
These peripheral services are to be arranged by the heads of institutes of inclusive education
programmes.
What factors are vital for the success of inclusive education?
Capacity building in the general education:
For the effective implementation of inclusive education for all types of disabled children,
general classroom teachers need training on understanding the educational needs of these
children. It is ideal to teach about special needs children in the pre-service teacher
preparation course itself. The curriculum framework of the National Council for Teacher
Education (1998) indicates that the pre-service teacher preparation course should include
content on special needs children. Teachers, thus trained, will be in a position to take care of
the educational needs of disabled children too in general classrooms if appropriate disability
specific assistive devices are made available. The work of the general classroom teachers may
be occasionally assisted by specialist teachers.
Adopting need-based instructional strategies:
Inclusive education does not mean just enrolling a child with disability in the regular
classroom. The child should be given help to cope up with the regular class work. Therefore,
child-centered approach is needed. The ideal inclusive setting would enroll disabled children
of all categories and also of different levels of disability. All of them may not require the same
kind of assistance. Some may require guidance rarely whereas some others need continuous
help. The children in inclusive education may be classified as follows:
a. Children with mild disabilities who can be handled by general classroom teachers with
minimal training.
b. Children with mild/moderate disabilities who need counseling services
c. Children with moderate/severe disabilities who need resource assistance including
corrective aids and periodical help in academic areas.
d. Children with severe disabilities who require direct attention/preparatory assistance
from the special teachers.
Therefore, need-based instructional strategies are imminent in the inclusive setting. The
children under category (d) may require the assistance of special teacher to a large extent at
the beginning to learn plus curricular skills. Therefore, the extent of assistance should be
decided on the basis of the instructional needs of the child. With the proper understanding of
need-based instructional strategies, inclusive education will be successful.
Exchange of manpower and material resources:
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The success of inclusive education depends on how effectively all departments concerned in
the State and local levels can be involved in the total development of the disabled child.
Inclusive education is a community involved programme and therefore, its quality depends
upon the extent of interaction between the different functionaries of community development.
The District Rehabilitation Centers, local hospitals, braille presses, special schools, etc., are
to be closely involved in the programme implementation.
Enlisting parents and community's participation:
Ideal inclusive education programmes strongly insist on the importance of parental
involvement in education. Parent-interact groups are important for augmenting the quality of
inclusive education. The parental involvement not only enriches inclusion but also brings
attitudinal changes about disability in the community.
Improving child-to-child learning:
Though general classroom teachers and special teachers are available for providing services
to children with disabilities in any locality, the influences of non-disabled children on the
educational achievement of disabled children and vice-versa are noteworthy. In fact, the nondisabled children are the best teachers for enabling disabled children to develop proper
concepts. The child-to child learning also becomes relevant in India where the size of the
classroom is fairly large. Inclusive settings should tap the child-to-child learning strategy
effectively to improve the achievement of all children including that of disabled children.
Making the programme for children with disabilities an integral part of the general
educational system:
As stated earlier, the ideal inclusive education in India would be possible only when all
general education teachers are capable of serving children with disabilities. Till then,
presence of a specialist teacher for a cluster of schools is inevitable. If inclusion is to be
successful, the specialist teacher should also be treated as a part and parcel of the general
system.
What are the existing practices of Inclusive Education in India?
Both full-fledged inclusive education programmes and quasi-inclusive programmes are being
practiced in various forms by different organizations in India. At present, at least 7
implementing strategies of inclusive education are observed in India.
They are listed as follows:
1. Resource models where children with disabilities study in general schools and stay in
hostels meant for non-disabled children.
2. Resource models where children with disabilities study in general schools and stay in
hostels of the nearby special schools.
3. Resource models where children with disabilities study in general schools and stay with
parents at home.
4. Semi-resource models or cooperative models where children with disabilities are taught
only by the resource teacher in a separate class in a general school.
5. Itinerant model where a resource teacher visits the child in his/her local school and the
child stays with parents.
6. Multi-category resource model where disabled children of different kinds are educated in
a general school by the regular teachers and a specialist teacher.
7. Multi-category itinerant model where one special teacher attends to the needs of disabled
children of different categories in a particular locality.
An ideal inclusive education concept aims at facilitating total integration of the child in
the community. The upcoming inclusive education programmes in India are avoiding
separation of children with disabilities from their families for the purpose of education.
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Tangible Experiences:
The Centrally sponsored scheme of Integrated Education for Disabled Children (IEDC) being
implemented through government and non-government organizations in the country has
mainstreamed nearly 150000 children with disabilities in general schools. The UNICEF
through the National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), sponsored a
programme called Project Integrated Education for the Disabled (PIED) during the period
1987 to 1994 in 10 selected blocks in the States of Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Nagaland,
Orissa, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Mizoram, Haryana, Municipal Corporation Delhi and
Municipal Corporation Baroda. The main objectives of the PIED were to prepare general
education system to achieve the goal of education for all children including those with
disabilities, develop an attitude of acceptance of children with disabilities in the classroom
and improve the achievement of all children including the ones with special needs. The PIED
emerged as the first indigenous inclusive education programme in India. The District Primary
Education Programme (DPEP) of the Government of India implemented in the States also as a
special focus to serve children with disabilities in mainstream schools.
The initiatives of international non-governmental development organizations in promoting
mainstream education too are also stupendous in India. The CBM International, Germany,
one of the leading International Non-Governmental Organizations initiated inclusive
education in South India in the year 1980. It organized a series of orientation programmes for
general classroom teachers and administrators about inclusive education. This enabled
hundreds of general schools to enroll children with disabilities, mostly visually impaired
children. The CBM also helped local organizations in India to develop mechanisms for
providing support services in the form of preparation of Braille books, supply of aids and
appliances, teaching aids, etc., to enrich the educational experiences of children with
disabilities. Similarly Sight Savers supported many itinerant programmes for visually
impaired children in the northern part of the country. Many voluntary organizations in the
country are implementing resource models for serving children with visual impairment.
Samagra Shiksha and Right to Education has made it mandatory to provide universal
education to all up to elementary level including the CWSN. These special need children has
the first right of getting equal opportunity to education.
Right to Education (RTE)After the inclusion of right to education, it is mandatory and compulsory to provide free &
compulsory education to all children under age group of 6-14 i.e. up to elementary education.
Under RTE it is provided that a child suffering from disability, as defined in clause (i) of
section 2 of the Persons with Disabilities (Equal opportunities, protection and full
participation)Act 1996 shall have the right to pursue free and compulsory elementary
education in accordance with the provisions of chapter V of the said act.
Progress in 2018-19
(Physical Access)
1. Identification of CWSN In the year 18-19, we kept our thrust on identification of each and every CWSN residing in
our State. To ensure this, we made separate survey and also incorporated the data of other
concerned department such as Social Welfare, State Disability Commissioner Office and
Health Department etc.
At district level these survey conducted by Resource Teacher, Foundation Course Trained
Teacher. A team of Volunteers also identified and trained on the prescribed formats on
identification processes.
After survey, 5% sample check done by the district Incharge. Altogether 24 districts have
completed the survey work. The up-dation of data has revealed the fact that many number of
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CWSN were hidden and thus they were deprived of the entitlements. We started house hold
survey in the year 2009-10 and every year we are repeating it and updating the data.
As per census 2011, total number of CWSN under age group of 6-18 years in our state is
1,48,043 which constitute 1.71 % of general population. The data collected through house
hold survey is still less than the data of census.
The year wise numbers of CWSN are as follows:
Number of CWSN enrolled as per DISE since 2001
Sl No.
Fin. Year
Number of CWSN
% of CWSN
1
2001-02
8756
0.19
2
2002-03
21572
0.52
3
2003-04
28800
0.58
4
2004-05
27715
0.54
5
2005-06
26839
0.48
6
2006-07
38684
0.66
7
2007-08
34804
0.54
8
2008-09
34096
0.51
9
2009-10
40026
0.58
10
2010-11
42725
0.61
11
2011-12
45243
0.66
12
2012-13
66068
1.03
13
2013-14
70068
1.10
14
2014-15
77061
1.21
15
2015-16
78667
1.22
16
2016-17
78667
1.22
17
2017-18
64690
.83
18
2018-19
61413
.81
2. Assessment & Distribution of Aide & Appliances By providing, aide & appliances to CWSN means to provide an opportunity of mobility as well
as coming closer to the universe.
In the year 18-19, we conducted camps by the help of NPCB. We firstly nominated one
teacher from each school as nodal teachers and they were trained at block level in the month
of June'2015 by the help of ophthalmic assistant deputed by NPCB. The preliminary
screenings were conducted by teacher at school. All the schools were provided E-Chart and
formats. In the month of Sept-Oct' 2016, camps were organized at block level and children
were examined by the ophthalmic assistants. Specs were provided by NPCB.
In the year, 2018-19, we have screened 12373 children for Specs and 2568 children screened
by ALIMCO and other local groups like Red Cross.
The appliances provided to the children are as follows:
Sl No.
Source Agencies
1
ALIMCO & Red Cross Society (Locomotors Aids)
2
NPCB - District Blind Control Society (Specs)
3
Sight Savers (Low Vision Aid)
4
Hearing Aid

Number of CWSN covered
5035
2040
5653
748

3. Escort & Transport AllowancesDuring survey, we found that some children are even enrolled in nearby school but not
attending the classes. When we interacted with parents of those children, we came to know
that the children needs escort facilities to go to school. In most of the remote area, parents
are agricultural labour or non-skilled labour. They every day go outside to earn their
livelihood and it stops their children to go to school. We, based on this, collected such data
and started escort facilities to the needy children.
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The objective is to ensure attendance of the children irrespective of their disability.
The priority is given to the family members. It has encouraged the parents to send their
children in schools. We have covered 2946 children under this programme.
Under Inclusive Education, provision of escort allowances is very encouraging tools for
retaining the children in the school. This has provided a good incentive for the parents who
were helpless to send their children in the schools.
We have selected volunteers and even in some cases parents too who are taking
children to the schools and helping the children in the schools.
In the year 2013-14, the budget was kept for 2263 children and we achieved this by
providing facilities to the 2263 children who were unable to move to school alone. The
amount is released to the SMC account and it is disbursed to the volunteers from there only.
Activities
Escort Allowances
Transport Allowances
(Social Access)

Physical Target
5910 children
7114 children

Physical Achievement
5910 children
7114 children

4. Family/Parental Counseling & Peer SensitizationThe awareness of Parents & community is very important to sharpen the Inclusive Education.
First time, in the year 2010-11, we initiated this process and we found this very effective in
making parents & community well informed about the disability, education of their spl.
Children, govt interventions, school facilities available for their children. This exercise not
only increased the enrollment at greater extent but also increased the level of acceptability
among society as well as in schools.
In the year 2018-19, we have organized parental/Community counseling of 15516
members. In this we invited Parents of Disabled, community people, local NGOs and some
cobbler with cycle repair vendors. The objective was to aware the parents regarding
education, community awareness and also on the repairing of aide & appliances.
Activities
Parental /Community
Counseling Sessions
Peer Sensitization

Physical Target

Physical Achievement

2899

2673 members

24507

22121 members
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14. Civil Work
1. Introduction
School Infrastructure development is
a comprehensive exercise or developing
school building along with its indoor and
outdoor spaces in ways that its
contributes to the goals of universal
access, retention, equity and quality in
education. Since the infrastructure
design and development contributes
towards learning of children in the
school, it is not to be viewed narrowly as
a building construction / repair/
maintenance activity alone. School
infrastructure will have to be well
thought-out physical learning environments and seen as integrated systems. They are no
longer to be visualised as mere physical structure of bricks, sand and mortar. Each school
component and space, existing as well as new, to be viewed from the angle of right of the
child and their learning needs.
The school building has to ensure easy access to all children including children with
special need. Consideration of equity in physical access must enlighten all the interventions
for school infrastructure development as well. The classroom design must ensure equity and
quality in educational transactions. The concept of BaLa and local innovations must be put
in to the picture while designing and execution of building construction.
The schedule to RTE Act lays down the norm and standards for a school building. There
is paradigm shift from entitlement based to right base approach for school infrastructure
development. School infrastructure needs to be comprehensively planned from the
perspective of the mandatory provisions of the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory
Education (RTE) Act 2009. A school building should be an all weather building comprising
of:i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

One Classroom for every teacher
Office-cum-store-cum-HM room
Barrier free access
Separate toilets for boys & girls
Safe & adequate drinking water
Arrangement for securing the school buildings with boundary wall or green
fencing.
vii. Kitchen for cooking MDM.
viii. Playground
ix. Library
2. School Consolidation:
The state has completed the first phase of
School Consolidation during the year 2018-19.
Schools having enrollment less than 25 were
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merged in the nearby schools. The consolidation of sub scale schools were planned for
rational deployment of resources and as well as optimum use of infrastructure facilities
and there maintenance. NITI AAYOG has also envisaged consolidation of school as an
effort to transform school education and to provide quality education and implementing
intervention focused on addressing issues of access and augmentation of infrastructural
facilities for its optimum use. 4343 nos of school were re-organised and merged in nearby
schools.
13000 Schools were identified for consolidation via geo analytics. Proposal for
consolidation of 6500 schools were prepared after field verification for RTE Compliance.
Inter district field verification were done for finalization of the proposal. Finally 4343
Schools were merged after extensive consultation with public representatives.
Final proposal for School consolidation was placed before the district level ―Zila
Prarambhik Shiksha Sammittee‖ headed by Deputy Commissioner and having Hon‘ble
MP & MLA of the district as its member. Proposal for merger of 4343 Sub Scale Schools
was approved by the ―Zila Prarambhik Shiksha Sammittee‖.
Students from merged schools were shifted to Host School. Bank accounts of merged
schools were closed. School Management Committee was re-organised and movable
assets were shifted to Host School and alternate use of old building was ensured.
The Consolidation of schools has created a demand for bigger school/Composite schools.
The state has to fill up the gap by augmenting infrastructure facilities in the schools
where these sub scale schools are merged.
There are 32245 Elementary Govt. Schools in the state out of which 20660 are primary
schools having I-V classes and 11585 Upper Primary Schools having classes up to VIII.
Similarly there are 1833 Government Secondary Schools and 861 Senior Secondary
School in the State.
3. Situational Analysis:
Analytical overview based on School-wise Infrastructure plan and need assessment
based on School Development Plan of all the schools of the state gives the percentage
status of school with mandatory infrastructure provisions as per RTE.
Progress Overview
The cumulative physical and financial progress from inception to date and progress of
AWP&B 2018-19 is given in the table below:Cumulative Progress Overview

Activity
ELEMENTARY
Block Resource Centre
Cluster Resource Centre
Primary School Building
(all types)
Dilapidated School
Building
Upper Primary School (all
type)
Additional Classroom
Elementary
Toilets

Not
Taken
Up

Expenditure
upto Mar'
2019
Rs in Lakhs

Spill Over upto
Mar 2019
Rs in Lakhs

Complet
ed

In
Progress

155
1026

154
1026

0
0

0
0

1066.66
2269.00

1064.18
2237.14

2.48
31.86

19364

19174

64

126

58163.91

57732.88

431.03

84

47

37

0

1095.36

1065.637

29.72

10224

10004

169

51

45541.76

45294.55

247.21

108449

105254

2737

458

332517.92

328838.5

3679.42

8563

8563

0

0

7665.46

7616.376

49.08

Target

Financial
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Separate Girls Toilet
CWSN Toilet
Drinking Water Facility
HM Room (Pry)
HM Room (U.Pry)
Electrification
Ramp
Augmentation of Training
Facility in BRC
Residential School
Residential Hostel
Major Repair Primary
Major Repair Upper
Primary
Boundary Wall (Rmt)
Others (2001-02)
Furniture for Govt UPS
(Per Child)
Total
SECONDARY
Opening/Upgradation of
School
2 Section School
Strengthening of
Existing School
Additional Classroom
Boys Toilet (Swachh
Vidyalaya)
Girls Toilet (Swachh
Vidyalaya)
Toilets for CWSN
Science Lab
Lab Equipment (Sci Lab)
Computer Room
Library Room
Art/Craft Room
Toilet Block
Drinking Water
Major Repair Secondary
Total
TEACHER EDUCATION
Construction of DIETs
Total
GRAND TOTAL
Elementary+Secondary+
Teacher Education

16568
1588
7329
1051
2089
240
7504

16568
1588
7329
716
1218
240
7504

0
0
0
335
871
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8178.89
1672.72
2311.45
3211.14
6474.61
24.00
942.15

8178.89
1672.72
2311.45
2015.72
4835.67
24
942.15

0.00
0.00
0.00
1195.42
1638.94
0
0

263

263

0

0

1314.99

1314.99

0

5
16
723

0
0
670

5
16
53

0
0
0

1060.71
1760.00
1200.20

0
0
1167.213

1060.71
1760.00
32.99

879

831

48

0

1597.26

1563.0937

34.17

712051
0

614204
0

93580
0

4267
0

17088.00
436.66

12431.8
436.66

4656.20
0.00

1162990

1063347

0

99643

5814.95

5316.735

498.215

2061161

1858700

97915

104545

501407.8

486060.35

15347.453

1032

521

31

480

61927.77

37137.29

24790.48

2228

1277

923

28

11589.25

7977.67

3611.58

12

12

0

0

6

6

0

11

11

0

0

5.5

5.5

0

47
394
293
603
511
605
646
176
357
6915

47
385
293
599
493
602
646
176
349
5411

0
9
0
4
18
3
0
0
8
996

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
508

23.5
2509.72
293
3025.38
3717.02
3063.607
654
76
434.87
87325.617

23.5
2509.34
293
3025.38
3716.68
3062.788
654
76
432.264
58919.412

0
0.38
0
0
0.34
0.819
0
0
2.606
28406.205

2
2

0
0

2
2

0
0

798.23
798.23

0
0

798.23
798.23

2068078

1864111

98913

105053

589531.65

544979.76

44551.888

Out of 2061161 works sanctioned under Elementary Sector for Jharkhand, 1858700 works
have been completed, 97915 including 93580 Rmt of boundary wall are in progress and
104545 including 4267 Rmt of boundary wall and Furniture for 99643 child are not taken
up. The work of boundary wall is pending because spill over of boundary wall is not
sanctioned since 2012-13 and kept as deferred liability. The percentage of works completed is
90.18%. Similarly the percentage of In progress work is 4.75% and not taken up work is
5.07%. Out of the total allocation of Rs 501407.80 lakhs for Elementary Sector expenditure is
Rs 486060.35 till 31.03.2019 which is 96.94% of total allocation. The Cumulative spill over is
15347.453 lakhs.
Similarly for Secondary Sector, Out of 6915 sanctioned works 5411 works have been
completed and 996 works are in progress and 508 not taken up. Out of the total allocation of
87325.617 lakhs expenditure is 58919.412 lakhs which is 67.47% of the total allocation. The
Cumulative spill over is 28406.25 lakhs.
In Teacher Education Sector, Construction of two DIETs has been sanctioned at a unit cost of
Rs 399.115 lakhs for Pakur and Koderma District of the State. Tender for both the works has
been floated by Jharkhand State Building Construction Corporation Ltd and the works is in
progress.
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Fresh Work 2018-19
The physical and Financial progress of Fresh Work sanctioned in 2018-19 is given in the
table below:-

S.N

Expendi
ture
upto
Mar'
2019
Rs in
Lakhs

Spill
Over
upto Mar
2019
Rs in
Lakhs

0

346.82

Comple
ted

In
Progre
ss

Not
Taken
Up

77

0

77

0

346.82

5
16
90

0
0
37

5
16
53

0
0
0

1060.71
1760.00
165.65

163.413

1060.71
1760.00
2.24

100

52

48

0

307.44

303.299

4.14

288

89

199

0

3640.623

466.712

3173.911

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

814

0

814

0

3611.58

0

3611.58

3
2
7

2
1
5

1
1
2

0
0
0

32.67
25.5
60.837

32.29
25.16
60.018

0.38
0.34
0.819

30

22

8

0

192.96

190.355

2.605

Total

856

30

826

0

3923.547

307.823

3615.724

Construction of DIETs

2

0

2

0

798.23

0

798.23

Total

2

0

2

0

798.23

0

798.23

GRAND TOTAL
Elementary+Seconda
ry+Teacher
Education

1146

119

1027

0

8362.4

774.535

7587.865

Activity

Target

Fin.

ELEMENTARY
1
2
3
4
5

1

Additional Classroom
Elementary
Residential School
Residential Hostel
Major Repair Primary
Major Repair Upper
Primary
Total
SECONDARY
Opening/Upgradatio
n of School
2 Section School
Strengthening of
Existing School

2

Additional Classroom

3
4
5

Science Lab
Library Room
Art/Craft Room
Major Repair
Secondary

6

TEACHER
EDUCATION
1

Out of 288 works sanctioned under Elementary segment for Jharkhand for the year 2018-19,
89 works only have been completed due to shortage of fund. 190 works are in progress. The
spill over is 3173.911 lakhs.
Similarly in Secondary Sector, Out of 856 works sanctioned under Elementary segment for
Jharkhand for the year 2018-19, 30 works only have been completed due to shortage of fund.
826 works are in progress. The spill over is 3615.724 lakhs.
In Teacher Education Sector, Construction of two DIETs has been sanctioned at a unit cost of
Rs 399.115 lakhs for Pakur and Koderma District of the State. Tender for both the works has
been floated by Jharkhand State Building Construction Corporation Ltd and the works is in
progress.
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4.3 Spill Over: The progress of Spill Over works of 2018-19 is given in table below:-

S.N

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1

Activity
ELEMENTARY
Block Resource Centre
Cluster Resource
Centre
Primary School
Building (all types)
Dilapidated School
Building
Upper Primary School
(all type)
Additional Classroom
Elementary
Toilets
Separate Girls Toilet
CWSN Toilet
Drinking Water Facility
HM Room (Pry)
HM Room (U.Pry)
Electrification
Ramp
Augmentation of
Training Facility in
BRC
Major Repair Primary
Major Repair Upper
Primary
Boundary Wall (Rmt)
Others (2001-02)
Furniture for Govt UPS
(Per Child)
Total
SECONDARY
Opening/Upgradation
of School
2 Section School
Strengthening of
Existing School
Additional Classroom
Boys Toilet (Swachh
Vidyalaya)
Girls Toilet (Swachh
Vidyalaya)
Toilets for CWSN
Science Lab
Lab Equipment (Sci
Lab)
Computer Room
Library Room
Art/Craft Room
Toilet Block
Drinking Water
Major Repair
Secondary
Total
TEACHER
EDUCATION
Construction of DIETs
Total
GRAND TOTAL
Elementary+Secondar
y+Teacher Education
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Not
Taken
Up

Financial

Expenditure
upto Mar'
2019
Rs in Lakhs

Spill Over
upto Mar
2019
Rs in
Lakhs

Target

Completed

In
Progress

155

154

0

0

1066.66

1064.18

2.48

1026

1026

0

0

2269.00

2237.14

31.86

19364

19174

64

126

58163.91

57732.88

431.03

84

47

37

0

1095.36

1065.637

29.72

10224

10004

169

51

45541.76

45294.55

247.21

108372

105254

2660

458

332171.10

328838.5

3332.60

8563
16568
1588
7329
1051
2089
240
7504

8563
16568
1588
7329
716
1218
240
7504

0
0
0
0
335
871
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7665.46
8178.89
1672.72
2311.45
3211.14
6474.61
24.00
942.15

7616.376
8178.89
1672.72
2311.45
2015.72
4835.67
24
942.15

49.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
1195.42
1638.94
0
0

263

263

0

0

1314.99

1314.99

0

633

633

0

0

1034.55

1003.8

30.75

779

779

48

0

1289.82

1259.7947

30.03

712051
0

614204
0

93580
0

4267
0

17088.00
436.66

12431.8
436.66

4656.20
0.00

1162990

1063347

0

99643

5814.95

5316.735

498.215

2060873

1858611

97764

104545

497767.18

485593.64

12173.542

1032

521

31

480

61927.77

37137.29

24790.48

0
1414

1277

109

28

7977.67

7977.67

0

12

12

0

0

6

6

0

11

11

0

0

5.5

5.5

0

47
391

47
383

0
8

0
0

23.5
2477.05

23.5
2477.05

0
0

293

293

0

0

293

293

0

603
509
598
646
176

599
492
597
646
176

4
17
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

3025.38
3691.52
3002.77
654
76

3025.38
3691.52
3002.77
654
76

0
0
0
0
0

327

327

0

0

241.91

241.909

0.001

6059

5381

170

508

83402.07

58611.589

24790.481

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

2066932

1863992

97934

105053

581169.25

544205.23

36964.023

Out of 2060873 spill over works sanctioned under Elementary Sector for Jharkhand,
1858611 works have been completed, 97764 including 93580 Rmt of boundary wall are in
progress and 104545 including 4267 Rmt of boundary wall and Furniture for 99643 child are
not taken up. The work of boundary wall is pending because spill over of boundary wall is not
sanctioned since 2012-13 and kept as deferred liability. The percentage of works completed is
90.18%. Similarly the percentage of In progress work is 4.75% and not taken up work is
5.07%. Out of the total allocation of Rs 497767.18 lakhs for Elementary Sector expenditure is
Rs 485593.64 till 31.03.2019 which is 97.55% of total allocation. The spill over to spill over is
12173.542 lakhs.
Similarly for Secondary Sector, Out of 6059 sanctioned works 5381 works have been
completed and 170 works are in progress and 508 not taken up. Out of the total allocation of
83402.07 lakhs expenditure is 58611.589 lakhs which is 70.27% of the total allocation. The
Cummulative spill over is 24790.481 lakhs.
4.4 Detail of Spill Over of 2018-19
S.No

Spill Over

1

Fresh Work
Spill
over
Works
Cummulative

2
3

3615.724

Teacher
Education
798.23

7587.865

12173.542

24790.48

0.00

36964.02

15347.453

28406.21

798.23

44551.89

Elementary

Secondary

3173.911

Total

4.5 Deferred Liability of 2018-19
HM Room Primary, HM Room Upper Primary and construction of boundary was
sanctioned by PAB in 2011-12 & 2012-13. The spill over for these sanctioned schemes
was not approved in consequent years till 2018-19. The amount is kept as deferred
liability. The total deferred liability not approved is Rs 7524.90 lakhs.
Deferred Liability:

S.No

1
2
3
4
5

Activity

BRC
CRC
HM Room (Pry)
HM Room
(U.Pry)
Boundary Wall
(Rmt)
Total

Target

Compl.

In
Progress

Not
Taken
Up

Defferred
Liability of 201112 & 2012-13 not
approved in
consequent years
till 2018-19
Rs in Lakhs

Remarks

155
1026
341

154
1022
2

0
2
319

0
0
20

2.48
31.86
1195.42

Deffered
liability not
sanctioned
in 17-18
Do
Do

1042

167

835

40

1638.94

Do

99018
101582

1171
2516

93580
94736

4267
4327

4656.2
7524.9

Do

4.8 School Consolidation:
The state is under the process of re-organisation of Schools. Schools having
enrollment less than standards enrollment norms will be merged in the nearby schools. State
has already started the process of consolidation of sub scale schools having very less
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enrollment from 2017. The consolidation of sub scale schools will result in rational
deployment of resources and as well as optimum use of infrastructure facilities and there
maintenance. NITI AAYOG has also envisaged consolidation of school as an effort to
transform school education and to provide quality education and implementing intervention
focused on addressing issues of access and augmentation of infrastructural facilities for its
optimum use. 4343 nos of school are re-organised and merged in nearby schools.
The re-organisation of schools has created a demand for bigger school/Composite
schools. The state has to fill up the gap by augmenting infrastructure facilities in the schools
where these sub scale schools are merged/ to be merged.
Accordingly building sanctioned for sub scale schools having fewer enrollments were
surrendered in PAB 2018-19.
In the PAB for 2018-19, State had surrendered civil works in 157 secondary schools @ Rs.
9124.84 lakh. However, the state government had in a letter dated 23.d October, 2018 sent a
revised list for surrender of infrastructure components of upgraded High School approved in
PAB 2018-79. It was stated that 9 Schools had been wrongly included in the earlier list and
these schools were either repeated or having less unit cost. As per the revised list now the
total surrender amount is Rs. 9245.63 lakh.
4.9 Girls Hostel:
195 Girls Hostel has been sanctioned to State in different years. The yearwise
sanction details of Girls hostel is given below:Sanction Year
No of Girls Hostel
Functional Status
2010-11
81
81
2013-14
80
80
2016-17
31
31
2017-18
03
03
Total
195
195
Out of sanctioned 195 Girls hostel 106 has been completed, 77 are in progress and 12 are
tendered by JSBCCl and work to be started.
6. Arrangement for Fund Flow for Infrastructure Provisioning
Financial Management & Procurement (FMP) for Scheme of Samagra Shiksha as
received from Government of India vide letter no 1-1/2018-EE-15 dated 16.08.2019 has
been adopted by the State Executive Committee of Jharkhand Education Project Council in
its 52nd meeting held on 23.02.2019.
Financial Management & Procurement (FMP) for Scheme of Samagra Shiksha
Para 3.6 Funding Pattern, Page 26 of FMP Sub Para 3.6.2 wherin provision for Fund
Flow arrangement for various civil works activities is stated as hereunder:a) Civil works upto Rs 30.00 lakhs may be undertaken through SMCs/SMDCs
GOI → State Government →SIS →SMDC/SMC→ Community or Contractor
Or
GOI →State Government→SIS →DPO →SMDC/SMC→Community or
contractor
b) Civil works beyond Rs 30.00 lakhs could be executed through an external
agency or State Level Agency or contractor at State Level
The State Executive Committee in its 51st Meeting held on 16.08.2018 has taken a decision
that all PAB approved civil works schemes above Rs 1.50 lakhs will be executed through
Jharkhand Education Project Council. This decision was taken as per the Finance
department, Government of Jharkhand notification wherin all civil works above 1.5 lakhs will
1.
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be though e-procurement/ F2 Agreement/SBD. PWD Code/Provision will be complied.
8. Convergence:
Schools buildings under SSA are envisaged as a all weather composite building
consisting of sufficient no of classroom, headmaster room, separate toilet for boys and girls,
drinking water facility and boundary walls. However, due to ceiling of civil works and priority
for access, it may not be possible to provide all the facilities to all schools together under one
head. Accordingly different activities are covered through various schemes/programs under
convergence.
8.1 Convergence with Department:
The State government has given top most priority for infrastructure development of all the
government schools of the state. Funds for Bench Desk and Electricity has been sanctioned
from State budget to the tune of Rs 14160.37 lakhs for bench desk and Rs 7426.08 lakhs for
providing electrical wiring in all the government schools of the state. Funds for Bench Desk
and Electrical Wiring have been provided to School Management Committees. Electric
Connection is provided by State Electricity Department for which 7000.00 lakhs has been
provided to the department.
8.2 Convergence with other Department:
8.2.1 14th Finance Scheme:
The School Sanitation and Hygiene has been taken up in the State in convergence with
School Education & Literacy department and Department of Rural Development (Panchayati
Raj). Hand-washing platform is been constructed in all the schools from the fund of 14th
Finance Commission. A joint letter has been issued by the signature of Principle Secretary,
SE&L and Secretary, Rural Development department having letter no-letter no 128 dated
16.03.2018. .
8.2.2 Department of Drinking Water & Sanitation:
Pipe water supply is being provided to all government schools. Connection in schools will be
given by Drinking water & Sanitation department through Urban and Rural water supply
scheme of the department.
8.2.3 Department of Social Welfare: The state has 44 MSDP Blocks. Strengthening of
KGBVs has been taken up through convergence. 8 Classroom in each KGBV and a Science
lab will be constructed in all these 44 KGBVs.
SSA-Jharkhand has explored possibility of convergence with various central and state level
schemes and funds in an effort to provide infrastructure and improve overall school
environment. Convergence with Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan, 12th Finance Commission,
Directorate of Secondary Education, IAP, BRGF, MSDP etc have been made. There is
significant convergence in the state and infrastructure worth Rs 545.90 Crore has been
made in the last five years.
Swatch Vidyalaya Puruskar:
The concept of "Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar" for creating a clean school environment in the
context of the Free and Compulsory Child Education Rights Act 2009 has been developed by
the Department of School Education & Literacy, Government of India, in the year 2016-17.
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The purpose of the initiatives is to promote a better system of sanitation facilities in
the all Government, Aided and Private schools of Jharkhand state. In addition to the facilities
of drinking water, sanitation and health education in the schools, the children, teachers and
members of the School Management Committee (SMC) will be encouraged to meet the criteria
of the Prevalent Environment. Through this, the representatives of Panchayati Raj
Institutions will also be the medium of association with the schools.
State Initiatives – “Swachh Vidyalay : Swachh Bachhe“
Jharkhand Government provided facility to at least one girl and child toilets in all schools in
the year 2015-16. To encourage this, "Swachh Vidyalay : Swasth bachhe‖ program has been
started by Mr. Raghuvar Das, Hon'ble Chief Minister, Jharkhand Government with the
concerted efforts of the School Education and Literacy Department (DoSE&L) and UNICEF.
Effective action is being taken to strengthen drinking water, toilets, rain water harvesting,
water testing, capacity building of teachers, Incinerator, running water facilities, hand
washing facilities, etc. through joint efforts of the Department of School Education & Literacy,
Drinking Water and Sanitation Department, Department of Rural Development (Panchayati
Raj) and Health Department through continuous effort and inter departmental coordination
and convergence. It is getting meaningful results. 14th Finance Commission, Swachh Bharat
Mission - IEC at the center, the school celebrating ―Swachhta Divas‖ on the 19th of every
month. Cooperation of the Bal Sansad, School Management Committee and the Gram
Panchayat is being obtained. It has been included in the curriculum. The result of Swachh
Vidyalay Puraskar 2017-18 is as follows:Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar – 2018-19
“Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar” Launched in 2016, the Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Government of India, identified schools for motivating and celebrating
excellence in cleanliness and hygiene practice. The clear objective of the awards is to respect
those schools who have taken important steps to fulfill the mandate of clean school
campaign. Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar is a good initiative to determine the health of children
and to protect them from the disease. The school provides a healthy school environment for
the provision of water, sanitation, children and teachers. All essential elements classified
under the Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar include water, sanitation, hand washing, operation and
maintenance, behavior change activities and capacity building, etc. All the government
schools, government aided schools, private schools in both rural and urban areas i.e. private
schools affiliated to CBSE, CISCE, State Boards as well as Central Government Schools i.e.
Kendriya Vidyalayas, Navodaya Vidyalayas, Sainik Schools etc. were eligible for Clean School
Award. The performance of the schools was evaluated on the basis of 39 pre-defined
questionnaires under the following categories Safe drinking water system
 Separate toilets for girls
 Habit of washing hands with soap among students
 Maintenance of drinking water and sanitation facilities
 Behavior change and capacity building
Under the " Swachh Vidyalay Puraskar: 2017-18" in the state, 30205 schools have ensured
their participation. Out of this 20343 teachers of the schools had filled the self-assessment
form online. Government of India has identified 15112 schools for next level of competition
and out of this 1512 schools were selected for district level award with 5star, 4star grading
for the next phase. Jharkhand state has secured first place in the country by assessing 100%
of the schools from the district level. In this, the cooperation of the DoSE&L, District
Administration and UNICEF team has been commendable.
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Status of 5, 4 & 3 Star Schools

At State level 40 schools selected and nominated for national level aware. The state
government has provided cash award for all 5star and 4star schools @ Rs. 1,00,000/- and
Rs. 50,000/- respectively to each govt. and govt. aided schools from state fund. At national
Level altogether only 52 schools selected for national level award out of this 3 schools from
Jharkhand was awarded at National level.
16. KGBV Construction
203 KGBV have been sanctioned to state from 2005-06 to 2012-13. The year wise
sanction of KGBV is given in the table below:S.No
1
2
3
4
5

Year of Sanction
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2010-11
TOTAL

No of KGBV
74
81
32

Unit Cost
20.00
20.00
10.00

11
05
203

36.05
36.36

Remarks

Balance amount
to be sanctioned
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Two types of buildings have been constructed/under construction for these 203
sanctioned KGBV with two different construction procurement processes.
1.

Type I : 80 Nos of KGBVs have been constructed/under construction under Type I.
These buildings have been constructed through KGBV Construction Committee with a
unit cost of 40.00 lakhs. The building consists of School building for Class VI, VII & VIII
and hostel accommodation of 100 girls.

2.

Type II : 123 Nos of KGBVs have been constructed/under construction under Type
II. These buildings have been constructed through tender process with an estimated
cost of Rs 302.00 lakhs per unit. The building is split into Three floors having an
constructed area of 42000 sqft. The building consists of School block for class VI to XII,
Hostel accommodation for 300 girls and Staff quarter.

S.No
1
2

Model
Model 1
Model 2
TOTAL
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Target
80
123
203

KGBV Original Building using GOI
sanction as per AWP&B
Complete
80
114
194

In Progress
0
9
9

15. Monitoring, Research & Evaluation
A. Monitoring :
Monitoring is a continuous process of scanning the programme implementation and
required outcomes on regular basis. The project has a well laid monitoring arrangement
and processes at different levels. In addition to internal monitoring mechanism, the
progress is monitored independently by the mission/agency identified by the Government
of India/Funding Agencies.
The arrangements for internal monitoring include1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

General Council
Executive Body.
Mission task force.
Reflection cum-planning meeting.
District Executive.
District Task Force.

i) General Council :
General Council is the apex body of the Jharkhand Education Project Council.
The Honorable Chief Minister of Jharkhand is the Ex-officio Chairman of JEPC.
At least one meeting of the General Council is to be held every year.
ii) State Executive (EC) :
State Executive, Jharkhand Education Project Council help resolve the policy
issues and oversees the implementation of the programme undertaken by the
JEPC. In 2018-19 total five EC meeting conducted, in which various decision has
been taken.
iii) Mission Task Force :
Mission Task Force (MTF) is headed by the State Project Director and includes all
component in-charges and other project staff of State Office. Monthly meeting is
organized regularly to assess achievement towards project goals through
participative process of planning, monitoring and evaluation. Total 12 meeting
conducted by State Project Director in 2018-19.
iv) Reflection-Cum-Planning Meeting :
Reflection-cum-planning meeting (RPM) is held once in a month under the
chairmanship of State Project Director. The District Programme Coordinators/District Programmes Officer, attend this meeting in which the
progress is reviewed, implementation related problems are discussed, experiences
and suggestions are shared for facilitating programme implementation. Reflection
meeting every month conducted by Education Secretary. District Superitendent of
Education cum District programme Officer, Additional District programme
Officer, Account Officer and Assistant Engineer have participated in the meeting.
v) District Executive :
At the district level, there is a ZilaKaryakarini headed by Deputy Commissioner to
monitor the implementation of programmes, to provide necessary direction
consistent with approved guidelines and procedure and to facilitate convergence
with other departments of the State Government with a view to ensure timely
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implementation of the programme. Deputy Commissioner of the concern district
every month taking review of progress of each activity with the concern
component in charge along with District Superitendent of Education cum District
programme Officer.
vi) District Task Force :
The Deputy Development Commissioner (DDC) is the Chairman of District Task
Force DTF functions as an organized team to promote programme
implementation. It is primarily concerned with implementation of the approved
Annual Work Plan and Budget every year.
B. Activity wise Progress :
In the year 2018-19 no budget was sanctioned for REMS activities. So monitoring and
other allied activities were conducted from management head. Activity of shaala shiddhi
was also affected due to it.
Shaala Siddhi
Natiojnal Programme on School Standards and Evaluation by NUEPA National University for
Education Planning and Administration all over the India Ministry of Human Resource and
Development, Govt of India Developing a flat form for Self Evaluation of Schools The National
Programme on School Standards and Evaluation (NPSSE), known as Shaala Sidhdhi is a
comprehensive instrument for school evaluation leading to school improvement. Developed by
the National University of Educational Planning and Administration (NUEPA), it aims to
enable schools to evaluate their performance in a more focused and strategic manner and
facilitate them to make professional judgments for improvement. The programme‘s objective
is to establish and refer to an agreed set of standards and to provide clear pathways for each
school for self evaluation, by focussing on key performance domains and their core standards
for school evaluation. The structure of the Framework is simple yet flexible and lends itself to
both self and external evaluation. The need for effective schools and improving school
performance is increasingly felt in the Indian education system to provide quality education
for all children. The quality initiatives in school education sector, thus, necessitate focusing
on school, its performance and improvement. In a major step towards comprehensive school
evaluation as central to improving quality of school education in India, National Programme
on School Standards and Evaluation has been initiated by National University of Educational
Planning and Administration (NUEPA), under the aegis of Union Ministry of Human Resource
Development.
NPSSE visualizes ‗School Evaluation‘ as the means and ‗School Improvement‘ as the
goal. It refers to evaluating the individual school and its performance in a holistic and
continuous manner leading to school improvement in an incremental manner. The major
objectives of NPSSE are to develop a technically sound conceptual framework, methodology,
instrument, and process of school evaluation to suit the diversity of Indian schools; to
develop a critical mass of human resource for adaptation and contextualization of the school
evaluation framework and practices across states.
A training programme has been conducted on 8-9 December by the help of faculty of
NUEPA, New Delhi. All 24 district officials and teachers were present in the training
programme. All district have oriented to fill up the detail formate. 15% of schools of the
district has uploaded the data on web portal.
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16. Management Information System
Smooth information flow, effective analysis and dissemination of information is the key of
success for any programme. Corrective measures can be taken well in time based on the
analysis of the history and present data so obtained. MIS plays an important role in collecting
the data required from schools and other offices in field, analysing and drawing inferences
from those data and helping the management at various levels to take appropriate decision to
improve the present situation.

Integrated MIS Platform – e-Vidya Vahini
A robust and complete MIS for School Education is being developed and implemented
throughout the State. Following modules have been developed so far and roll out in the state–
 BRPs/CRPs School Monitoring
 Teacher Biometric Attendance
 Student wise Data Management
 Teacher Data Management
 Mid-Day Meal Monitoring
NIC, Jharkhand and DoIT, Government of Jharkhand is developing the different modules
related to –
 Analytical Web Dashboard
 Student Attendance Modules
 Teacher Attendance Modules
 Learning Material Sharing Modules
 Mid-Day Meal (MDM) Modules
 Learning Level Monitoring Modules
 Leave Management Modules
 Scheme Monitoring Modules
 School Facility and Infrastructure Monitoring Modules
 User Management Modules
 Feedback Modules
 Grievance Redressal Modules
 Notifications Module (With Central Push from State/District)
 Help Modules
 Support Modules
 Master data Management Modules
41,000 Tablets to schools and 2,977 Tablets to BRPs/CRPs are distributed to implement the
e-Vidya Vahini smoothly. Direct Support to the end user is being provided through setting up
of PMU and Call Centre.
The state of Jharkhand has recently launched a new, upgraded version of its longstanding
integrated MIS platform, e-Vidya Vahini for the real time monitoring of school education
across the state by gathering, processing, and validating the data to facilitate data-backed
decision making at state, district and the block level. The app has been redesigned with
better graphic user interface (GUI) which makes it easier for the user to access it.
The MIS platform can be accessed via two channels— Web portal and app. The landing page
of the web portal features a dashboard which gives an overview of the total number of
government schools in the state, number of schools visited for monitoring by a Block
Resource Personnel (BRP) or a Cluster Resource Personnel (CRP) on a given day, the total
number of teachers in the state, the total number of teachers active in the state on a given
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day, number of teachers marking the attendance manually, the total number of BRP-CRPs in
the state and the number of active BRP-CRPs on a given day. It also highlights the number of
total certification nominations filed by the schools in the state and the total number of
schools verified by BRP-CRPs.

Any user logging into the app has the access to the following modules—
1. School
2. Teacher
3. Student
4. Certification
5. Mid-Day Meal (MDM)
6. Monitoring
7. Grievance
8. Learning Tracking Format (LTF)
1. School
The school module enables the user at the state, district and the block level to view the
details of the school using school name, school UDISE code and different filters till the
cluster level. The schools in the state can be now viewed with a click. The school module also
gives the user the ability to add or remove class grades in a school with ease which helps in
better record keeping at the state, district and the block offices. The school MIS features the
school report, student school transfer report and merged school report which gives insights
into the number of schools under different categories in a single click.
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e-Vidya Vahini has facilitated the digitization of the school data which can be used to monitor
and keep track of the schools from different levels of governance. The school module also
gives the other details of the school in a single click on the UDISE code of the school. For
example– A total of 2424 schools are present in Bokaro details of which can be seen with a
single click.

The school module also has a provision to capture other school details like the latitude and
longitude of the school, the parliamentary constituency it belongs to, the educational block,
year of establishment of the school, etc. This ensures the correct identification of the school
and keeps the records up to date.
2. Teacher
The teacher module facilitates the registration of new teachers across the state and also eases
the workload from various time taking bookkeeping activities such as maintaining record
book, maintaining attendance etc. Now the teachers can be transferred with ease under the
‗Update Service Status‘ under the ‗Teacher Activity‘ module where the official can upload the
transfer letter and transfer the teacher to the new school.

The teachers across the state can register themselves at various block offices and record their
biometric information. This facilitates biometric attendance of teachers across the state which
helps in real time monitoring of their attendance. The attendance can be viewed both by the
teacher and the user operating at the state, district or the block office. This is an upgrade
over the traditional register-based attendance marking. This ensures that every teacher is
registered on the e-Vidya Vahini portal and integrate into the Jharkhand education system.
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With the advent of e-Vidya Vahini, now every teacher is given a Teacher ID which is unique to
every teacher and acts as an identification number till the teacher‘s association with the
Jharkhand education system. Just by logging into to the e-Vidya Vahini Teacher Activity
module, one can view the number of teachers in a district, block, cluster and school. For
example– Lohardaga has a total of 3472 teachers out of which 23 Department of Education
school teachers are yet to enroll their biometric.

The e-Vidya Vahini app also requires the appointment details of the teacher like gender,
mobile number, Aadhar Card number, Social Category, Date of Joining, qualification details
during the registration of the teacher which results in comprehensive record keeping at state,
district and the block level.
3. Student
The student module in e-Vidya Vahini allows the real-time record keeping of the student
enrollment in the state. The students from the 3 academic sessions, 2016/17 to 2018/19
now reflect in e-Vidya Vahini which allows the digital record keeping of the students. Each
student is given a Student Id which serves as a unique identification number till the
student‘s association with Jharkhand education system. This helps in tracking the progress
of the student and helps in identifying the dropout from the school. The student module also
provides the student attendance report which gives real-time attendance of students in the
state. For example– There are 68 students in Rajkiyakrit PS Harijan Khunti School in Khunti
block of Khunti district.
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The current e-Vidya Vahini also facilitates the user to search the student based on a 6parameters—Aadhar Number, Name, Date of Birth, Gender, Mother‘s Name, and Father‘s
Name. This feature is a huge upgrade over the traditional book keeping methodology.

The current e-Vidya Vahini app collects a wide range of information of the student for better
identification. From the basic details of the student to the facilitation information of the
student, the information stored for every student has become comprehensive.
4. Mid-Day Meal
The MDM module in e-Vidya Vahini allows the user to set the preferences of the Mid-Day
Meal centrally which can be viewed by each school with a click. The communication has
become effective and easy with the advent of the Mid-Day Module. The user can now manage
the expenses as shown below–

The MDM module allows easy management of the MDM related data like the MDM menu can
be fixed using the e-Vidya Vahini module directly from the user. The MDM module ensures
efficient management of the mid-day meal by capturing information like, daily consumption,
stock report, and cook salary. MDM module facilitates multi-functionality of the MDM
activities.
5. Monitoring
e-Vidya Vahini collects all the data of the various monitoring activities by BRP CRPs—Class
inspection and Spot Testing of students, and displays the data recorded during monitoring in
a user-friendly report on a day to day basis. This has made monitoring of schools easy all the
while tracking and addressing the Resource Personnel (BRP CRPs) directly.
The monitoring report in e-Vidya Vahini simplifies the monitoring data by displaying the date
of the visit, and the response marked against each question. For example– There are a total
27051 visits made by the BRP CRPs from November 04, 2019 to December 05, 2019. These
numbers are directly visible in the monitoring module with a single click.
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Monitoring which is otherwise a tedious book keeping process is now simplified and the
associated reports—Survey reports, Gyan Setu reports, Time on Task reports—are now
available with a single click.
The user management tool essential to the monitoring module collects the personal details
like Date of Birth, Gender along with the Bank details and the contact information which
makes it easy for a two way communication between the state and the BRP CRP.
6. Grievance
The grievance module is especially designed to address the real-time grievances raised by the
resources on the field. The grievances received are categorized based on a parent category,
token no., date and time of raising the grievance, the authority concerned to address the
issue and the person who took the action, and the status of the grievance. This helps in
effective management of the schools, better resource to system interaction and builds a
transparent, trustworthy working environment for the resources.
The status of the grievance can be tracked using the token number generated by the system
at the time of raising a grievance.
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WAY FORWARD
The current e-Vidya Vahini interface has 2 modules under development. Going forward, these
modules are supposed to give further insights into the monitoring of the schools and
consolidate the school education system in Jharkhand.
7. Learning Tracking Format (LTF)
The LTF module shows the number of students in each learning category based on their
learning level. Going forward, this module will be available when the school progress all the
students in an academic year.
8. Certification
The certification module in e-Vidya Vahini provides the user the direct access to the number
of schools that applied for certification, the number of schools that are provisionally certified
and rejected, the number of schools that were certified and rejected. The certification detail
can now be looked directly using a report on e-Vidya Vahini which otherwise would not have
been possible.

The Certification Details submodule under the Certification module provides details of the
certification approval/rejection in different rounds of the certification of the school. The
certification module in e-Vidya Vahini simplifies the process of certification which would
otherwise have been a tedious task.
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e-Vidya Vahini has been instrumental in facilitating monitoring of the schools across the
state all the while providing real-time insights into the school education in Jharkhand.
9. Recognition of Private Schools
State has planned to develop online application for Private Schools, through which the
complete process of their school recognition can be made online. All Manual interventions will
be minimized for improving the transparency in the system.
10. Teacher’s Transfer
State Govt. has planned to develop a transparent online system for teacher‘s transfer. Online
options will be seeked from the concerned teachers and systematic transfer will be done
through this module.
11. Biometric Attendance of students of Residential Schools
In order to ensure close monitoring and maximum utilization of funds an online biometric
attendance system for students of residential schools is under process. All the students
present in the schools will mark their biometric attendance thrice a day. Other indicators of
these residential schools will also be monitored online.
Unified District Information System for Education (U-DISE +)
DISE is being implemented in the state since inception. Later on SIMIS is introduced and
finally the unified data system (U-DISE) is being used throughout the state from the year
2012-13.
U-DISE + 2018-19 is completed and submitted to MHRD, Govt. of India and it‘s inferences
along with trend analysis is shared with State, District and Block officials directly from state.
Worst and best cluster/block/district in terms of educational indicators is also high lighten
during sharing
Jan-Vaachan : Social Audit of Data
For last 9 years Jan-Vaachan is being practiced during data collection through UDISE
process. This is being used as social audit of the information being filled/provided by the
school. This year also Jan-Vaachan is carried out in all the schools.
It was observed that the quality of DISE/U-DISE data can be ensured at the school level,
from where it is generated/filled. Filling and authentication of data through teachers is
always remained questionable. CRCs were least accountable for the quality of data, in spite of
the fact that 100% data can be checked only from the CRC level. A third party control on
false and manipulated data was always required to ensure quality data.
All the schools are divided within CRPs in such a way that no school across the state is left.
After imparting training on U-DISE Data Capture Format (DCF) they are instructed to visit
each school allotted to him. A meeting called JANVACHAN is scheduled at the school where a
member of SMC/VEC/SMDC along with teachers and local residents participates.
Headmaster reads out the information filled in the DCF in the open meeting. CRPs verify
every information based on physical availability and records present in the school where
participating member can raise objections regarding false or manipulated data filled by the
headmaster. Once all the members present are satisfied by the information filled in the DCF
the countersign the filled DCF and handed over to CRP for further process.
All the filled DCF are ensured to check 100% at school level through a committee in which
SMC/VEC/SMDC members and local residents are present. This way a social Audit of data is
ensured, where society can raise objections in filling wrong/false or manipulated data. CRPs
are bound to crosscheck filled DCF with the physical verification at the school level.
Quality of data has improved a lot during few years. Enrolment is almost matching the
population figures. Actual availability of Classrooms, Toilets, Hand pump, Ramp, Playground,
CWSN children enrolled are reflected in the data.
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Staff Position of MIS
State Level :
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Name of the Post
State MIS Coordinator
Expert -MIS
Computer Programmer
Asst Computer Programmer
Computer Operator

Number
Sanctioned

Number in
Position

1
1
1
1
2

1
0
0
1
0

Number
Sanctioned

Number in
Position

24
72

16
38

District Level :
Sl.
No.
1
2

Name of the Post
Assistant Computer Programmer
Computer Operator / Data entry operator

Block Level :
Sl.
No.
1
2

Name of the Post
Block MIS Coordinator
Data entry operator-MIS

Number
Sanctioned

Number in
Position

264
264

49
78

Infrastructure Development:
MIS units at State, division, District and Block level offices are fully equipped with all the
necessary Hardware and software.
State office is equipped with necessary hardware and software's which include – Latest
desktop computers, Broadband connectivity, SPSS software, Oracle 10g, 8i, MS Sql Server,
Reporting services, etc. State office computers and other devices are fully connected to LAN
and to the internet. The Wi-Fi zone has been created inside the office to provide internet
facility, network resource sharing using Cisco Switches, Firewall etc.
Hardware at state office:
All the Sate Coordinators are provided with latest Desktop facility to enhance their working
capacity and efficiency.
Computers along with Oracle 10g and 8i are available throughout the Division and districts.
Districts are having computers based on criteria:Each district is equipped with Internet facility through BSNL‘s Broadband or Jharnet (SWAN).
PMIS:
Timely and effective implementations of the activities are the prime concerns of the project.
Structures and processes for monitoring the progress against given target are as hereunder.
Annual targets are broken into monthly targets both in physical and financial terms. This
process ensures the close and effective monitoring and gives scope for mid-course
corrections.
The progress against target is reviewed every month at State level meeting known as
Reflection-cum-Planning Meeting (RPM). Besides reviewing the progress, problems are shared
and sorted out in this meeting and strategies arrived at for bettering achievement. Following
reports are generated at the state level for use by the management-
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Monthly physical progress report was used by the project to monitor the progress of districts
against month wise financial and physical targets.
Quarterly progress report was prepared at the state level in the format prescribed by the
government of India
Civil works progress report as per requirement of State & Government of India.
Districts are being assisted to provide the required information to GOI through Web based
MIS (SSA).
Shagun Web Portal:
The responsibility of data entry into MHRD's Shagun web portal of SSA is on MIS Section at
State level. Concerned component in-charges provide the data related to their component,
which are verified and filled by MIS Section. Success Stories, Testimonials, Videos are
uploaded to Shagun portal.
Capacity Building:
Capacity building of the MIS personals at State, District & Sub district level is found very
essential. They participate in different training workshops at National / Sate level.
All 24 District MIS Coordinators attended the 8th and 9th Quarterly National Review Meeting
on MIS.
State programmer and planning coordinators attended the 5th Quarterly National Review
Meeting on MIS.
State programmers attended the various workshop organized by NUEPA on educational
Indicators, DISE s/w and DCF along with RMSA MIS I/c .
State has organized two state level training workshop on DISE
State has organized one day training on Oracle DBA for all division and division
programmers.
State has organized one day training on Web-Portal to train & equip the district & sub district
level personals.
Further every district has also organized training to train their Block & field level
functionaries on functioning and uses of MIS, DISE DCF, etc
Capacity Building Programme during 2018-19
Level of
Workshop

Theme of the
workshop

Resource
persons

Date

Place

Total No. of
participants

25.09.18

Palamu

33

27.09.18

Bokaro

44

01.10.18

Chaibasa

25

State Level

1

Sharing of inferences :
U-DISE 2017-18

2

Sharing of inferences :
U-DISE 2017-18

3

Sharing of inferences :
U-DISE 2017-18
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State MIS Coordinator
Div. Com.
Programmer
Ast. Com.
Programmer
State MIS Coordinator
Ast. Com.
Programmer
State MIS Coordinator
Div. Com.
Programmer
Ast. Com.
Programmer

Level of
Workshop

Theme of the
workshop

4

Sharing of inferences :
U-DISE 2017-18

5

District and Block
ranking as per major
educational indicators

6

U-DISE 2018-19: DCF

7

U-DISE 2018-19:
Software issues

8

U-DISE 2018-19: Data
Collection and
Compilation

Resource
persons
State MIS Coordinator
Ast. Com.
Programmer
State MIS Coordinator
Ast. Com.
Programmer
State MIS Coordinator
Ast. Com.
Programmer
State MIS Coordinator
Ast. Com.
Programmer
State MIS Coordinator
Ast. Com.
Programmer

Date

Place

Total No. of
participants

04.10.18

Dhanbad

29

05.11.18

SPO,
Ranchi

48

13.12.18

SPO,
Ranchi

46

03.01.19

SPO,
Ranchi

30

28.03.19

SPO,
Ranchi

27

Asst. Comp.
Programmer
Asst. Comp.
Programmer

26 Dec.
2018
4-5 Jan.
2017

All 24
districts
All 24
districts

Asst. Comp.
Programmer
Block MIS
Coordinator

28 Dec.
2018- 10
Jan.
2019

All 264
blocks

District
1

U-DISE 2018-19 : DCF

2

U-DISE 2018-19 :
Software issues

500 (approx)
120 (approx)

Block
1

U-DISE 2018-19 : DCF
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49000
(approx)

17. Gender and Equity
Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya
Total Number of District: 24
Total Number of School : 203
Girls Enrollment:
Class wise Enrollment
VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

13587

13450

9751

13029

12495

7283

7628

SC
10600

ST
29410

BPL
9631

Total
77223

Completed
193

Class wise Enrollment
OBC
Minority
23090
4492
Civil Work Status:
In
Not
Progress
Started
08
02

Total
203

Full time Teaching and non-teaching Staff:
Post
Working
Teachers
726
Accountant
176
Head cook
179
Asst cook
545
Night guard
337
Part time Teachers:
Post
Working
Teacher
1098
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77223

1. Process of Identification and Enrollment of Girls in KGBVs
 Meeting of school management committee and mata samittee held at school level
followed by preparing list of girls who are out of school, drop out, single parent, naxal
affected, traffiking girls etc.
 Block level committee consists of block education officer, school warden who finalizes
the list after verifying girls through village education register, bal panji door to door
visit, campaign etc.
 Focus was given on primitive tribe girls, trafficked girls, naxal affected girls, single
parent girls, Girls from remoteness area etc.
 Finally list gets approved by district level committee chaired by district deputy
commissioner.
 Priority was given as per direction of government of India and state government.
 After approval admission process done at school level.
 All process started in month of January and completed on end of March.
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1. Extracurricular, Skill Development and other initiative to enhance the confidence
level of the girls

 Bal

Samagam-cum-Kasturba
Sangam organized at school, block,
district and state level to provide
an opportunity to children to
perform their best in various
activities and to share their
experiences with students of other
schools.

 Learning through Tab - Earlier
Tab was distributed to all the girls
of class VIII by state government.
Detail
NCERT
syllabus
and
curr0iculum incorporated in it.
Girls are using it for their study
purpose.

 WiFi connection - All schools are connected with WiFi. Now girls can easily connected
with internet. They are able to using internet for their project and other academic
purpose.

 Games and sports activities - To promote games and sports, each KGBV is supported
by one physical teacher who is responsible for games and sports activities in school.
Gym established in each KGBV to give more focus on girls fitness. This is the
intervention of state government. Sports and games activities included as co-curricular
activities. 1-2 hours is fixed for games and sports activity. Yoga is also being promoted
in school. Sports competition at school, block and district level organized.

 Counseling of girls - Each and every teacher counsels girls at each level. Teachers
after identify the need and problems of girls, they gather information related to girls
issues/problems, addresses misconception, facilitate girls to solve the problem, follow
up and review to resolve the issues.

 Cultural activities - List for national days and event celebration provided to school
along with holiday list. National days, Jayanti day of great personalities and all the local
festivals celebrated in school. Apart from this, Annual sports day, School day also being
celebrated in schools.

 Adolescent Education Programme - With the support of external agency Catalysing
for Social Change, Adolescent Education Programme being implemented in all the
KGBVs. Curriculum development (for teachers training) includes Gender issues, Life
Skill, Food habit, Legal Counseling, Abuse, Friendship, growing age, Sexual
harassment, Family and society, Health and hygiene, Values, savings and security.
Training of master trainer/nodal teachers (two teachers from each KGBV) takes places.
All the technical support and material provided by Catalyzing for Social Change.
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 Self-defense training- Martial Art/Karate, Tai-Kwando training provided to all girls with
the objective to make them self reliant and to bring confidence among them.

 Learning best practices- Activities that support to enhance confidence level and to
create interest among girls, some good practice incorporated as regular classroom
activity that includes project work, group work, group presentation, practical work,
debate, creative writing, peer learning etc

 Vocational training- Training on different vocations provided on madhubani painting,
Board framing, sculpture art by plaster of parries, Painting, dokra art etc. For the
training, trainer was identified as local level. Institution/organization who are working
in this field and have experience are given priority.

 Gardening- To enhance awareness about environmental issues, plantation and
gardening of ornamental plants and development of kitchen garden in schools is
encouraged and ensured.

 Formation of Band group- In every School girls band group has been formed and
being provided technical training regarding performance.
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2. Quality Assurance in KGBVs
 Special training for girls - To acquire the age specific competency level of girls, special
training conducted for girls. Training conducted by the school teachers during the
school hours. Girls for special training need were seated in a separate place while
providing education for developing their basic skills (literacy and numeracy). One to one
baseline assessment done for each girl to define her competency level in each area.
After the baseline the learning package used for each child from the point where the
learning level has been assessed. Then accordingly the learning material Ankur (class
1-7) and PRAYAS (condensed material of class 1-5) and PRAYAS abhyas pustika are
being used. This package transacted and completed in required time period.

 Comprehensive and continuous Evaluation (CCE) of girls - To bring about an
improvement in the quality of education and the holistic development of girls,
evaluation process takes place to have adequate focus both on scholastic as well as coscholastic areas. While implementing CCE in the schools, focus made to evaluate girls
in their scholastic and co scholastic areas in actual class room situation. As per the
notification/direction of MHRD, GOJ no detention and corporal punishment should be
made to the children at the elementary level. Keeping into this mind, democratic
evaluation process, where children as well as parents were also the part of evaluation
process. No formal examination conducted rather children evaluated by various means
like project works, group discussions, quiz/ debates. It is ensured that each and every
class will maintain the progress cards and record it in register in order to ensure the
performances of the girls. Training of the teacher provided for implementing CCE in the
actual class room situation and teachers also oriented for Formative assessments of the
girls.

 Teachers training – State level training provided to 606 identified nodal teachers on
gender/life skill issues under adolescence education programme.
State Level Workshop of all warden on use of fund and safety security of girls - Two
days workshop at state level organized for all 203 warden and district in-charge for girls
education. Objective of the workshop was how to proper utilize fund under recurring
head and how to ensure safety and security of girls.
Training on Accounts - 5 days training provided to all accountants on data record
keeping and documentation.

 Best practices to adopt as best learning - To make and create interest among girls
towards learning and to enhance their creativity and ideas, some practices adopted as
best learning. Teacher ensures these activities during class period and also ensures
participation of girls. Some of the practices are - Group work and presentation, Project
work, Collection of Important news and reading it in assembly time, Open session for
questions and answers related to general knowledge at assembly time, Celebration of
important days and jayanthi of great personality. Teachers collect the related
information and tell to girls, Smart class etc.
2. Safety and Security of Girls & Health and Hygiene
 All schools are surrounded by boundary wall having their own.
 CCTV installed in all KGBV in entry and exit point.
 No visitors are allowed to enter the school premises after 4 pm. Guideline issued in
this regard to all schools.
 School instructed to no visitors other then parents will allow visiting without the
permission of district office or state office.
 Visiting register maintaining in all schools.
 All schools have placed one guard
 All school tie-up with local police thana and they round the school once in a week.
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All school having generator facility as alternative arrangement of electricity.
On front wall of each school important numbers is being displayed. i.e. ocal police
thana, district administration, district project office and state project office.
Health and hygiene issues of girls are the prime focus. All schools are tagged with
near Primary Health Centre (PHC). Girls are taken weekly to these PHCs for regular
check-up.
Supplementary tablets like iron goli etc. are being provided to girls.
Girls are providing sanitary napkin as safe and secure menstrual.
Health card maintained of each girl.
Health Screening of girls- In 02 districts Hazaribagh and Dumka total 5385 girls were
covered through health screening through SRL India ltd. Doctors team were visited in
these schools and done health checkup of each girls. Individually complete health
data was created through screening.

3. Community Mobilization
 School management committee formed in each school. SMC consist of 11 members
that are- Parent member – 03 (1 woman member, 1 member from ST and 1 from SC
community)
- President of SMC of government schools – 02
- Student member –0 2
- Teacher member – 01
- Block Development Officer
- Block Education Extension Officer
- Warden-cum-teacher – member secretary
Every month meeting of school management committee takes place. Important issues
regarding academic facility, residential facility, and procurement were discussed and
decision take place. Orientation provided to the members on Kasturba Gandhi Balika
Vidyalaya programme, provisions, facilities etc.


Each school has their own purchase committee which consist of 07 members as
follows- Parent member –01
- Student member (Class VIII) - 01
- Teacher member – 02
- Block Development Officer
- Block Education Extension Officer
- Warden-cum-teacher – member secretary





Awareness campaign take places by school teachers, students and member of SMC
regarding girls education and enrollment in schools ie –
- Prabhat Pheri
- Door to door visit
- Meeting with villagers
- Pumplet distribution
Parent Teachers meeting



Invitation to parents in school's function
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4. Convergence
- State government has upgraded all KGBV up-to class XII and total 29573 additional
girls are enrolled in class VI-XII. State government is providing fund for these girls.
- Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya's building provision made in 13th finance
commission.
- Schools that have building constructed through school committee (building cost 40.00
lacs) are provided hostel from RMSA.
- With Integrated Action Plan at district level, KGBVs are getting boundary wall,
transformer, hostel building, hand pump, provision for smart class etc.
- Tie-up with Primary Health Centers at block level. Girls are getting supplementary goli,
free health check –up, doctors visit at school etc.
- For security and safety point of view, each district tied-up with local police thana.
5. Monitoring system of KGBVs
 Monitoring becomes essential for proper and smooth function of KGBVs. To ensure
proper monitoring, district MIS and state MIS maintained. Monthly review meeting of
warden, teachers and accountant at district level, monthly review meeting of
component in charge and district programme officer at state level takes place. Beside
this, school visit at each level takes place.
 MIS - A proper MIS system exists at district and state level. Each month data related to
KGBV are updated. As per district MIS report, data analyzed at state level. Data
includes enrollment number, status of teacher and non teaching staff, infrastructure
status etc.
 Review meeting - Each month review meeting of warden and accountant is being
organised at district level. Issues like enrollment of girls, academic facilities for girls,
residential facilities and proper account maintenance are discussed and necessary
instruction provided to teachers. Review meeting at state level also take place for
district component in charge of KGBV and for district programme officers separately.
Detail on data analyzed. Issues if any, are discussed and guideline provided to
districts.
 Monitoring Committee at each level –
Block level - At block level, a monitoring group of Block resource person, Block
Programme Officer, Cluster Resource Person, Block Extension Education Officer and
District Component In-charge of KGBV has been formed. A Monitoring format also
prepared. Every week these persons visit the KGBV once. Issues regarding function of
school, academic facilities, residential facilities and financial issues are observation
point during the visit. If any problems/issues found it was short out immediately on the
spot by the visiting person. If issue prolong than it was informed to district office for
necessary action. A visit report also submitted to district office.
District level - At district level, monitoring ensured by District Programme Officer,
Additional District Programme Officer and District Component In-charge of KGBV.
Every month at least minimum of 3 KGBV visited by these officials. During the visit of
KGBV, Issues regarding function of school, academic facilities, residential facilities and
financial issues are the prime focus. A visit report submitted to state office.
State level - At state level, monitoring ensured by state level Officials. Every month at
least 2 district and minimum of 3 KGBVs of each district visited by the officials. During
the visit each and every aspects related to function of school were the focus point.
Necessary action or decisions takes place, if required. A visit report was prepared and
according to that, guideline provided to district so that necessary action can be taken.
6. State Initiatives to improve performance of KGBVs
State government has special concern and focus on establishment and smooth function as
well as to improve performance of Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya. To promote girls
education and girls to strengthen girls, State Government provided various facilities to
KGBVs : Girls strength enhanced in each KGBV @ 25 girls per classes with fully financial
support.
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Boundary wall constructed in all school.
Necessary furniture as per requirement provided to all schools.
To focus on fitness of girls, gym established in all KGBVs. Time fixed for class wise
use of gym. One physical teacher is placed in each school who is responsible for
games and sports activity in school.
TAB provided in all schools incorporated with NCERT syllabus on it. Girls are using it
for their study and project work purpose. Schools also get facilities of WiFi connection.
To promote Science and Commerce at +2 level, one KGBV for Science and one KGBV
for Commerce center has been established in each district.
By the initiative of State Govt. 57 Jharkhand Balika Awasia Vidyalaya established to
promote girls education. These schools are sanctioned for those blocks where KGBVs
are not sanctioned by GoI.. In the year 2018-19 total 9904 girls are enrolled in these
schools. These schools are functioning on the basis of KGBV norms sanctioned by
GoI.

Best Practices
Health Screening of girls
Adolescence is a phase of rapid growth and development during which physical and
physiological and behavioral changes occur. It affects girls in their overall performance. The
most significant health issues among adolescence girls are nutrition deficiency, anaemia,
gynaecological problems, mental health, reproductive and sexual health etc.
Need for screening and treatment of health issues in adolescent girls is- To avoid discontinuation of school due to health reasons
- Future depends on the health of adolescent girls
- Bad health affect their potential to achieve the best in studies and other activities
With above objective and to focus more on health issues, state has decided an innovative idea
for health screening of KGBV girls. For this following steps taken place to implement  At state level a meeting with district supretendent of education, KGBV wardens,
representatives from health departments and representatives from SRL India Ltd was
organized to know about the general health status of girls in KGBVs and the facilities
they are getting in schools and from health department.
 After that, to know the basic health status of KGBV girls, a preliminary sample survey
was organised through SRL India Ltd. In district Hazaribagh at 10 KGBVs that covered
258 girls. This was a random medical health assessment. This was done through a
physical examination and the survey data captured in the developed format. This sample
survey analysis was followed by a brief presentation through SRL team.
 On the basis of analysis report, SRL has given an opportunity to screen students of 20
KGBVs in 2 districts- Hazaribagh and Dumka on Pilot basis.
 All above 20 schools were oriented through video conferencing regarding health
screening.
 Health screening was done in 20 KGBVs of two districts Hazaribagh and Dumka. It
covered total 5385 girls.
 All the health records maintained through electronic application, developed bu SRL
 Modus of the SRL was –
- Selection of DMLTphlebos for collection of samples
- Phlebos were trained at Hazaribagh
- 04 teams were formed (02 for each district)
- Each team comprises of 3 male DMLT phlebos, 1 female DMLT phlebos and 1 SRL
representative
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- Samples were transported to Dhanbad facility on the same day of collection
- Screening was done for total 5385 students in 10 days.
- An application was developed to maintain electronic health records of the students
- All the students are registered in the apllication while sample collection
- After releasing of the reports, entire health record was uploaded in the application
which can be reviewed at multiple levels.
To promote teaching of Science and Commerce stream at +2 level, establishment of
Science centre and Commerce centreTo encourage girls for study of Science and Commerce at +2 level, one or two KGBV in each
district has been established as science center and one as Commerce centre on the basis of
no. of girls get enrolled in these stream. In rest of the school, arts subjects are carried on.
Subject wise required teachers has been placed in these schools.
Stream wise (science, commerce, arts) enrollment of girls in academic session 2018-19
is as followsGirls enrollment in
Stream wise enrollment
class XI and XII
Arts
Science
Commerce
14911
12562
1776
573
In the year 2018-19, total 7525 girls were appeared in Higher secondary exams, in
which 6568 girls got succeed Girls appeared
Total No. of
Arts
Science
Commerce
in exam
Girls Passed
7138
6186
5329
867
186
Performance of girls in secondary and higher secondary examination –
State has already upgraded Kasturba schools upto 12th from the year 2008-09 and 2009-10.
After that girls are appearing every year in secondary and higher secondary board
examination. All the schools are registered through JAC Board (Jharkhand Academic
Council). Performance/achievements of girls (Year wise) are commendable which is as
follows –
Secondary Examination
Higher Secondary Examination
Year
Appeared
Passed
Appeared
Passed
2015
8359
7786
5292
4970
2016
8695
7253
5426
4361
2017
9411
7649
6736
5603
2018
9938
6988
7365
5849
2019
12247
9914
7529
6572
Achievements
• Girls from KGBVs have excelled in archery, hockey, football, etc.
• Girls actively participate in district and state cultural programmes on special days
• Girls passing out from KGBVs take interest in higher studies
• Girls have demonstrated their creative skills in writing, painting, art & craft and
vocational activities
• Girls have demonstrated high level of leadership skills through Baal Sansad
• The percentage of girls appearing and pass percentage in 10th and 12th has increased
respectively in 2018-19.
• After completion of study, girls are working as/placed in police line, nursing, various
instructor, panchayat/ward member, beauty parlour, night guard/cook in KGBVs etc.
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Self defense for girls of Class VI – VIII And Special Projects for
Equity
Adolescent girls have different kinds of problems. They face problems in daily life such as
family disputes, behavioral problems, safety and security, sexual problems, financial
problems, problems of senior citizens etc. It creates emotional disturbance and social
pressure, leading to the basic problems like negative attitude, nervousness and apathy, lack
of confidence, low self-esteem, negative body image, pervasive sadness, tearfulness,
disappointment and insecurity.
Need of Self defense
Every day through social media we are hearing about girls/women being victimized. In this
situation self defense training for girls become necessary. The basic need for self defense
training of girls is important because of  Self defense help girls protected themselves and their family.
 Self defense builds confidence in girls.
 Self defense teaches girls discipline, and that discipline transfer over to all others areas
of their life.
Progress overview 2018-19
Self defense for girls of Class VI – VIII :
AWP&B 2018-19
Expenditure
21.60
18.00

Total school covered
200

Special Projects for Equity (Class IX – XII):
AWP&B 2018-19
Expenditure
Total school covered
21.60
17.01
189

Total girls covered
20000
Total girls covered
18900

Objective of the programme :
- To create awareness among girls about their rights
- To make girls able to face their daily life situations and be
situation they are facing in their life
- To bring and retain girls in school
- To bring confidence level within girls

able to analyze the

Target :
In all 24 districts total 200 schools was covered where enrollment of girls is more than 200 in
class VI to VIII. Total 20000 girls were covered under Self defense training for girls of Class VI
– VIII.
Similarly total 189 schools where enrollment of girls is more than 200 in class IXth
and Xth were covered. Total 18900 girls were covered through Special Projects for Equity
programme in all 24 districts
Strategy:
 Schools are selected on the basis of girls enrollment more than 200.
 Total 200 schools and 20000 girls were covered through self defence training for class VI
to VIII and Total 189 schools and 18900 girls were covered through self defence training
under Special Projects for Equity
 Self defense training conducted twice in a week.
 Training provided through trained trainer of registered martial art institution or sports
academy.
 Trainer for self defense training selected through SMC or SMDC were on honorarium
basis @ Rs. 3000/- per month for 3 months.
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18. Vocationalisation of School

Education
Vocationalisation of School Education in Jharkhand
About the Programme: The Government of India brought out a revised Centrally Sponsored
Scheme for Vocationalisation of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education (CSS for VSHSE)
by Ministry of HRD (MHRD) to integrate employability education into School Education in
September 2011. In 2018, this scheme got further revised and brought under the integrated
initiative (Samagra Shiksha) by MHRD and termed as Vocationalization of School Education
(VSE). The revised norms allow a student to complete training in one Job Role in 9th and
10th standards; followed by another Job Role in 11th and 12th standards.The scheme is
operated within the NSQF (National Skill Qualification Framework), which establishes a
system of clear educational pathways from school to higher education while providing
certification on vocational skills.
The State Government of Jharkhand hereinafter referred to as Jharkhand Education Project
Council (JEPC) has been implementing VSE in 260 Schools till 2018-19 as per approval and
funding from MHRD.
Implementation: Vocational Training Partners (VTPs), approved by National Skill
Development Corporation (NSDC) and affiliated to respective Sector Skill Council (SSC) are
selected through EoI. VTP provide Teachers/Skill Trainers known as Vocational Trainer as
well as guest faculty for conducting classes on Vocational Courses.
The project is being implemented (Level-I in class 9th) in 260 Jharkhand Government schools,
each school with two trades with the goal to make students employable when they complete
senior secondary education (level 4, class 12th).
In each trade, 40 students from class 9th are selected for registration in Level 1.
The curriculum, trainers handbook, students handbook developed by PSSCIVE (PSS Central
Institute for Vocational education, Bhopal), based on the relevant Qualification
Packs/National Occupational Standards of respective Sector Skill Councils (SSCs) are being
used.
The Vocational Subject is included as the sixth subject (additional/optional) in class 9 thand
class 10th.
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Schools & Trades:
Starting with 53 schools in 2015-16, Jharkhand has now 260 schools that offer vocational
trades. Following is the year wise distribution of schools.

Sector wise, a total of thirteen trades are being covered including – IT/ITeS, Media &
Entertainment, Healthcare, Tour & Travel, Tourism & Hospitality, Security, Beauty
&Wellness ,Retail, Electronics & Hardware, Automotive, Agriculture, Apparels and
Multiskilling.
Table 2: Trade Wise Distribution of Schools
In terms of coverage across Jharkhand, the selection of trades is being done on the basis of
the Skill Gap Analysis being conducted by Deloitte. Currently the Vocational Education is
being covered across 24 districts basis the viability of a particular trade.
No of Trade
S.No

Trade

1

Agriculture

2

APPAREL &
MADEUPS

3

AUTOMOTIVE

4

Beauty &
Wellness

6

Electronics &
Hardware
Healthcare

7

IT - ITeS

8

Media &
Entertainment

9

Multi Skilling

5

10
11
12

Job Role

2015-16

Solanaceous Crop
Cultivator
Sewing Machine
Operator
Automotive Service
Technician
Assistant Beautician,
Assistant Beauty
Therapist

2016-17

22

2017-18

2018-19

Grand
Total

8

8

2

2

9

9

12
11

Patient Care Assistant
Help Desk Attendant,
Domestic Data Entry
Operator

32

50

48

65

25

Animator

17

39

22

Multi Skill Foundation
Course
Retail
Sales Associate
Unarmed security
Security
Guard
Tourism &
Food & Beverage Service
Hospitality
Trainee
Grand Total

34
14

25
82

3

28

166
78

7

11

18

11

11

25

5

17

22

4

18

22

7

51

106

214

110

90

520
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19
20
21
22
23
24

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

7

14

6

1
4

1
1
2

2

4
2

6

2
2
5
1

1

4
2
78

8

2

9

2

7
5

10
7
17
9

1
25

4
1
82

5
3
166

2

1
2
34

3
3
1
3

1

3
2
2

1
1
3

3

1

3
1
2
2
4
1
1

1

5

1
1
1

8

1

2

1

1
8
1
1
18

25

3
3
2
3
1
3
1
1

16
16
16
14
30
28
30
26
18
32
10
12
10
18
12
16
34

3

36

2
3
8
1

30
20
48
22

1

16
10
520

2
4

1
1

Grand Total

2

Tourism &
Hospitality

2

Security

5
2

1
1
1
1
2

Retail

6

3
1
2
2
4
1

3
3
4
5
2
6
4
5
3
7
2
2
1
4
4

Multi Skilling

1

7
4
7
3
10
9
7
7
3
10
3
4
2
5
3
7
10

IT - ITeS

1
1
1
2
1
1

3
1
2
3
6
5
5
6
3
4
1
2
2
2

4
2
1

Media &
Entertainment

Beauty & Wellness

Automotive

APPAREL &
MADEUPS

Healthcare

18

BOKARO
CHATRA
DEOGHAR
DHANBAD
DUMKA
GARHWA
GIRIDIH
GODDA
GUMLA
HAZARIBAG
JAMTARA
KHUNTI
KODARMA
LATEHAR
LOHARDAGA
PAKAUR
PALAMU
PASHCHIMI
SINGHBHUM
PURBI
SINGHBHUM
RAMGARH
RANCHI
SAHIBGANJ
SARAIKELAKHARSAWAN
SIMDEGA
Grand Total

Electronics &
Hardware

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Agriculture

Sl. No

District

Table 3: District Wise Distribution of Schools

1
22

51

Boys

Total

Girls

Boys

Total

Girls

Boys

Total

Class 12th

Girls

Class 11th

Total

Class 10th

Boys

IT/ITeS
Beauty & Wellness
Retail
Health Care
Security
Media & Entertainment
Tourism & Hospitality
Automotive
Agriculture
Apparel
Multiskilling
Electronics & Hardware

Class 9th
Girls

Sectors

Table 4: Current Enrolment in 2018-19

2287
1020
341
1454
171
1026
872
50
140
55
320
285
8021

2749
0
544
981
377
1214
822
310
180
25
400
675
8277

5036
1020
885
2435
548
2240
1694
360
320
80
720
960
16298

1415
770
20
1668
150
713
289
0
0
0
0
0
5025

1584
0
53
843
424
792
333
0
0
0
0
0
4029

2999
0
73
2511
574
1505
622
0
0
0
0
0
8284

481
0
10
122
0
39
0
0
0
0
0
0
652

969
0
9
19
0
45
0
0
0
0
0
0
1042

1447
0
19
141
0
84
0
0
0
0
0
0
1691

135
0
0
16
0
0
29
0
0
0
0
0
180

206
0
0
6
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
218

341
0
0
22
0
0
35
0
0
0
0
0
398
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Achievements for the year 2018-2019









VTP selected for 55 schools sanctioned in 2017-18 and 45 schools sanctioned in
2018-19.
07 vocational training partners were selected for implementation of VSE.
6935 Total No. of Students appeared in Matric and Intermediate Exam as Vocational
Education as 6th Paper Subject.
Practical Assessment completed for 10th and 12th std. Students.
 6537 Total No. of Students Assessed for Matric Exam, 2019
 IT/ITeS- 2746 Total No. of Students Assessed
 Healthcare- 1042 Total No. of Students Assessed
 Beauty and Wellness- 544 Total No. of Students Assessed
 Media and Entertainment- 1105Total No. of Students Assessed
 Retail- 71 Total No. of Students Assessed
 Tour and Travel- 415 Total No. of Students Assessed
 Security-614
 398 Total No. of Students Assessed for Intermediate Exam, 2019
 IT/ITeS- 341 Total No. of Students Assessed
 Healthcare- 22 Total No. of Students Assessed
 Tour and Travel- 35 Total No. of Students Assessed
One day Principal Orientation done for 160 Schools in five phases.
New 200 Recruited Vocational Trainers were provided Indu
ction Training.
320 In-Service Teacher Training were provided in 2018-19.

32 No. of Students participated in Placement Process and 16 students were placed in
different companies in 2018-19.
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19. Band Competition
Jharkhand Excels at National Inter State School Band Competition
Adjudged National winner's in both categories of Boys and Girls in year 2017-18 and
Runner-up in 2018-19.
The Department of School Education and
Literacy,
Ministry
of
Human
Resource
Development, Government of India with the
joint collaboration with State Government has
been
organizing
an
Inter-School
Band
Competition since 2017 at district, State, Zonal
and National level prior to the republic day.
Objectives behind organizing Band Competition
to encourage a feeling of oneness, belonging
and a deep sense of pride in school children. The rhythm of a band instills a feeling of action,
courage and patriotism in children and adult alike. A competition of this kind will rejuvenate
and rekindle the spirit of various school bands in the schools throughout the state and
country.
Based upon the above facts, during the year
2017-18, Inter- School Band Competition for
both boys and girls categories had been
organized at District and State level in the
state. Jharkhand had been given opportunity to
host the Zonal level Inter-School Band
Competition, where 5 states namely, Odisha,
Bihar, West Bengal, Andaman Nicobar and
Jharkhand. In both categories of Boys and
Girls, Jharkhand became the winner at Zonal
level and had got chance to participate at the
national level. At the national level Jharkhand got 1st Position in both the categories of
boys and girls and declared national winner in the event. A Prize money of Rs. 20,000,
a citation and a winner's trophy was given to Jharkhand team by the Ministry of
Human Resource Development, Govt. of India.
In year 2018-19 Inter- School Band Competition for
both boys and girls categories had been organized at
District and State level in the state. Jharkhand had
been given opportunity to host the Zonal level InterSchool Band Competition, where 5 states namely,
Odisha, Bihar, West Bengal, Andaman Nicobar and
Jharkhand. In both Categories Boys and Girls
Jharkhand became the winner at Zonal level and
had got chance to participate at the national level.
At the national level, Jharkhand got 2nd Position in Boys category. Hon’ble Minister, Sri
Prakash Javadekar, Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India provided
the winner's Trophy along with the prize money of Rs. 15,000 to winning team of
Jharkhand.
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20. Kala Utsav And Bal Rang
Kala Utsav
As per direction of Ministry of
Human Resource Development, New Delhi
and guidelines by National Council for
Education Research and Training, New
Delhi, Kala Utsav is being organized every
year in the country. Kala Utsav programme
is a dream project of Hon‘ble Prime Minister
of our country. Kala Utsav provides platform
for the students of classes 9 to 12 in
different areas i.e. Music, Dance, Theatre
and Visual Arts that reflects the culture and
tradition of their respective state. As pr the guidelines of MHRD and NCERT events for Kala
Utsav are organized at district, state and National level in every year.
Based upon the above facts, State has successfully organized Kala Utsav 2018 at district
and state level. Students from all the schools got opportunities to participate in Kala Utsav at
district level, in the field of Music, Dance, Theatre and Visual Arts. Winners of district level
competitions participated in the Kala Utsav at state level and a contingent of 50 participants
(including escort teachers) participated at National level Kala Utsav 2017-18.
State level Kala Utsav
During the year 2017-18, four team representing different fields namely Music, Dance, Theatre
and Visual Arts of Jharkhand and winning team selected at the State level Kala Utsav
participated in National level competitions organized by MHRD, Govt. of India. The teams
selected for National event were as follow:
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name of the school
Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya, Bundu,
Ranchi
Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya, Namkum,
Ranchi
Kasturba Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya, Dhanbad
+2 High School, Latehar

Area of Art
Visual Art
Dance
Theatre
Music

National Level Kala Utsav, New Delhi
National level Kala Utsav 2017-18 was organized
on 06.01.2018 at Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh. KGBV,
Bundu, Ranchi representative Jharkhand State got
1st position in Visual Art and become the
National Champion. Hon’ble State Minister,
MHRD, Govt. of India gave the winner's stophy
along with a citation and a price money of Rs.
1,25,000
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Bal Rang – 2018
(Upgraded +2 High school, Garu, Latehar, got 3rd position in Folk Dance Competition at
National level)
Under joint collaboration of School Education and Literacy Department, Ministry of
Human Resource Development, Govt. of India and Prakashan Nirdesh Nideshalaya, M.P.,
National Bal Rang Mahastav – 2018 was organized in Indira Gandhi Rastriya Manav
Sanghralaya, Shyamla Hills, Bhopal on 20-21 Dec‘ 2018. Plus 2 High School, Garu, Latehar had
participated in this programme under the category of folk dance from Jharkhand state.
Jharkhand got 3rd position in this Bal Rang- 2018. This is a big achievement for the Jharkhand
state. All the participants got certificate and trophy after winning the events.
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21. Social Audit
Social Audit of Samagra Shiksha Programs (2018-2019)

Objective of social audit of programs :
The main objective of conducting social audit of different programmes under Samagra
Shiksha was to get the actual status of program implementation and impact of programmes
run for children of school on one hand and to get assessed the programs by the community
too on the other hand. Secondly, the objective of this kind of social audit is to present the fact
sheet of program implementation before community, school teachers, blocks and district
officials as well as nominated persons of Deputy Commissioner and sharing and sorting out
the issues arising in social Audit.
In the guidance of Principle Secretary, school education and literacy department,
Jharkhand Education Project Council has conducted a joint social audit of different
programmes under Samagra Shiksha and Mid Day Meal (MDM) programs in selected schools
through third party as a pilot basis. For this total 1256 schools had been selected out of
which 1233 has been audited by
Social Audit Unit, Jharkhand under Jharkhand State
Livelihood Programme, Rural Development Department , Jharkhand which had been selected
as a third party for conducting Audit.
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According to the state decision
following criteria has been set for the selection of
schools for social Audit -:
1. 50% schools of total schools having
enrollment 500 or more than this will
be selected foe Social Audit.
2. 10% schools of total schools having
enrollment between 250-500
has
been selected for Social Audit
3. 1% schools of total schools having
enrollment less than 250 has been
selected for Social Audit
4. At least 3 schools of
small size
blocks (consisting 05 punchayat), at
least 5-6 schools of medium size
(consisting
06-10
punchayat),
blocks and at least 10 schools of big
size blocks
(consisting 06-10
punchayat) has been taken for the
audit.
5. Block wise 3 % minority schools and
Madarsa has been selected for the
Audit.
The Process of social audit:
S.No.

1

2

3
4

Activities
3-4
Round
table
discussion had been
held
with
different
component in charge
of Samagra Shiksha in
the guidance of State
Project Director (SPD),
JEPC , Jharkhand for
developing social audit
tools.
2-3 round meeting
with selected social
audit team head and
other team members
for sharing of social
audit
process
and
audit tools in the
presence of SPD, JEPC
and
administrative
officer, JEPC.
Finalization of social
audit
tools
and
printing of tools.
Selection of master
trainer/Resource
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Level

Remarks / Sub activities

State
level

Audit Survey questionnaire has been
developed for social audit and blue print
designed for social Audit

State
level

Selected school list has been shared with
third party.

State
level

Printing of tools by Social Audit Unit,
Jharkhand and distribution among school
level resource person

State
level

Through Social Audit Unit, Jharkhand

S.No.

5

6

7

Activities
Person
Training of master
trainer and orientation
of
different
programmes
run
under
Samagra
Shiksha.
Training of district
level resource person
for conducting social
audit in schools.
Social
audit
of
different
progrmme
through
identified
resource
persons
visiting
selected
schools.
Block level hearing

Level

State
level

All identified resource persons participated.
Training has been organized by district
education officer as well social audit unit.

School
level

School teachers and SMC members
cooperated in conducting social audit

District level hearing

District
level

9

State level hearing

State
level

10

11

Handing
over
the
report on finding of
social audit

All component in-charge, JEPC gave an
overview of their respective programs

District
level

Block
level

8

Remarks / Sub activities

State
level

Principal of selected schools, members of
SMC /SMDC, Mukhiya of Panchayat,
Panchayat members, members of JILA
PARISAD and parents are invited in this
hearing and one panel is prepared in which
representative of District Commissioner,
representative of DSE, one member of
Social audit team and one nominated NGO
representative selected by social audit unit
has to participate. And panel members have
been provided power to give decision and
directions to education officials for
betterment of school.
The compliance report of instructions
/orders will be presented in this. All
BEEOs/BRP/CRP will be participant and
Deputy development commissioner of
district, Vice president of Jila Parisad, DSE,
member of Social audit team and one
nominated NGO representative will be in
panel.
DSE and district nodal officer of MDM will
share the points according to the decision
taken in the district level hearing. In this
hearing Principal Secretary, School
Education and Literacy Department,
Jharkhand, SPD, JEPC, Director, MDM
,Accountant general or its representative all
component in-charge of JEPC will have to
be present for hearing.
Social Audit Unit, Jharkhand is
responsible for submission of report.
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District level hearing in Bokaro District of Jharkhand
The issues covered under social audit:Samagra Shiksha
 Enrollment/Retention and Transition
 Updation of Shishu Panji and drop out children
 Functioning, Training of SMC /SMDC
 Child Entitlements – Distribution of Uniform, Free Text Books, School Kits.
 Special Training for Drop out Children.
 Status of U- DISE / CAL/ ICT
 School Library
 Functioning of Child Cabinet.
 School Sanitation and Hygiene
 Gyan Setu progrmme implementation
 E-Vidya Vahini Programme
 School Infrastructure
 Status after school merger
 Details of income and Expenditure
Mid Day Meal
 Fund flow for running MDM
 Food grains and cash register
 Status of running MDM
 Status of cooks
 Hygiene and sanitation in MDM and safety issues
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Coverage of Social audit of schools in daily News

paper

Finding of Social Audit, 2018-19
In the F/Y 2018-19, total 1233 schools of 265 blocks of all 24 districts were audited in the
first phase. The social audit has been conducted in selected schools between February, 2019March, 2019.
The major findings of
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

social audit are as follows:

Shishu Panjee register was found in 98.21% of total audited schools out of which
Shishu Panjee Register was updated in 74% schools.
The document of annual survey being carried out to bring children of age group of 0518 in school has been found in 1215 schools out of total audited schools. Along with
this, HOUSE is constituted under ―PRAYAS‖ Programs in 90% schools. But state need
to retraite
the instructions to implement ―PRAYAS Programs‖ more effectively on
which state took decision to take necessary steps to provide training to the teachers on
―PRAYAS‖ Program and other important steps to implement this program more
effectivly.
The PTR ratio in schools was satisfactory. The result of teacher rationalization and
teacher appointment is reflecting at ground level.
The special training in 42 schools out of 60 schools marked as special training center
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v.
vi.

vii.

viii.

ix.

x.

xi.

xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.

had carried special training . Total 757 children had been imparted special training in
these centers .
The enrollment of girls in schools (All management schools) was 5% more than the boy
which is an achievement for Jharkhand state .
The attendance of children was 50% on the day of audit and average attendence of last
6 months was 70% . Social Audit unit highlighted on need to do more efforts to enhance
the enrollment rate.
The percentage of distribution of free text books and uniforms was almost within 8171% in total audit schools. The fund of the school kit for the children having 50% and
more attendance percentage was being sent directly in the account of children from
DSE office. Because of this, there was non availability of information at school level
caused incomplete information in this regard. On this matter state took decision that
the one copy of report regarding sending funds of school kit in bank accounts of
children would be provided to schools in ―Guru Gosthi‖.
The percentage of sending school grant in schools was 84 and 49% respectively in
year 2017-18 and 2018-19 while the percentage of utilization of fund was 95 5 and 66%
in audited schools in respective years . The 70% schools of audited schools had
updated the accounts books.. There was only 1% schools where some irreularities had
been found in acconts keeping.
The SMC had been constituted/ reconstituted in 92% schools out of total audited
schools. The Social Audit Unit suggested to increase the participation of SMC members
in SMC monthly meeting. Apart from this, it was added to maintain a record on which
it will be clearly noted down that which
SMC member has taken which kind of
training on which date . There should be one information register for maintaining all
these things . On this matter State Project Director, JEPC decided to issue instruction
to all Districts.
The status of implementation of Gyan Setu program was good enough in 60 % schools
and 16% school were up to satisfactory level. But in 24% schools the status was not
upto the mark or teacher did not provided information to Social Audit team. Study
materials of Gyan Setu program was found in 84 percentage schools of total audit
schools.
82% schools out of total audited schools were provided Tab and Bio-Metric machine in
which teachers of 54% schools had purchased separate SIM and regulating this
through TAB or they were running TAB through Wi-Fi connection of their own mobile.
Internet connectivity status was good enough in 66% schools and percentage of
registration of teacher in TAB is 76%.
69% SDMIS updation work is 69% completed in total audited schools and the
percentage of attedance of teachers through Tab is 58%.
In 80% schools of total audited schools the documents of filling up the U-DISE were
found.
School library was functional in 70% schools.
205 schools out of total audited schools were found as a host school after merger. The
said schools had followed all instructions regarding merger. But 40% merged school
buildings are unused till date.
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